
Latham, James 

From: The Fentons 
Sent: 15 June 2018 18:12 
To: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Subject: Burghill Neighbourhood Development Plan. 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
For the purpose of putting the following letter in context, I would like to explain that I have lived in 

Burghill parish for 39 years. For several years I served on and was, for some of those, chairman of the Parish Council. 
I should also add that I am of the generation who do not use computers regularly, if at all but since 

commenting on the previous stage 16 submission, I have, with help, been able to access more information relating 
to the earlier stages of the process. Much of this gave me cause for concern, which has been reinforced by 
subsequent information and attendance at Parish Council meetings. 

It is appreciated that a great deal of time and effort went into the production, delivery and analysis 
of the questionnaires by the Steering Group, which was organised and set up by he Parish Council and it is well set 
out in the submission document. 

It is, therefore, uncomfortable for me that my comments are critical of the Parish Council, which is 
the Responsible Body for overseeing the production of the NDP. 

1.8 
I and other parishioners were of the opinion that Herefordshire Council were advising that the 

Tillington sites, the Lower Burlton site and the solar farm site were removed from the Plan but that the 50 dwellings, 
granted planning permission at Roman Road would be counted into the numbers to replace those sites. 

The Parish Council had the opportunity here to publicise the letter fully, giving the reasons for 
rejection and consulting with parishioners on their views before proceeding further. 

Instead, at what was the most disgraceful Parish Council meeting that I have ever attended, where 
parishioners were insulted and denigrated in an extremely aggressive manner, they were persuaded to obtain " 
clarification " of the Herefordshire Council term " deliverability ", not to remove the sites mentioned from the NDP ‐
the reason given being that if any were removed it would mean going back to stage 14, which they didn't want to do 
and also that the owners of those sites might take legal action. They were advised that the 50 dwelling could not be 
counted in because the 106 agreement had not been specifically ratified. The resulting decision was taken that they 
would re‐employ Kirkwells to re‐ assess all the sites. 

6.1.13 
These residents, of which I am one, have tried to persuade the Parish Council to inform the wider 

community that the planning permissions which have been granted since the start of the Plan mean that the target 
number of 124 has nearly been fulfilled ‐ I believe we disagree by 2. We hoped that they would advise parishioners, 
who had expressed the wish for small groups of houses during the original questionnaire, that these multiple 
dwelling sites could be removed from the NDP, particularly those at Tillington, which Herefordshire Council was not 
in favour of and the few numbers mad up from " known windfalls ", which were identified in the 2nd Draft of Jan.' 
16. 

The Parish Council was adamant that they would not accept this idea of actually asking parishioners 
if they would prefer that option. We tried, ourselves, to get this information through, via the Parish Magazine but 
were effectively prevented and so resorted to posting flyers to every household. Unfortunately, these went out 
without our signatures, which the Parish Council was furious about and advised parishioners, through the Parish 
Magazine, to ignore. 

We felt that, as they were not prepared to keep parishioners informed, that it was the only way. At 
this time, we were told that all the previous site would be remaining in the Plan. 

6.1.21 
With the intervention by the Ward Councillor, it was arranged that a Herefordshire Council Officer 

would attend a Parish Council meeting regarding the " windfalls " issue. Her opinion was that a NDP would not be 
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6.1.28 

considered robust if it depended on " windfalls ". We interpreted that to mean that if it was ALL dependent on 
them. The Parish Council has taken it to mean that no "windfalls" can be included. 

There were many site submissions to the Plan, which were not included, that could, at any time 
over the next 12 years, come forward to provide the type of dwelling that parishioners identified as preferring‐
particularly those such as single storey ‐ individual bungalows in large gardens and converted redundant farm 
buildings. New " mini‐estates" are unlikely to provide bungalows. Those sites were never considered. 

6.1.20 & 6.1.32 
As far as I am aware, the identification of Tillington as a settlement which should have a boundary is 

an arbitrary decision. It was always classified as " open countryside", as was Tillington Common. There is question as 
to whether there was confusion in the Core Strategy. The shop, pub, garage and industrial buildings have been there 
for years without a boundary. There was no consultation with local residents whether they wanted a boundary or 
where. 

These "infrastructure problems" have been known by the Parish Council, Herefordshire Council and 
local residents for as long as I can remember. I do not believe that these would be overcome by developers. The 
costs would make the sites here non‐viable. The mains sewer is too far away to make it possible for the suggested 
14 dwellings. There seems to be no problem with foul sewage in the area and the current density of houses is 
adequate for individual septic tanks. I do not believe that, even if the mains sewage ever reached there, parishioners 
would wish to join it if their septic tanks operate as they should, considering the difference in costs. Neither do I 
believe that developers would consider factoring in the costs of highways improvements for 14 dwellings. 

The Parish Council should have been aware that there had been earlier plans and costing for just a 
footpath, which was withdrawn ‐ costs being one of the reasons. 

Regarding the issue of consultation with the wider community, I consider it as having been poor. I 
believe that, in the early stages of the Plan, there was no publicity, either on the website or anywhere else, to let 
parishioners know when there was a steering group meeting, so there was not the opportunity for other 
parishioners to become involved or make any views known. Nor were minutes of those meetings available, so 
nobody, other than the steering group , would know what was discussed or decided on. 

Not all the sites submitted were those that had answered the " call for sites ". I know of two that 
were identified by the steering group, who then sought the owners, who did not reside in the parish and these were 
then selected. This makes me query whether this action was predetermined. 

I understand that all the sites were visited by pairs of steering group members to basically assess 
suitability. There does not appear to have been any attempt to check with neighbours of these sites, who could have 
highlighted constraints, such as proximity to sewers, surface flooding, presence of badgers or other protected 
species and tree preservation orders. Nor reference to Herefordshire Council guidelines on access , which would 
have had implications for hedgerows. Whether Kirkwells actually visited all the sites or whether their assessments 
were a " desk top study " based on information provided by the steering group, we were not informed. 

I believe that only about 100 residents attended the Options Days in Nov. 2014, which does not seem 
to have alerted the Parish Council to the fact that the majority of parishioners had become disengaged from the 
process. 

Updates in the Parish Magazine have contained very little detailed information and, on occasion, 
have been misleading and, once, erroneous. 

I have found that the Parish Council meetings make it virtually impossible for parishioners views to 
be taken into account. The NDP report is given, with any discussion and decision taken BEFORE the public 
participation session, which is for ten minutes, regardless of how many wish to speak. This, in effect, means that 
their views on the current state of the NDP were not taken into consideration. Nor can parishioners be sure that 
even if they do manage to say anything it would be discussed at the FOLLOWING meeting ‐ only at a " future " 
meeting. As previously mentioned, the attitude to opposing opinions regarding the NDP is hostile. Also the minutes 
are no longer detailed, e.g. " a parishioner expressed some concern " rather than a name and the nature of the 
concern. 

There have been no open meetings held to allow parishioners a chance to engage with the process 
or even discuss openly since November 2014, in spite of the Parish Council realising that some parishioners were 
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concerned. The Annual Parish Meeting would have been the ideal opportunity but this is now held on the same date 
as the Parish Council meeting and is only 30minutes duration. 

I believe that many parishioners would have stated that they were not in favour of any of the larger 
sites submitted because of the amount of dwellings that could be built if the density is 25 per hectare. I suggest that 
it would have been more in keeping with parishioners' wishes for smaller groups of dwellings if the steering group or 
Parish Council had discussed the possibility of only PARTS of the sites being included, rather than the whole. One of 
the objections to the current application on site 25 is that the density is not in keeping with the neighbouring 
properties. 

In summary and much to my regret, I feel that the Parish Council, as the Responsible Body for the 
NDP did not take sufficient control of the situation when it was made aware that there were concerns and that this 
Neighbourhood Development Plan, rather than being in the interest of parishioners, in what is a rural parish, is for 
the benefit of developers. 

Yours faithfully, 
Alison Fenton 

Sent from my iPad 
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Latham, James 

From: Turner, Andrew 
Sent: 14 June 2018 15:03 
To: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Subject: RE: Burghill Regulation 16 neighbourhood development plan consultation 

RE: Burghill Regulation 16 Neighbourhood Development Plan‐April 2018 ‐Regulation 16 Submission Document 

Dear Neighbourhood Planning Team, 

I refer to the above and would make the following comments with regard to the above proposed development plan. 

It is my understanding that you do not require comment on Core Strategy proposals as part of this consultation or 
comment on sites which are awaiting or have already been granted planning approval. 

Having reviewed records readily available, I would advise the following: 

Map 4: Tillington proposed settlement boundary including Tillington Business Park 

Having reviewed Ordnance survey historical plans, I would advise the following; regarding the proposed hosing 
development sites identified as; ‘10’ & ‘25’,(cross hatched in red) on the plan titled; ‘Map 4: Tillington proposed 
settlement boundary ’ 

Sites: ‘10’ &‘21’ 

	 The two sites have both been historically used as orchards. By way of general advice I would mention that 
orchards can be subject to agricultural spraying practices which may, in some circumstances, lead to a 
legacy of contamination and any development should consider this. 

Map 7: Proposed solar energy site 

Having reviewed Ordnance survey historical plans, I would advise the following, regarding the proposed ‘Solar Farm 
Site’(cross hatched in yellow) on the plan titled; ‘Map 7: Proposed Solar Energy Site’: 

Site: Solar Farm Site 

	 Our records suggest that the proposed development located on a known closed landfill site (Winstow Pit, 
Burghill). The site’s potentially contaminative use would therefore require consideration prior to any 
development. 

Any future redevelopment of the site would be considered by the Planning Services Division of the Council 
however, if consulted it is likely this division would recommend any application that is submitted should 
include, as a minimum, a ‘desk top study’ considering risk from contamination in accordance with 
BS10175:2011 so that the proposal can be fully considered. With adequate information it is likely a 
condition would be recommended such as that included below: 

1.	 No development shall take place until the following has been submitted to and approved in writing by the 
local planning authority: 
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a)	 a 'desk study' report including previous site and adjacent site uses, potential contaminants arising from 
those uses, possible sources, pathways, and receptors, a conceptual model and a risk assessment in 
accordance with current best practice 

b) if the risk assessment in (a) confirms the possibility of a significant pollutant linkage(s), a site investigation 
should be undertaken to characterise fully the nature and extent and severity of contamination, 
incorporating a conceptual model of all the potential pollutant linkages and an assessment of risk to 
identified receptors 

c) if the risk assessment in (b) identifies unacceptable risk(s) a detailed scheme specifying remedial works 
and measures necessary to avoid risk from contaminants/or gases when the site is developed. The 
Remediation Scheme shall include consideration of and proposals to deal with situations where, during 
works on site, contamination is encountered which has not previously been identified. Any further 
contamination encountered shall be fully assessed and an appropriate remediation scheme submitted to 
the local planning authority for written approval. 

Reason: In the interests of human health and to ensure that the proposed development will not cause 
pollution to controlled waters or the wider environment. 

2.	 The Remediation Scheme, as approved pursuant to condition no. (1) above, shall be fully implemented before 
the development is first occupied. On completion of the remediation scheme the developer shall provide a 
validation report to confirm that all works were completed in accordance with the agreed details, which must 
be submitted before the development is first occupied. Any variation to the scheme including the validation 
reporting shall be agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority in advance of works being undertaken. 

Reason: In the interests of human health and to ensure that the proposed development will not cause 
pollution to controlled waters or the wider environment. 

3.	 If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found to be present at the site then no 
further development (unless otherwise agreed in writing with the local planning authority) shall be carried 
out until the developer has submitted, and obtained written approval from the local planning authority for, 
an amendment to the Method Statement detailing how this unsuspected contamination shall be dealt with. 

Reason: In the interests of human health and to ensure that the proposed development will not cause 
pollution to controlled waters or the wider environment. 

Technical notes about the condition 

1.	 I would also mention that the assessment is required to be undertaken in accordance with good practice 
guidance and needs to be carried out by a suitably competent person as defined within the National Planning 
Policy Framework 2012. 

2.	 And as a final technical point, we require all investigations of potentially contaminated sites to undertake 
asbestos sampling and analysis as a matter of routine and this should be included with any submission. 

General comments: 

Developments such as hospitals, homes and schools may be considered ‘sensitive’ and as such consideration should 
be given to risk from contamination notwithstanding any comments. Please note that the above does not constitute a 
detailed investigation or desk study to consider risk from contamination. Should any information about the former uses 
of the proposed development areas be available I would recommend they be submitted for consideration as they may 
change the comments provided.  

It should be recognised that contamination is a material planning consideration and is referred to within the NPPF. I 
would recommend applicants and those involved in the parish plan refer to the pertinent parts of the NPPF and be 
familiar with the requirements and meanings given when considering risk from contamination during development.   
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Finally it is also worth bearing in mind that the NPPF makes clear that the developer and/or landowner is responsible 
for securing safe development where a site is affected by contamination. 

These comments are provided on the basis that any other developments would be subject to application through the 
normal planning process. 

Kind regards 

Andrew 

Andrew Turner 

Technical Officer (Air, Land & Water Protection) 

Economy, Communities & Corporate Directorate,
	
Herefordshire Council 

8 St Owens Street,    

Hereford. 

HR1 2PJ 


Direct Tel: 01432 260159
	
Email: aturner@herefordshire.gov.uk
	

 Please consider the environment - Do you really need to print this e-mail? 

Any opinion expressed in this e-mail or any attached files are those of the individual and not necessarily those of Herefordshire Council. This e-mail and any 
files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the addressee. This communication may contain material protected by law from being 
passed on. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this e-mail in error, you are advised that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing or 
copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please contact the sender immediately and destroy all copies of it. 

From: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Sent: 10 May 2018 09:42
Subject: Burghill Regulation 16 neighbourhood development plan consultation 

Dear Consultee,
 

Burghill Parish Council have submitted their Regulation 16 Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) to
 
Herefordshire Council for consultation.
 

The plan can be viewed at the following link:
 
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/directory_record/3042/burghill_neighbourhood_development_plan
 

Once adopted, this NDP will become a Statutory Development Plan Document the same as the Core Strategy.
 

The consultation runs from 10 May 2018 to 21 June 2018.
 

If you wish to make any comments on this Plan, please do so by e‐mailing:
 
neighbourhoodplanning@herefordshire.gov.uk , or sending representations to the address below. 

If you wish to be notified of the local planning authority’s decision under Regulation 19 in relation to the 
Neighbourhood Development Plan, please indicate this on your representation. 
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1 of2 

I wish to express my views on the second attempt by Burghill Parish Council to produce a Neighbourhood 
f?evelopment Plan. 

The biggest problem for parishioners has been sheer frustration. This frustration has been a constant and 
persistent feeling throughout both the first and second submission and the cause has taken several forms. 

about:blaol< 

1) Throughout both phases, the Steering Group has been inaccessible to the wider community. The 
meetings were organised with little notice and the outcome from each meeting was not widely advertised 
to the wider community. The time allotted to the NOP in Parish Col(ncil meetings always seemed inadequate 
and a real debate never materialised. Not until October 2016, after a Request for Information, were 'notes' 

available on the parish web-site. Up to that point very little detail of actual progress was published in the 
parish magazine either. 

2) It was evident from the start that the Steering Group (SG) was against any interference from outside. 
What was decided within the SG was fixed in stone and they were not going to budge. This is totally against 
the guidelines set out by Herefordshire Council {HC} I know of no one ever being invited to a SG meeting to 
allow them to express their views on a particular aspect of the plan. 

3) In Regulation 14, many parishioners expressed their opinions regarding the proposals such as site 
selection. The opinions were totafly ignored and the result was that the Plan was rejected by 
HC ........... inclusion of undeliverable sites and not taking into account the public's knowfedge of the areas. 
i.e. not engaging the public beforehand, during and after. Disgraceful attitude] 

4) Anyone having views differing from the 'plan in progress' had to abide by special rules. These rules were 
obviously invented to crush any possible alternatives or Plan B coming to the attention of the general public. 
Letters to the magazine offering alternative ideas and suggestions,had to be published alongside opposing 
letters .... even if it meant that the letter you had written needed to meet a deadline and an opposing 'writer' 

could not be found in time! You missed a vital deadline, your letter did not get published until its effect was 
worthless .... hard luck! Anonymous letters to the magazine were not a/lowed, but an opposing letter (from 

the official plan side) could be anonymous!! Unless you received such treatment you would not believe it 
would happen ... but it did! On one occasion we had to send our letter to parishioners about alternative 
ideas by Royal Mail, at our own expense due to foot-dragging by 'officialdom'! Try telling me how 
uncooperative this Parish Council have been! (UnfortunatelY, the term Parish Council is incorrect in this 
instance ...... the driving force has been, in effect, a very small group of people.) 

5} It seems that the failure at the first submission has had no effect on this unacceptable approach by 
Burgh ill to produce a plan for all. Their second attempt is little more than a repeat of the first with few 

lessons learnt. 'They' will tell you that they have consulted to an acceptable level. No ... not at all! 'their' 
idea of consllltation is to ask the parishioners to comment on a "done thing" ..... "we have decided/it has 
been decided". Please send your comments. We then hear very little. How have 'they' reacted to the views 
of the public? We seldom knew. We were never told which of the sites in the first submission were deemed 
to be 'undeliverable'. We guessed some of them for obvious reasons. 

6) Would you be surprised if the sites deemed to be 'undeliverable' by HC were included in the second 

submission? Well yes, of course ....... so ask yourself why these sites have been re~submitted. I'm concerned 
that this NOP has been subject to a pre-agenda; hence the determination to include certain sites which have 
the same constraints as before. There must be something behind this nonsense. 

7) There appears to have been a problem for the Steering Group with 'windfalls. They have never liked 
them I Planning applications in these instances were frequently opposed by whoever was orchestrating the 
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plan, and the objections, in some cases, were puerile. If the same standpoints had been applied to present 

NOP sites these sites would not have made it into the plan! Double standards and inconsistency aren't a 

problem it seems. Make the rules as you go along .... so long as you achieve what you want, not the 

parishioners. 

about:blank 

8) For the most part, the Parish Council members have had little control over matters. They have been 

manoeuvred and guided wherever the "SG" (!)wanted. One member even dared to propose a Plan 'B' !I He 

was rudely put down by who was updating at that PC meeting. At another meeting my 

husband was rudely stopped in mid-speech about NOP problems because wanted to move 

onto another subject. Other members of the public have met with unpleasantness as soon as they appear to 

be on a different tack from the perceived 'official' line! This lack of respect for parishioners with alternative 

views or ideas really has been disgraceful. For parishioners to be blamed for all the ills of these two plans is 

ludicrous, injust and incorrect. 

9) Why was the same Steering Group allowed to continue after the first catastrophe? The answers are 

above. Wh½ when two new members were co-opted in 2016, were they made so unwelcome? The answer is 

above. Why was the SG disbanded early and Kirkwells brought in? Well, who knows why a company from a 

distance was going to make a better job than local people? It was a matter of 'convenience' in my opinion. 

Convenience for those intending to have their own way. 

***************************************************************** 

The sad thing is that the NOP is, at the second attempt STILL unsatisfactor~ in many respects. As it 

stands, it does the parish no favours. The HC guidelines have been brushed aside for the most part and 

the people responsible appear to have no thought for the people living in the parish. No attempt has 

been made to consider the character of the area. The houses now being built at Pyejinch in Burghi/1 

Village are totally out of character. More is to come in Tillington if this plan is accepted. It should not be 

allowed to happen, but it appears that the residents have NO SAY in the matter. People behind this plan 

will move heaven and earth to achieve their aims; unsympathetic development does not concern them. 

Of that there is no doubt. 

The parish, having been put through this debacle TWICE, needs desperately a Neighbourhood 

Development Plan. Having been unable to change the direction of this present plan, our only solution is 

to ask HC to give us time to propose a plan IN KEEPING WITH THE HEREFORDSHIRE COUNCIL GUIDELINES, 

one which is fair and proportionate, one which reflects the character of the area and one in which the 

public feel they have played a part. 

Beryl White 
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NDP - Alternative poUcy Bl which better respects the landscape. local distinctiveness, and 
environmental constraints which apply to the Tillinqton Area: 

An alternative, more acceptable policy Bl would therefore involve the following (deletions shown with 
strikethrough, additions highlighted in orange) : 

ADD THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS TO THE GLOSSARY: 

Blue Line 
Boundarv 
Red Line 
Boundary 

Required on a supporting plan to a planning application, a blue line drawn around any 
other land owned bv the annlicant. close to or adjoining the aoolication site. 
Required on a supporting p lan to a planning application, the application site itself 
should be edged clearly with a red line on the location plan. It should include all land 
necessary to carry out t he proposed development ( eg land required for access to the 
site from a public highway, v isibility splays, landscaping, car parking and open areas 
around buildings) . 

DELETE Map 4 and reference to the settlement boundary for "Tillington" 

~DD the text below, highlighted in orange to Policy Bl, and DELETE the st111olctl11 ough text: 

Policy 81 - Scale and type of new housing in Burghill and Tillington and Lower 
Burlton. 
I n order to retain the character of the Burghill parish, proposals for new housing will be only be considered on an 
allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 {Lower Burlton), and Map 3 (Burghill), eAe 
Mal') 1 (TilliAgl:eAr, in accordance with the Herefordshire Core Strategy and subject to t he following criteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not exceeding 25 
dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

( c) Ensures adequate access to public t ransport facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to noise or 
nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and rural landscape 
and in accordance with Burghill Parish·Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types and sizes including 
at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single storey dwellings, to meet the needs of all 
sectors of the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects the scale and function of the settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

Development in open countryside including conversion of rural buildings outside the Burghill and Lower 
Burlton settlement boundaries will be in accordance with the relevant Herefordshire planning policies. For the 
avoidance of doubt, Tillington and Tillington Common will be treated for planning purposes as being 
under Policy RA3 of the Core Strategy, but with the exception of the list of potentially developable sites 
appendixed to this policy where single new dwellings may be proposed. 

The list of potentially developable sites summarises submissions to the NOP which were defined as 
'windfalls', plus three others which have been referred to as "preferred". These have already been 
submitted to the NDP as available. The list also includes two sites (25 & 10) included in the Draft April 
2018 Submission NDP plus site 22 which was previously included in the June 2016 Regulation 16 NDP. 
With multiple dwellings, these three sites are considered to have a cumulative impact which is 
unacceptable due particularly to highways, foul drainage, and surface water constraints in this area, 
but if proposals come forward which each had a single dwelling on each site then the sites might then 
be considered deliverable. Any proposals which come forward from sites on the list will be considered 
if they are for one new dwelling per site, or for multiple units if conversions. Constraints must be 
adequately addressed, proposals must be otherwise compliant w ith Core Strategy policies, and must 
be sympathetic to the local area. 

Proposals must be submitted with both red line and blue line boundaries {see glossary) showing a red 
line boundary where the curtilage must be proportionate to any proposed single dwelling. No further 
residential development will be permitted within the blue line boundary. 

The list may be updated when the NOP is due for periodic review. 



NOP - Appendix to support an Alternative policy B1 which better respects the landscape. local 
distinctiveness, and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

List of Potentially Developable Sites for single dwellings (or multiple units in the case of 
conversions} 

This list includes those sites submitted to the NOP, which have neither yet had planning permission nor have 
been withdrawn. (The April 2018 Submission NOP diligently annotates "7 Field Shelter St Donat's" with "Site 
withdrawn not available" so one must presume that the other sites described as windfalls in the Submission 
NOP have Il.Q1 been withdrawn.) 

Many of these sites have been described as 'windfalls' by tt,e author of the NOP but of course they would only 
really be 'windfalls' if they were ignored as submissions. The reality is that they are site submissions. 

Note that : 

Site 39 (in same ownership as Site 40 and joined by land in the same ownership} was included as a 
'windfall' in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NOP but has mysteriously disappeared from the April 
2018 Submission version so It has been re-included below. 

Site 27 was submitted in 2014 and the owner reconfirmed in October 2017 to the Clerk that the 
conversions should be included as a submission, but this has been ignored. 

In Bold: Small sites/conversions submitted to the NOP (from Submission NOP Appendix 7). 
Asterisked sites: are rural conversions and therefore suitable for multiple dwelling units. 

In R("tJ: 3 sites included in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NOP or the April 2018 Resubmission 
Regulation 16 Draft NOP which are considered too constrained for multi-dwelling development. 

Options Days Returns 
(Numbers) 

Site NDP Description Note Consultants' PC and For Neutral Against Net 
No Score SG Dwellings 

% Score 
3 Buildings at Hospital Farm Policy RAS ---- 1.27 50 · 15 9 *6 

{Windfalll. comnliant 
12 Land to the rear of No12 26.7 5.35 44 22 2 1 

Redstone. 
{Windfall) 

33 Land and buildings west 63.3 5.35 29 29 28 1 
of Burghill 
Granoe l Windfalll 

8A Court Farm Yard - Hop Policy RAS ---- 2.1 52 21 12 1 
Kiln (Windfall) comnliant 

4 The Parks Farm Buildings possible 2 --- 1.5 39 15 3 *2 
extra as 
windfall 

5 Lion Farm Buildings possible 1 extra ---- 1.5 38 9 4 1 
as 
windfall 

39 Land southeast of Cherry Was described 51.9 3 .3 39 30 23 -4 
Orchard Cottages as Windfall 

nreviouslv 1 

40 Land to the west of Cherry 55.7 2.85 46 29 19 ~ 

Orchard Cottages 
{Windfalll 

27 Field Farm Buildings Policy RAS ---- 2 .16 63 13 6 *3 
comnliant 

22 Adjacen to Tl11. Bell Was previously 48.1 5.5 26 32 24 1 
ffrunl'at>I:! unlw \ NDP site 

25 r..herrv Orchard, Tillinyto11 Site is in this 34.6 4.0 29 27 27 1 
submission NOP 

10 1 Hllngton Business Park Site is in this 44.2 2 .84 45 24 13 1 
submission NDP 

LIST OF POTENTIALLY DEVELOPABLE SITES SUBMITTED TO THE NOP WHICH ARE COUNTABLE 19 
AS SUBMISSIONS/WINDFALLS AND/OR ARE SUITABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT BASED ON A SINGLE 

DWELLING PER SITE 



NOP - JUSTIFICATION of alternative policy Bl which better respects the landscape, local 
distinctiveness, and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillinqton Area: 

Applying these proposed changes to Policy 81: 

1. Acknowledges and in part corrects an uncorrected error made by Herefordshire Council - the 
wrongful inclusion of 'Tillington' as a growth settlement in the Core Strategy. This error was made 
by Herefordshire Council in its translation of background 'evidence' into the Core Strategy, and has been 
compounded by subsequent actions made by the Qualifying Body (Burghill Parish Council) without 
consulting the community. The proposed changes enable compromise between intransigent positions. 

2. By removing it, addresses the drawing of a Settlement Boundary around part of Tillington, 
which has been done without consultation with the community, and is therefore otherwise a 
gross failure of Basic Conditions for a NDP. 

3. Takes account of the known environmental and other constraints which exist in this area by 
reducing the impact of development to single rather than multiple dwellings per site because: 

(a) the modification respects: 

constraints which make multi-dwelling developments undelfverable. Examples are highway 
safety (the lanes are fast, narrow and winding In the Tillington area, and even where there is a 
30mph limit it is badly adhered to, with 85 percentile speeds of 40 mph); pedestrian safety 
(eliminating multiple dwellings per site reduces the need for unachievable improvements); the 
impermeability of the local clay soils which exacerbate the foul drainage impact and surface 

water flooding; and 

(b) the modfflcation minimises: 

loss of Best & Most Versatile Land; ecological damage (destruction of hedges and 
biodiversity); sheer overdevelopment of what is a 'hamlet' in a rural area; piecemeal ill
considered design and inappropriate housing types (facilitates the smaller houses which 
parishioners mainly wanted according to the 2014 questionnaire); loss of local distinctiveness; 
detrimental impact on the landscape. 

4. Is compliant with the NPPF, NPPG and the Local Plan 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing, guidance that: 
"blanket policies restricting housing development in some settlements and preventing other 
settlements from expanding should be avoided unless their use can be supported by robust evidence". 

The Core Strategy in its Policy RAl - Rural housing distribution states 
"Local evidence and environmental factors will determine the .appropriate scale of development". 

In the case ofTillington and Tillington Common, there is ample evidence contained in past planning 
applications and in submissions to the Neighbourhood Plan that there are overwhelming constraints which 
in practice limit multi-dwelling developments. There is a need for relaxed policies which reduce housing 
concentrations so that the Impact particularly on highway safety, waste water and surface water flooding 
can be reduced without seeking to prevent development altogether. It is noticeable that there have been 
many objections to planning applications for multi-dwelling developments In the Parish, particularly 
Tillington, while planning applications for single dwellings have been largely unopposed (apart from the 
odd nimby), and the rural population is generally tolerant of more gentle development. 

It is the Steering Group which has apparently sought to place a disproportionate amount of housing at 
Tillington Whitmore Cross, based on site assessments which are clearly flawed. It is an area where HC 
Land Drainage have noted in responses to recent planning applications "Due to known issues in the area 
with foul water disposal, we request that percolation testing is undertaken .... to ensure that there is a 
means of disposal of treated effluent. This should be established prior to granting planning permission. It 
should be noted that we recommend and support the use of individual package treatment plants and 
individual drainage fields serving each property. " 

Space is required to attain foul drainage (and surface water) arrangements which do not overload the 
impermeable soils Tn this area. Building regulations dictate that: 

Treatment Plants should be at least 10 metres from habitable buildings, preferably downslope 
Drainage fields should: 

o be at least 10m from any watercourse or permeable drain, 
o be at least Som from the point of abstraction of any groundwater supply, 
o be at least 15m from any building, 
o be sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the overall soakage 
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capacity of the ground is not exceeded 
o be downslope of groundwater sources 
o have no access roads or driveways within the disposal area 

The area which a laid-out drainage field (with Treatment Plant, Distribution chamber, trenches, separation 
between trenches, and separation from boundaries, buildings and other soakaways) occupies, Is therefore 
large, typically 40m x 10m. As well as that, surface water drainage needs to be accommodated as well -
"sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the overall soakage capacity of the 
ground is not exceeded". For this area, a principle of individual package treatment plants and individual 
drainage fields serving each property, as supported by Herefordshire Council's Land Drainage engineers, 
seems eminently sensible. 

Therefore these proposed changes to Bl, unlike the NDP as it stands, take account of the soakage capacity 
of the ground yet allow some development in a sensible manner, provided other constraints can be 
overcome. 

There is mention in the Submission NDP of "first time sewerage for many properties" but this really Is a red 
herring because Section 101A of the Water Act applies to existing properties, not ones yet to be built; the 
deliverability of such a scheme, and the acceptability to the sewage undertaker of such a scheme is 
questionable given the small number of properties In the area; and In any case It would not solve 
surface water issues because the water undertaker would not permit surface drainage 
connection to infiltrate. a foul sewer. On the other hand, the proposed changes to Bl allows the space 
needed for modest development in this rural area to accommodate proper waste and surface water 
percolation so that proposals are likely to be deliverable now rather than at some unspecified future date, 
and address both foul and surface water issues satisfactorily. 

The proposed amendment also overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 32 of the NPPF which states: 
"Development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual cumulative 
impacts of development are severe." and also overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 120 of the NPPF 
which states: "The effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the natural environment or 
general amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or proposed development to adverse effects from 
pollution, should be taken into account. " Clearly the cumulative transport impacts of proposals for multi
dwelling developments are severe relative to the existing impact, because of concentration In such a small 
area. 

5. Respects the reality which is that there is a housing target set by Herefordshire Council which is for 
a minimum of 18% housing growth In the Parish which equates to 124 additional dwellings between 2011 
and 2031; and that 122 additional dwellings have already been delivered by granted planning permissions. 
There are only 2 residual dwellings now required to meet the minimum target, and windfalls have 
continued to deliver housing in the area. 

In contrast , the authors of the NOP have continued to propose sites which vastly exceed the minimum 
target, and again, in the Submission NDP, the three 'preferred' sites with a capacity of 24 dwellings would 
vastly exceed the 124 target. As at 30 May, the addition of these 24 to the 122 already approved would 
bring the total to 146, which is over 21 % growth, not the 18% required - unnecessary because 'windfalls' 
will continue to come forward anyway. 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that ''A neighbourhood plan can allocate additional sites to 
those in a Local Plan where this ts supported by evidence to demonstrate need above that identified in the 
Local Plan and the plan proposal meets the basic conditions." 

However there is not the evidence to demonstrate such need, and the persistent failure adequately to 
consult and engage with the wider community simply demonstrates non-compliance with Basic Conditions. 
The only 'mandate' goes back to the 2014 Questionnaire, now rather out-of-date, but then the 
overwhelming majority of respondents felt that 18% growth was too much. Therefore the evidence does 
not demonstrate need above 18% growth. Parishioners are hardly likely now to think that 21 % Is not too 
much, when they overwhelmingly believed 4 years ago that it was too much! Planning Permissions 
granted since 2011 already exceed the affordable housing provision which was last required for the Parish. 

A criteria based policy amendment such as is proposed, and which does not allocate sites because recent 
housing developments have provided housing numbers very close to the housing target, was accepted by 
Herefordshire Council for the Bartestree NDP. A precedent has been set. 
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Clare Fenton 

15.06.18 

I write to raise my concerns and in turn object to the Burghill NDP (BNDP) as it currently stands. For 

clarity I supportthe principle of the NDP process and believe Burghill Parish need a NDP. I have been 

advised that an alternative BNDP proposal has been suggested by certain residents. I have seen this 

proposal which I think makes perfect sense. 

When I lived in the Parish I, along with other residents, continually presented the essence of the 

proposal, mentioned above, as a potential basis for the revised BNDP and the Burgh ill Parish Council 

(BPC) dismissed the idea and refused to even consider it. One of the main reasons for this refusal being 

that they believed that the PPs and windfalls within it were incorrect. For some reason, they were also 

petrified of having to go back to regulation 14. The BPC and members of the SG were of the opinion it 

wa~ ,fjne. toJ1ave·untjeliv~r-~pJE:1 sit~ !f;l::Ji!Je plan as long as you exceeded the target growth percentage. 

Others b
0

~1iived. v~·u· co~ld 'pick·a~t -~h-6'6se which ones then got plannin~:~~,?.?B~-\~JQ~rnh5?<\~,~~R~H-~;;i \~& 
deliverability was that if the owner was happy to have the land developed it was deliverable: ·· ,, · · f,,,, .. 

When the Burghill Parishioners were made aware by other members of the Community of the possibility 

of an alternative BNDP the idea was supported to such an extent that numerous Parishioners responded 

to the Parish Clerk. The only other time this amount of responses were received by BPC during the NDP 

process was to a questionnaire that was distributed to all households in the Parish. The majority of 

responses to the questionnaire advised that the community did NOT want development in excess of the 

required 18%. Also the Parishioners felt so strongly about the possibility of a more sensible option that 

the numbers of attendees at the following Parish Council meeting were so high that the room was full 

and many Parishioners had to stand in the hall . I believe the Parish Council have continually chosen to 

ignore the feelings of the community. 

As I no longer reside in the Parish I do not intend to comment any further on the latest draft BNDP, 

however, as a former member of the now disbanded Steering Group (SG) and on behalf of the many 

residents that raised their views by writing to the Parish Council or by contacting me directly I need to 

report events that took place. I also witnessed aggressive behaviour towards Parishioners at BPC 

meetings and SG meetings and was subject to bullying and intimidation myself. I also feel that their has 

been false reporting, manipulation of information and publication of incorrect or out of date 

information on which decisions have been made. To this end, the Parishioners who took the time to 

write, as noted above, were directed to the draft USAR (updated site assessment report) by the Parish 

Clerk which was incorrect. The report did not list all Planning permissions and also advised that aU 

windfalls had been used when in fact only one from 20 potentials listed in the first draft of the BNDP had 

been used. As a Steering Group member I raised this and provided the evidence in support. The USAR 

was amended and republished, however, the Clerk never took the time to.write and advise the 

Parishioners of this error, who's very objections hung on the fundamental element of numbers. 

Therefore, I believe t,l;l~~e:r_eficl,ent~. '!Vjl! ~Wl:1?.~F.~Y}=~-V'l,\'1:t;J@.~[\~; _is~,~[m1,~~¥fto find at least 25 additional 
• ··}, ·. ,· ·. , : ·. . . ,· :- .. • , • ;, .. \ .. y· 1 • ' -., • : ·• -.. ,. •-:-' · --~~ ! , , ;' .-i,,. • • ·t, ·,•;: •; ;.l;.~1,!-~--.;, .· 

dwellings and will not'r'es'ifond to the current ·araft NOP because theywilrtnink they have no other 

options. 



It was my intention to a detailed report quoting dates and content of emails, meetings, etc., however, 

after just covering the period from September 2016 to the end of November 2016 the report was 

already over 10 pages long, so I have decided to precis my reporting but can happily provide the 

supporting evidence if required. The, following is an account of the Burghill NDP process after return of 

the previous draft NDP by Herefordshire Council: 

Herefordshire Council (HC} wrote to BPC advising they will not be progressing their draft NDP to 

examination, a SG meeting was arranged but only 24hrs notice was given to the community and I was 

unable to attend. 

At this meeting three decisions were made: 

To ask BPC to advertise for extra people to join the SG 

To put the current NDP on hold 

To ensure that all relevant NDP information is published on the PC's website. 

My neighbour attended and advised me that the Parishioners who. attended this meeting were made to 

feel unwelcome, insulted and blamed for the failure of the NDP 

It should be noted that on the 10.10.16 the BPC website still stated that the Burghi/1 NOP had begun its 
reg 16 consultation stage, however, below this statement and without explanation was a link to the 

Herefordshire Council decision notice. Unless you are prone to interrogate detail you would not think to 
follow this link, especially if you take information presented as being in chronological order. 

At the next BPC meeting, on the advice of the SG, the plan was put on hold pending the outcome of a 

Planning Application for 50 dwellings in the Parish that weren't included in the previous draft BNDP. It 

was also discussed that 10 dwellings on a site would need to be removed from the BNDP as they had 

been subject to planning with a recommendation for refusal. The BP had themselves objected to this 

site after visiting it even though it had been included in the draft BNDP. It was discussed that they could 

look to remove 40 dwellings from the next draft plan. The SG chairman advised that this would be 

costly. No indication of the position of the BNDP funds were given and no accounts were referred to 

and checked against by the PC Clerk, I don't recall any accounts ever being published. At this meeting, 

the PC were lead to believe that lots of NDPs were being returned by HC and on this basis gave the letter 

and its contents very little thought although they did agree to write to HC for clarity on undeliverable 

sites. At this time only one of the PC members admitted to having read He's response. It was during this 

meeting that I was invited by the PC Chair to join the SG and agreed. Subsequent to this meeting 2 

further members of the community came forward to also join. 

The 50 dwellings were later given PP. The 10 dwelling planning application was withdrawn, this 10 

dwelling site was in the original returned draft BNDP and was sited next to my home. 

Before the next SG or PC meeting the SG Chair put together a proposal to re-employ l<irkwells, the BPC 

NDP consultants for the previous draft. This was NOT discussed in an open meeting and in fact the SG 

had agreed to place the NDP on HOLD. The PC made a decision on re-employing l<irkwells believing it 

represented the community l<irkwell's had 

made some fundamental errors in their previous site assessments, t is was never questioned although 

the BPC chair said he would. It should be noted that the SG Chair continually advised the SG at future 



~e~ti_ngs that they could not have any input on the BNDP as the BPC had agreed to employ Kirkwells to 

c~_i:1soif::He even tabled a propo?al to disband the SG at the first m_e~t_i ~ __ g t~at the new _members . ... , .. 

~!;;;1:~t,::;,r;:.kt:.;:0~.ri~:;r;~~;tt~~~;.1~&W:!1l~,~f i~lf 11 
I along with another SG member continually questioned all of the above because the methods of 

operation were far from open and transparent and the SG chair seemed to be in continual breach of the 

BPC terms of reference for the SG. 

The SG chair chose to contact Landowners of the sites that were deemed undeliverable in HCs response 

letter. It was highlighted to him that he should not be doing this off his own back and also he should be 

contacting ALL landowners. Other Landowners were never contacted only the few that were deemed 

undeliverable. It should be noted their was serious bias and u·nhealthy interest in the undeliverable 

sites, this also included the site next to my home. 

Around this time Richard Gabb of HC wrote back to the PC and advised on deliverability of sites. This 

was branded a 'white wash' by some BPC members and the SG chair advised the SG and PC members 

that Richard Gabbs' letter meant that deliverability hinged on three issues: 

Will the owner sell and get the price he/she wants 

Is the purchase price right for the developer to make a profit 

Will the market stand the asking price for the dwelling 

Before joining the SG I completed a Declaration of Interest 

It was around this time I was made aware of the Henfield case and because the SG chair was showing an 

obvious bias towards certain sites, to the extent that when the agent of a major landowner in the Parish 

emailed him for an update on progress of the BNDP he advised them that Kirkwells would be publishing 

an updated site assessment report and it would be published on the Parish web site when complete. At 

this time, contact and meetings were being arranged with other landowners to present further 

information or meet with Kirkwells. 

and was told it was good practice to ensure everyone on the SG completed a DOI and all should be 

available for other SG members to see. I was also told that, based on the information provided, I didn't 

need to declare an interes I sent my DOI to all SG and BPC members and requested to see 



other SG members DOis. I was refused and told that these were not public documents as the SG was not 

a group that held any power. This obviously went against the good practice advice given by HG,_ 

I wrote to Kirkwells giving factual based information on known constraints on various sites within the 

previous draft BNDP, all of which I had either picked out from the regulation 14 and 16 comments and 

researched further. I attached my DOI for their information. I also quoted the Henfield case and the 

need for a uniform approach to all sites. I also advised Kirkwells that residents living around sites would 

be happy to meet with them to highlight known constraints that would not be obvious and certainly not 

available through a desktop study. Kirkwells responded by saying that they would not be listening to 

any views of Parishioners, this was the role of BPC. It should be noted that every time Parishioners 

spoke with BPC they were directed to Kirkwells. Eventually at a BPC meeting I asked if Kirkwells were 

directing Parishioners to BPC and BPC were directing them back to Kirkwells who in fact was listening to 

the Parishioners in this community lead process, I got no reply. 

HC produced a newsletter and one edition was posted on the BPC website, this newsletter covered the 

Henfield case, deliverability and PiP. It was also in this edition that the Council produced a chart of 

where the progress of NDPs were in the County. This chart it showed that only three had been returned 

at regulation 16 stage, not loads as previously quoted in BPC meetings. This newsletter was discussed at 

a BPC meeting, the PC chair made an attempt to interpret some numbers and the SG chair mentioned 

th~Wh_r,:y,e had.~een:r~_turn~di h<;>"';',~t~~)JiW::~f.dY remembered that the reason they had given the He's 

letter-very"'l,ittle ·m_irit Wc:is ~ei:~use· lf_h'.q.fbe,er;i,.guoted an~. dis~ussed that. 'loa._ci,s.: •C?f !)JqP,,s _~f~ri_9~,Ui~f 
returned. · . ~· . · : • .. · ~ . . '., · \( .-~-- _.,, . ' , , · ·· ·. ·· ·. ' · · ·-,:;1;~ 

~eca~se o~ the a~~-ition .?JJhe so ·dwellings and .Jk~-~~~. ~~~~~~}. ~fr:;.,ao.a~: ~gree~. by ~:p·c ·a~',/~iPI. 
known windfalls presented' fn the previous' draft BN'DP Ei'urghil°l'P~rfs fi•~lH actually achieved thefr · \'.~.: :. · .. 

required target growth of 18% just using PPs and known windfalls. I made the BPC, SG and Krkwells 

aware of this but there was simply no interest. 

Members of the SG were invited to a training day and presentation both by HC. Progression through 

regulation 16 and Rural DPDs. I attended both. I also spoke to neighbours, wrote to Samantha Banks, 

studied the HC NDP guides, reviewed all comments received at both regulation 14 and 16 stages and did 

f.\Jrther readimg o~:-~lahning: ail in ·prepqratjo'.(;l·b.f a~sistin,'g'tl:le.aP.C rif producing their NDP, after all, that 
...;-~~ livhl/Tthoug)1t lhad ..• beer:i,.a~gt,1-~ jbiri' ;h~:~te~~ing ,Gi-~t~r~ •6t it seem~ it w~s ju~t'a ticR box ·. -·~ ,-:;-i 

ex~.rcise. I was ·nev~\~\Rfif.f1f:;m~~irnt apar~'from ii·o(f bf proo~:r::~adirag even th~~gh _I ha~•:~·e:e~--~~~t 'ci· 
on, the HC «our.s.e,an~. presenti!ft1titlt 1t was during the 'proof reading' stage .that I raised the 1_ss~e of the • 
s0i~r F~rm / s'arri1a~tfia,.Banks. had advise me· thatthis .w~s cine· ~fthe l!inde.liveraBle ~ites; I wa~-t~lcl'that ,:; . 

•• • ' * ', : '\ -.;,,; •,:',; ' !-: • • • • I ' • • , • • • ' • • • ' • •.i / 

l<irkwells .. would !Je r~visitTng this.by.the-SG ch·a.ir.. It was ignored and not included in Kirkwe.lls -EWhJJ~i:\ed\; , 

:,V~AR ., ' . ,_ . . --:· ,· ·:·:·,jf -'. : <·. _< .. :; '.i· '. _: . >."; :.;· .. ::._; . J ' 'Jt·::<•,,: ::- }:})(,f 
One n:iajor.issue was to.nsultatio.n b\t.er settlernenfbounqaries, particularly Tillir:rgt'cfr\ vs.ifillingtcm ·· ·lb. 

' ' . . . . ', . •, ' ·i: . . -~. -~- .... ., . . ·- . :· . . , ' . . ~ _.,, •. 
Common. Someon.e had drawn ir-iJrn0tiol'ial settlef(ilent -boun~Wl,iiround :·an a.rea •r,iear t_he pub and '.- }: :, 

separated it from the rest ofTillington and classified this as 'Tillington'. The area arou~d the common . . 

was then classified as Tillington Common. At no time were the residents consulted on this and this was 

raised time and time again. This division resulted in the area knmN,:i' '(f ·· · on being the quoted as an 
·~-' ! . 



area for growth, whereas Tillington Common was classed as open countryside. Rather bizarre when you 

consider the area around the pub has very few houses and certainly no mains services. It is also sited on 

a very dangerous crossroads which I have heard the PC themselves raise concerns about when reviewing 

planning matters. Whereas the area by Tillington Common is where the main distribution of houses are, 

lots of land and plots lending themselves as windfall sites and all close to the bus stop. Investigations 

show an error in the core strategy that sees Tillington and Tillington Common continually interchanged 

throughout the document, this error has been acknowledged by HC and is due to be updated. The 

Settlement Boundary confusion was also highlighted by the Ward Councillor when she wrote to HC for 

clarification. HC confirmed that both Tillington Common and Tillington could be growth areas. The BPC 

were going to write to HC because of the lateness of this information coming forward, however, it was 

highlighted to BPC that the SG Chair had raised this question a few years before and received the same 

answer. The result of this HC statement meant that sites that had come forward but had been excluded 

because of location in open countryside should now be reassessed but they weren't. This married with 

the change in law for PiPs resulted in l<irkwells writing to the PC and advising them they needed to 

return to regulation 14. The BPC decided to carry on regardless. The BPC have always been adverse to 

returning to regulation 14. l<irkwells presented their updated site assessment report (USAR) for a six 

week consultation period (which could just as easily been the reg 14 stage). 

The frustrations I felt were also felt by others and because the community weren't being properly 

informed. PC mag articles were ambiguous and misleading. Therefore, myself and others came 

together and produced a flyer that went to almost every household advising clearly how, why and what 

had happened with the BNDP and also advising that we had another o We kept this anonymous 

This flyer and 

the response has been covered in the opening paragraphs. 

Because of the flyer the BPC invited Linda Wilcox of HALC to attend the next BPC meeting. She had 

obviously done no background research, either that or she had been misinformed because she stood 

and lectured the community and in particular the authors of the flyer on how they should have got 

involved earlier and trying to enter the process and derail the BNDP at this stage was not going to 

happen, it would have been laughable had she not had so much influence, as a result she told the BPC to 

disband the SG, this contravened the BPCs own SG terms of reference . At this meeting, the numbers 

quoted in the flyer were announced as being incorrect, when they were not. I admitted to being 

involved and corrected Linda Wilcox's inaccurate assumptions. I advised I had been involved for a long 

time, etc ... not interested. This meeting was recorded. 

Myself and another SG member wrote to the BPC asking them not to disband the SG. This request was 

ignored. 

l<irkwells also came to a PC meeting and took some very basic questions from the BPC and gave 

guidance on PiP and the Settlement Boundary issue. When questioned by the members of the public 

the l<irkwells' representative struggled. I advised that the numbers in the USAR where incorrect and she 

advised I was wrong. I advised I had a list and she asked me to send with along with PP numbers, which I 

did. In a later email, she acknowledged my numbers were correct. Nobody took the time to advise the 

Parish of this fact. She also denied the content of her Company's letter where it was recommended to 

return to regulation 14. I had the letter with me at the meeting and read the paragraph to her. This 

meeting was also recorded. 



The BNDP process, the BPC and the SG have let the community of Burghill Parish down. The BPC and SG 

keep quoting the amount of time they have spent on the BNDP. The BPC only spend 10 minutes a 

meeting on average discussing the BNDP and no time listening to the community. In fact they do not 

discuss, they allow the SG chair to read a statement at speed. Since HC returned their previous draft 

BNDP, BPC have clocked up a total of about 3 to 3.5 hours on the BNDP process. Also I have heard the 

word volunteer used a lot as an excuse' Although all volunteers should be commended, it should be 

remembered that a volunteer is someone who agrees to undertake a task without being paid, it does 

not mean that they should undertake the task without the responsibility attached to it. If members of 

the BPC or SG felt out of their depth or exhausted by the process then they should have stepped down 

and allowed others to take up the task. 

In conclusion, as of 20 th June 2018 BPC have achieved 123 planning permissions to date within the 

qualifying period, their growth target is 124. They still have 19 windfalls from the original submitted 

draft plan. The Rural nature of Herefordshire lends itself to windfalls, the natural way for small villages 

to grow. Planning applications for Burghill are being submitted all the time, by correcting settlement 

boundaries this may open up the opportunity for further windfalls and changes to the RA3 policy 

allowing 5 potential smaller dwellings also needs to be considered, especially ih this area. To force these 

unnecessary housing developments around one small part of the Parish that simply doesn't have the 

infrastructure to support any development can only result in long term problems especially with 

flooding and traffic. To cover the costs of trying to build dwellings in these constrained areas and to 

maximise profits, developers will look to 4 and 5 bed detached executive homes, an unhealthy model 

that we are witnessing spreading across Herefordshire generally. To support the growth of a village we 

need to be providin~ ,?MJ.ellj~gs fW.9tJt::i'.Je~t. ge.~.~r:ati9.n orc.o~r. OV":-rt r..etil'ing-pop~l~tion~.;2·.~.r\<f 3;.b,~d;s:.f:<'% ·~ 
families and smaller 'burigalows for re.tirees. Therefore, ple·ase reject the draft plan that is being -

proposed by the BPC at this regulation 16 stage and support the plan that is being proposed by the 

Community for the good of the Parish. 

Clare Fenton 



Samantha Banks 
Neighbourhood Planning Team1 
Planning Services, 
PO Box 4, 
Hereford, HR1 2ZB 

141h June 2018 

Dear Samantha, 

Burghill Area April 2018 Submission NDP 

We have all, at various times, served on the Steering Group for the Burghill Area Neighbourhood Plan. 
Together we are about a quarter of the membership of the Steering Group. Some of us have moved 
out of the Parish but we feel strongly that we must speak out for a silent majority in the community 
which does not express itself because it assumes that only good will be done in its name. 

We wish to express, in the strongest possible terms, our total disgust with the autocratic manner in 
which the Burghill NDP has been conducted. 

There has been a lack of consultation with parishioners, contrary to National Guidance; Steering Group 
members who expressed opinions which diverged from the previous 'set in stone, predetermined 
agenda' have been intimidated; not only have the opinions of Steering Group members been ignored, 
but opinions of parishioners have been brushed-aside as well; there have been instances of downright 
rudeness to members of the public; the records of Steering Group meetings are the barest minimum, 
and there was a total failure to publish even abbreviated Steering Group 'Notes' until forced to do so 
following EIR and Fol Requests in Autumn 2016, nearly 3 years after the Steering Group had been in 
existence; the verbal reporting to the Parish Council and parishioners was repeatedly sotto voce, and 
very fast, rendering it incomprehensible, and in our view it was often selective; the verbal Steering 
Group Reports read out by its chairman were never minuted nor made available in hard copy so there 
was (and is) no way to verify that they represent the Steering Group proceedings, given that the notes 
for those were so scanty as well; leading statements were repeatedly made which influenced listeners 
to achieve particular outcomes; Steering Group members properly made Registers of Interests, and 
submitted them, but they have never been published; it is our belief, and this view has also been 
expressed by other members of the Steering Group, that the Group was wound down prematurely; 
there has been no direct engagement with nor by the community in the NDP process in the manner 
intended by the Localism Act since the 'Options Days' in late 2014; there was no mechanism at all, for 
members of the community to submit comments to the first Site Assessment Reports in September 
2015, and representations at the Regulation 14 consultation and to the 2017 ''Updated" Site 
Assessment Report were repeatedly ignored or peremptorily rebuffed; Settlement Boundaries have 
been drawn by "the Steering Group" in a top-down, arbitrary manner without full and proper 
consultation with the community itself; the same undeliverable sites have kept being featured 
throughout this process, and there have never been further opportunities for the proper debate, 
discussion and involvement with the community which Neighbourhood Planning requires, and with just 
a couple of houses remaining in order to meet the Herefordshire Council target, it is simply ludicrous for 
the Plan to be proposing housing estates containing 24 houses to cover that gap when there is ample 
evidence that windfalls (there are about 20 already-submitted, but ignored, so-called 'windfall' 
dwellings) will easily achieve the target now without ruining the character of this rural Parish. 

If the examiner wishes, we can provide many examples which provide the evidence to support our 
criticisms above. 

1 



We urge Herefordshire Council or the examiner (should this plan be progressed to examination in its 
current state) to reject this plan because it cannot conceivably meet Basic Conditions. We recognise 
that without a plan there is a risk of speculative and damaging development. But at present, the choice 
is between the damaging, excessive development contained in the Submission Plan for which there is 
a lack of robust evidence, or the speculative and damaging development which may be the result of a 
rejected plan. We therefore support sensible alternatives which may be put forward to moderate the 
excessive development in the Submission Plan, and suggest that the Parish Council as Qualifying 
Body is advised to modify the Plan accordingly. They need to be reminded that in the 2014 
Questionnaire an overwhelming 97% of respondents felt that more than 18% growth (which is what the 

Submission Plan proposes) is inappropriate. 

Yours sincerely 

2 



Latham, James 

From: Herefordshire CPRE Admin <admin@cpreherefordshire.org.uk> 
Sent: 10 May 2018 10:55 
To: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Subject: RE: Burghill Regulation 16 neighbourhood development plan consultation 

Dear James 

Thank you for your email, which I have forwarded to the relevant volunteers for comment 

With kind regards 
Barbara 

Barbara Bromhead-Wragg 
CPRE Herefordshire Administrator 
www.cpreherefordshire.org.uk 

This email is confidential and may also be legally privileged. If you have received it in error, please notify us immediately by 
reply email and delete this message from your system. Views expressed in this message are those of the sender and may not 
necessarily reflect the views of CPRE Herefordshire. This email and its attachments have been checked by MacAfee Anti-Virus. 
No virus is believed to be resident but it is your responsibility to satisfy yourself that your systems will not be harmed by any of 
its contents. 

From: Neighbourhood Planning Team [mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@herefordshire.gov.uk] 
Sent: 10 May 2018 09:42
Subject: Burghill Regulation 16 neighbourhood development plan consultation 

Dear Consultee,
 

Burghill Parish Council have submitted their Regulation 16 Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) to
 
Herefordshire Council for consultation.
 

The plan can be viewed at the following link:
 
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/directory_record/3042/burghill_neighbourhood_development_plan
 

Once adopted, this NDP will become a Statutory Development Plan Document the same as the Core Strategy.
 

The consultation runs from 10 May 2018 to 21 June 2018.
 

If you wish to make any comments on this Plan, please do so by e‐mailing:
 
neighbourhoodplanning@herefordshire.gov.uk , or sending representations to the address below.
 

If you wish to be notified of the local planning authority’s decision under Regulation 19 in relation to the 
Neighbourhood Development Plan, please indicate this on your representation. 

Kind regards 

James Latham 
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Latham, James 

From: Norman Ryan <Ryan.Norman@dwrcymru.com> 
Sent: 12 June 2018 12:04 
To: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Cc: Evans Rhys 
Subject: RE: Burghill Regulation 16 neighbourhood development plan consultation 

Dear Sir/Madam,
 

I refer to the below consultation and would like to thank you for consulting Welsh Water.
 

As you will be aware, we were consulted as part of the Regulation 14 stage in 2016 and are pleased to note that the
 
Parish Council has incorporated our comments into Policy B13.
 

Should you require any further information, then please let me know.
 

Kind regards,
 

Ryan Norman
 
Forward Plans Officer | Developer Services | Dwr Cymru Welsh Water
 
Linea | Cardiff | CF3 0LT | T: 0800 917 2652| www.dwrcymru.com
 

We will respond to your email as soon as possible but you should allow up to 10 working days to receive a response. 
For most of the services we offer we set out the timescales that we work to on our Developer Services section of our 
website. Just follow this link http://www.dwrcymru.com/en/Developer‐Services.aspx and select the service you 
require where you will find more information and guidance notes which should assist you. If you cannot find the 
information you are looking for then please call us on 0800 917 2652 as we can normally deal with any questions you 
have during the call. 
If we’ve gone the extra mile to provide you with excellent service, let us know. You can nominate an individual or 
team for a Diolch award through our website. 

From: Neighbourhood Planning Team [mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@herefordshire.gov.uk] 
Sent: 10 May 2018 09:42 
Subject: Burghill Regulation 16 neighbourhood development plan consultation 

******** External Mail ******** 
Dear Consultee, 

Burghill Parish Council have submitted their Regulation 16 Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) to
 
Herefordshire Council for consultation.
 

The plan can be viewed at the following link:
 
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/directory_record/3042/burghill_neighbourhood_development_plan
 

Once adopted, this NDP will become a Statutory Development Plan Document the same as the Core Strategy.
 

The consultation runs from 10 May 2018 to 21 June 2018.
 

If you wish to make any comments on this Plan, please do so by e‐mailing:
 
neighbourhoodplanning@herefordshire.gov.uk , or sending representations to the address below.
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By email to 
neighbourhoodplannim~@herefordshire.gov.uk 

Neighbourhood PlanningTeam 
Planning Services 
PO Box 230 
Hereford HR1 2ZB 

Dear Sir/Madam 

20June 2018 

Objections to Burghill NDP - Regulation 16 April 2018 Re~Submission 

Consultation 

Please notify me in due course of the local planning authority's decision under Regulation 19 in 
relation to this Neighbourhood Development Plan (NOP). 

It is Groundhog Day! Definition: "a situation in which a series of unwelcome or tedious events 
appear to be recurring in exactly the same way.,, 

Nearly 2 years ago the Burghill Area Neighbourhood Plan was submitted at Regulation 16. It was 
rightly not progressed to examination by Herefordshire Council (hereafter referred to as "HC') due 
to lack of community consultation, a high number of objections, and doubts about the deliverability 
of included sites. 

I have been di~mayed by the manner in which the preparation of the Burgh ill Area Neighbourhood 
Development Plan (BNDP) has been conducted. I am not against development and I fully 
underst and the objectives of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and Guidance (NPPG). 
However I am against processes which can be used to shut out the valid views of citizens or 
parishioners. Localism was a good concept but it can all too easily be undermined. 

I was a member of the Steering Group (SG) of the BNDP from November 2013 until I felt it 
necessary to resign from it in October 2014 because, among other reasons, it was being managed 
and conducted in a manner which caused sites to be selected with inadequate consultation with 
parishioners, and there was an- indecent haste to select and rank sites, and the methodology being 
used was flawed . I raised my concerns with the Burghill Parish Council (BPC} at that time, but can 
see no evidence that my concerns were ever addressed. I firmly see myself as a member of the 
wider community- as part of the Steering Group I did the original mapping and graphics, applying 
goodwill, lack of bias, huge amounts of personal time and effort to the NOP process; and many of 
the maps and graphics which I created are still being used in the 2018 Submission NOP. I have 
retained many friends in the Parish. 

The June 2016 Regulation 16 NPD did not conform with Basic Conditions, and failed to be 
progressed to examination, and this latest April 2018 similarly does not conform. Little has 
changed: 

1. LACK OF PROPER CONSULTATON & ENGAGEMENT 
The huge flaw in the Neighbourhood Planning process is that it pre-s upposes that communities will 
be fully consulted with, and that a Qualifying Body will properly oversee the process, ensuring that 
all views are properly taken into account, and that there is a proper engagement. Paragraph 47 of 
t he NPPG, the basis for proper community engagement, states: 
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.}., . _. .. : } wt is the role of the wider community in neighbourhood planning? 
-~ .. '=··•·:• .::; 

.. .' ·:~----x~;JJi"JiJY;jJ-i}fls/itf:~i1-A~•Jnc/usive and open in the preparation of its neighbourhood plan 
oi- ·tJrdJ/and ~nsu;e· th;tth~ wider community: 
• is keptfl!lly informed of What is being proposed 
ct is able to make their views known throughout the process 
• has opportunities to be actively involved in shaping the emerging neighbourhood plan or 
Order 
ct is made aware of how their views have informed the draft neighbourhood plan or Order." 

Unfortunately, regarding the Burghill Area NOP, 
- There is still lack of compliance with NPPF and NPPG particularly because of lack of 

consultation with the local community, and public engagement has been inadequate. 
The Plan has still not been properly informed by public debate, because the public debate 
was inadequate. It actually ended in November 2014, with the 'Options Days'! 
The Plan still seems to be the product of an individual, or a few individuals, and not the 
community as a whole, and it certainly does not make the Localism Act a reality. 

The Consultation Statement again attempts to make it appear that there has been sufficient 
consultation and engagement with the community, but the reality is that: 

a. "Consultation" has been restricted to a- Questionnaire in 2014; just 2 "Options Days" on 
one weekend in November 2014, and then the publication of the Regulation 14 Draft NDP 
as a fait accompli over a year later. 

b. I believe that there were just 3 occasions where there has been direct distribution of 
information (flyers) to households - one before the first public meeting in November 2013, 
one before the second public meeting in March 2014, and one in January 2016 to announce 
the commencement of the Regulation 14 consultation on 20 January 2016, Apart from that, 
the communication has been via the Parish Magazine, and always in one direction - from 
the "Parish Council" to the populace - in top-down style. 

c . The verbal NDP 'progress reports' presented at Parish Council meetings until the Steering 
Group was abolished in 2017 were consistently brief, scanty, and delivere~ at a fast pace in 
a muttered low voice. My wife on one occasion politely asked if the report could be 
delivered more slowly and clearly, and was rudely told . by the Chairman of the Steering 
Group "no" and "keep up". This is a disgraceful way to treat people. These 'reports' were a 
wholly inadequate means of informing the wider public, and they did not allow for public 
discussion. The 10-minute public session usually came before the brief, scanty, verbal NDP 
progress report. Parishioners were _and are not allowed to speak during Parish Council 
meetings so cannot discuss points raised at one meeting until the next 10-minute session a _ 
month later, which is hardly a -basis for engagement. 

No Steering Group agendas nor minutes were published on the Parish Council websit!i! until 
September 2016 - nearly THREE YEARS AFTER THE STEERING GROUP HAD BEEN SET UP -
and their eventual publication was only because I had made Fol and EIR requests in mid-
2016. 

d. The results of the Questionnaire were published in late Spring/early Summer 2014 on a 
now defunct Burghill Community Website (this is not the Parish Council website) but by 
August 2016, they had disappeared from that;"-and they were not on the Parish Council 
website either (they were actually not available during the previous Regulation 16 
consultation!). 
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f. The November 2014 "Options Days" were the most recent opportunity for the public to 
actively engage with the N_DP process in the manner intended by the National Planning 
Guidance. But the results of that were not published at all until December 2015/January 
2016 (13/14 months later) when they were eventually published in selective and partial 
form only for the then chosen sites in the Regulation 14 Draft Plan! Looking at the Options 
Days "results" for all the sites, belatedly published in the Regulation 16 NOP itself (too late 
for people to be informed at Regulation 14 stage!!) it seems that there Were only 80 'votes' 
on average per site because the attendance was rather poorer than made out. The 
consequence is that less than 7% of the electorate (average of 80 ol(t of approx. 1,200) was 
commenting/'voting', and because the venue of the Options Days was Burghill's Simpson 
Hall, one wonders how many people attended from outside Burghill village itself. The 
danger is that "consultation" becomes an exercise in nimbyism, not localism. And a skewed 
sample of an average of 80 'votes' per site is unlikely to be representative or statistically 
significant. If the results had been published in full soon after those Options Days, and 
debated further with the community, then there would now be far less opposition to this 
plan. 

g. The Steering Group 'Terms of Reference' were not made public until after I made a series of 
EIR and Fol Requests to Burghill Parish Council in August 2016, and this was then published 
on the BPC website along with agendas and 'notes' of previous SG meetings. These Te.rms 
of Reference included the words "SG meetings will be open and welcoming to the public". 
However these SG meetings were never advertised for the 3 years from 2013 to Autumn 
2016, and the first one which members of the public formally became aware of, and then 
attended in any number, because an Agenda had made it onto the BPC website, was 
actually the 29 September 2016 SG meeting just after the HC Progression to Examination 
report had 'bounced' the June 2016 Draft NOP on grounds of lack of consultation and 
doubts over deliverability. I attended that, and to say that that meeting was 'welcoming to 
the public' is not true. Members of the public were sneered at, and verbally attacked as 
being a 'vociferous minority which had derailed the NOP'. 

h. In addition I do not believe that there has been adequate dialogue with the submitters of 
sites, either. Therefore alternative options (e.g. using only parts of larger submitted sites 
adjacent to more sustainable locations which are already adjacent to the mains sewage 
network) have not adequately been explored. 

2. FAILURE TO KEEP RECORDS BY THE QUALIFYING BODY 
Unfortunately correspondence and information which the community has a right to see, has not 
been maintained by the Qualifying Body, Burghill Parish Council. It is either lost, or not being 
provided. 

I am aware that as recently as July 2017, another concerned parishioner made 10 Environmental 
Information Regulations (EIR) requests and 2 Freedom of Information (FOi) requests to the Parish 
Clerk of Burgh ill Parish Council. These were perfectly reasonable requests which a m~mb_er of tjie 

public is entitled to make. It is particul!rly l m.p~r~~rt JrJ .~h.~_.co_n.text of Neighbourho"od' Phfrmirig 
which so irreparably changes the landscape, that there ·should be complete transparency and 
openness. Th~s~- ~of/EJR.. requests follow (with the peremptory and wholly unsatisfactory 

!:! ' .. :" - . ,. 
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Environmental Information Requests made on 10 July 2017: 
1. All correspondence between the Burghill NOP Steering Group and Kirkwells Planning 

Consultants in relation to the Burghill NOP since 2012 

"I do not hold any of this information 11
• 

2. All correspondence between the Burghill Parish Council and l<irkwells Planning 
Consultants in relation to the Burghill NOP since 2013 

'T have not inherited the email files of the previous Clerk, but have 
attached the correspondence I still have. 11 

There were only 3 attachments provided and they were known about already. 

3. All correspondence between the Burghill Parish Council and the Burghill NOP Steering Group 
since 2012 

'T have not inherited the email files of the previous Clerk, but have 
attached the correspondence I still have. All reports from the Steering 
Group are in the Parish Council minutes which are available on the website. " 

There was a single email attached. The Parish Council minutes do not answer the question. 

4. All correspondence circulated between the Burghill NOP Steering Group members 
(including members that have resigned) in relation to the Burghill NDP since 2012. 

"Unfortu.nately, I do not have this information". 

5. All correspondence between the Burghill NOP Steering Group and Herefo_rdshire 
Council in relation to the Burghill NOP since 2012. 

"This information can be obtained from Herefordshire Council, please see all I 
havtf.,, 

There were just 2 email exchanges attached. The question was to BPC;· not HC. 

6. All correspondence between the Burghill Parish Council and Herefordshire Council in 
relation to the Burghill NDP since 2012 

"This information can be obtained from Herefordshire Council, please- see 
all I have." 

There were just 2 email exchanges attached. They are known. The question was to BPC, not HC. 

7. All declarations of interest made by both Burghill Parish Council members and the 
Bugh ill NOP Steering Group members which relate to sites submitted to the Burghill 
NOP. 

"This information is contained in the Parish Council minutes, which ean be 
found on the Parish Council's website. The Steering Group was a working 
group so there are no declarations of interests. -,, 

The SG was a sub-committee of the PC and its Terms of Reference make its members subject to the 

BPC Code of Conduct. Therefore SG members are supposed both to Register Interests and make 
Declarations of Interest if appropriate. I was on the Steering Group for a period. I was asked to 

make a Registration of Interests declaration which I willingly.did, and handed in. It vanished. 
... • : • I:.• • I\ .' :••• o •, • •, ~~--~ • •• :,t; ' 41 •"' ," ii I ~ • I-~ • • • • • • r 

8. The responses of the Natiorial"~rtd··~',i-~a-,.~n.l ~st!:(n Power (elec) in regar9 
to the Burgh ill NOP and confirmation of how they were consulted. 

L• • • • •· • ••• 
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'T do ,!JOf liaye these respo,~~, • they_ can -be obtained from National Grid 
{Gas & elec} and We~ferkPdwe1t''(til~t}._ ': __ . .· .. : 

• • • • • • ' . ~ .' • • •• ~-~ : • • • • • • •• · :·~ ~ • • • • ~ : t , • .. 

. The-question was to BPC, surely they rffu~t. have th;i.s· informa_tion 1f the·'utility providers vJ~te '~ ,, l. 
actually consulted with? _- :·:;• • .. :. . 
9. Will the BPC kindly provide the audited log which records the numbers of representation·s 
received from (i) site owners or their agents and (ii) members of the public: 

(a) for representations received at the Regulation 14 stage? 
(b) for representations received on the Updated Sites Assessment Report? 

and will it please also provide the audited log which records the sites submitted to the NOP at the 
time of the Questionnaires returns in 2014? and will the BPC please confirm th.at all site submission 
questionnaires or representations at each of those stages were handled and recorded firstly by the 
Parish Clerk as the interface between the public and the PC? 

'T do not hold the audited logs they are now held by Kirkwells and shown in 
the NDP. I am unable to confirm that all site submission questionnaires or 
representations at each of those stages were handled and recorded firstly 
by the Parish Clerk as the interface between the public and-the PC as I 
was not the Clerk at the time. " 

If there are audited logs, they are not in the NOP. 

10.AII comments/objections received to the l(irkwells' Updated Site Assessment Report. 

"These will be in the final report from Kirkwells. Please note I am unable 
to give out correspond~nce I recently received from members of the pubic 
to other members of the public. These were sent to me in confidence with 
the understanding they would be sent to Kirkwells, and as s tated will be in 
the report from Kirkwells. " 

In fact the "Recent News" in the Parish Magazine in May & June just said to send written comments 
to the Cieri<. They mentioned nothing about confidentiality, nor did they say that they would be 
sent to I<irkwells. 

Freedom of Information Requests made on 10 July 2017 
1. All Notices of Registrable Interests for the Burgh ill NOP Steering Group. 

'T do not have these. ii 

These were handed to the Chairman of the Burghill NOP Steering Group orto the Clerk. So where 
are they? 

2. The Notices of Registrable Interests for [Parish Councillor name removed] and [Parish Councillor 
name removed] are totally blank apart from their names; and the one for [Parish Councillor name 
removed] only declares land at [location removed]. Does this mean that they live outside the 
Parish? 

''Notices of Registrable Interests are the responsibility of the individual 
Councillor and these can be viewed on the Herefordshire Councils website. ii 

This response does not answer what is a reasonable question by a parishioner. The Notices of 
Registrable Interests referred to were obtained from the HC website! 

This really is a sad indictment of the Parish Council's attitude to members of the public who they 
are supposed to represent. 

arency is ncit a majorfeature of the NOP 
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' ... 
3. THE FACTS HAVE CHANGED, THE EVlDENCE -1S OUT-OF-DATE 
Let us go back to the Questionnaire, which Wai ;cfone in Spring 2014 to garner opinions from as · 
rrtany households as possible: At that tirrre~-m-AprU-20r4~ HC's 18% growth target for additronal 
dwelliQgs' --i(I the Burghill NP Are.a was 124, · completions ahd ·commitments .. were 18, s; the 

remaining housing required was 106. 

The Questionnaire responses in 2014 were obviously against that background. 56% of Burghill 
Parish households said an 18% housing increase was too much, 64% of Burgh ill' Parish households 
said that 10% or less might be acceptable, -and ONLY 2% of Burghill Parish households said that 
more than 18% would be acceptable. A case was made to HC to reduce the target (I wrote it 
myself, based on evidence and with supporting facts) but either the BPC or the people involved 
with the NOP later abandoned that case, in my view prematurely, and HC refused to listen. Ancient 

history, but very unfortunate. 

Now in June 2018 the facts have changed. The April 2018 Submission NOP claims (in a typically 
confusing and opaque presentation within paras 6.1.6, 6.1.7, and 6.1.8 on pp 32/33) that against 

_ the 124 target, completions and commitments were 53 at April 2017, and 65 more planning 
permissions had been granted to 22 Janu9ry 2018, so the remaining housing required is 6. 

In fact that is not correct. There were three approved changes of use at Cherry Orchard Cottages 
which qualify for inclusion against the NOP target, not two. The one which is omitted from the 
table in 6.1.7 is P173311/U No. 2 Cherry Orchard Tillington Certificate of Lawful development for 
the use of the property as a dwellinghouse, rather than as an agricultural workers accommodation 
(Approved 26/9/17). 

Then, because the list of Planning Permissions is cut off at 22 January 2018, it omits P174268/F 
Proposed two storey dwelling adj Bird In Hand Cottage Tillington (Approved 20/3/18). This could 
so easily have been included in the NOP - according to the HC website, the NOP was re-submitted 
on 9 May 2018. 

The list of Planning Permissions also omits the recent permission for P152868/F Proposed change 
of use into a dwellinghouse, Burghill Gospel Hall, Partway, Burghill (Approved 15 May 2018). 

The list of Planning Permissions also omits the very recent permission for P181455/0 Proposed 
erection of a bungalow at The Chase, Burghill (Approved 19 June 2018). 

And in addition another one which has been omitted is P170161/FH Ivor House Tillington 
Proposed conversion and extension of existing workshop atta·ched to gara~e to form a single 
storey ancillary building for accommodation. (Approved 6/3/17). The Ivor House Annexe is in fact 

(a) detached from Ivor House with its own entrance (b) has its own kitchen, bathroom, bedroom 
etc. HC omitted it from the 'Committments as at 1 April 2017'. However it does qualify as an 
additional dwelling according to an email from Sam Banks to Clare Fenton on 8 May 2017: "I have 
sought clarification for our Strategic Planning team with regards to annexes. A self-contained (with 
kitchen, bathroom, bedrooms etc) separate annex property should be treated as an additional 
dwe/ling as that is clearly their purpose." 

So, the corrected numbers should be (as at 19 June 2018): 
18% Target 124 
Less completions and commitments at April 2017 (includ jng the Ivor House separate annexe) 54 
Less planning permissions had been granted to 22 January 2018 (including no. 2 Cherry Orchard 66 
CLEUD) 

Less planning permission 20 April 2018 P174268/F dwelling adj Bird In Hand Cottage Tillington 1 
Less planning permission 15 May 2018 P152868/F Proposed change of use into a dwellinghouse, 1 

Burghill Gosp,~I Halli Port:way, _Bur~hiU •:· -1.- .- ~- . , , •, ::-: : • . , ._., ..,,..,~ \ 7~f~~--~.(.:- ... - : 

Less plannlng p_e·i-mls"sioh 19 ~'tine·2d'ntP'l52'S!f6-8/F.;:W.81.4S~ O-- l?"r;!i}fi'O~~~ion of a bu)J~~ 1 J.• • 

at The Chase, Burghill . . , . . ·.: ,uf,\1."t -_• . .. ...... ~~ :-:-,;~~F.t: 
Sub-total all completions & corrim"itnients "• ·123 

Remaining housing requi'red 1 
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So this is the true context 4 years after the in Spring 2014 Questionnaire. Just ONE dwelling is 
required now, not the 106 which were needed 4 years ago. 

To "fill" this shortfall of 1 dwelling - to 2031 ·- which is needed to meet the minimum target, the 
Submission NDP is proposing mini-housing estates with a capacity of 24 dwellings. This is ludicrous. 
123 completions & commitments plus 24 as per the Submission NOP= 147 dwellings which equates 
to 21% growth. Remember the 2014 Questionnaire? Only 2% of households thought that more 
than 18% growth would be acceptable ...... 97% felt that 18% was enough. 

There are in addition to this approximately 20 dwellings which have been defined as 1windfalls' 
(they are actually sites/plots actually submitted to the NOP so are rather more certain than 
1windfalls'). Many of these will happen anyway, and windfalls have historically kept coming 
forward in this Parish. Add these onto the 147, and we get a total of 167, which would equate to 
24% growth. 

One does not need to be a mathematician to realise that 20 'known' 'windfalls' alone (in fact the 
small sites submitted to the NDP) will easily surpass the 18% growth target, and at the same time 
will provide the gentle but deliverable growth which is less damaging in terms of highways 
safety, foul drainage constraints, and the jarring change to local rural distinctiveness. The 24 
dwellings included on the NDP's proposed three mini-housing estates are unnecessary and do 

. ' 

not recognise the wishes of parishioners' responses to the 2014 Questionnaire, and certainly 
won't recognise their wishes now. The facts have changed, and some individuals involved with 
this Plan must recognise that they need to change their fixed mindsets, too. 

4. FAILURE TO CONSIDER SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT ADJACENT TO PROPER 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

There is a failure to coflsider development in more sustainable locations. The sewage mains are in 
Burghill and Lower Burlton, and they run between those settlements. Large sites adjacent to 
Burgh ill and the sewage network have been ignored, without considering if the landowners would 
be prepared to develop the smaller housing groups apparently preferred by the community. 

5. FAILURE ADEQUATELY TO CONSIDER SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
(CONVERSIONS & SMALL SITES) 

Numerous sites utilising the re-use of old farm buildings, . or for housing on small sites, were 
submitted to the NOP in 2014. I know, because I mapped them then for evaluation. They have 
been completely ignored. The NOP is based on mini-housing estates of new houses. Those 
submitted sites utilising the re-use of old farm buildings or for housing on small sites have been 
designated "windfalls". This is ludicrous - how can a known site be a (unexpected) windfall? The 
consequence of this is that there is an over-dependency on new builds which have an immediate 
detrimental effect on the landscape and visual amenity in what is a rural landscape (conversions 
and small sites have far less impact, particularly conversions because the structures already exist). 
These mini-housing estates also have impact on existing properties, in particular flooding 
consequences due to rainwater run-off and treated wastewater from intensive pockets of 
development using package treatment works or septic tanks in unsustainable locations. 

From Herefordshire Council: "Windfall development has consistently taken place in rural areas and 
this is likely to continue. Windfall development includes non-allocated development that may come 
forward both within and outside settlement boundaries. lf you so wish your neighbourhood plan can 
make an informed judgement about the likely level of windfall development that will be generated 
in your plan area during the period up to 2031. 11 The Burgh ill NOP could actually do better than 
that, if its authors wanted it too. There are 20-odd dwellings which could have been included or 
even allocated which actually were submitted to the NOP and are therefore more certain than 

' . 
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'windfalls'. The April 2018 Submission NDP and the June 2016 Regulation NOP lists some of them 
(but, sadly omits listing as 'windfall' one for a conversion to three dwellings which the owner 
reconfirmed as recently as October 2017 that he wished specifically to be included as a 
submission). 

The author of the NOP has ordained (Appendix 3 page 76) that "Housing groups within 
development projects shall not exceed 10 dwellings". Yet this has, in effect, been totally subverted 
where, at Tillington, 2 sites more-or less opposite each other have seemingly both been allocated, 
and which together supposedly have a capacity of 14 dwellings. 

6. FAILURE TO CONSIDER IMPLICATIONS OF HEREFORDSHIRE COUNCIL'S 
DECLARED INTENT TO DEVELOP IN THE SOUTH OF THE PARISH 

The proposed Hereford Relief Road has, at last, had a belated mention in this Submission version of 
the NOP. However, the NOP fails to mention that Herefordshire Council at a Cabinet meeting on 
14th April 2016 approved its Smallholdings Disposal Plan but "recognised the need to exclude from 
sale certain sites with development potential." It was proposed that the following Burghill Parish 
sites be excluded: 

"Hospital Farm., Burghi/1., Hereford - potential for housing development site 
Tow Tree Farm, Burghill Hereford - identified in the core strategy as potentially on route of 
the by pass." 

This does not even merit a mention in the NOP. The NDP surely must consider these factors, and 
Herefordshire Council must comment on them and provide policy detail. Isn't there a duty of co
operation?? Hospital Farm is a large site. The housing capacity is huge. The community has not 
been· adequately consulted. There was a 'presentation' by the BPC recently about the Relief Road 
but where is the consultation with the community, either by HC or BPC about Hospital Farm where 
there is declared intent for what would be major strategic housing development within the Burghill 
NOP Area? 

In fact, in the responses to the Regulation 14 'consultation' but not published until the June 2016 
Regulation was submitted (and buried in the 'Consultation Statement'), Herefordshire Council said 
the following: 

In response to the Burghill Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan 2011-31 Consultation 
Draft, Herefordshire Council owns the land shown hatched red on the attached plan and puts 
forward this land to be allocated within the Plan as land suitable for housing development 
during the plan period. The land is considered suitable for the following reasons: 

• Its proximity and accessibility to the existing highway network 
• Its proximity to the existing urban area of Hereford City and all the public services that 
provides. 
• The massing of the development in this location will enable on and off site infrastructure to be 
delivered in a cost efficient manner and therefore improve the viability and deliverability of the 
development of this land for housing 
• The land is owned by Herefordshire Council who tan secure vacant possession and ensure the 
land is made available for development at the earliest opportunity, thus ensuring the 
requirements of the Plan are achieved within the Plan period, subject to all necessary consents 
and market demand. 

I would be grateful if you could acknowledge receipt of this email and if you require any further 
information then please contact me. 

The 'Parish Council' response was: 
This site (2a) was included in the site assessments carried out. The site did not score as 
favourabl as others and as such was not brought forward as a site allocation. 
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This 'Parish CouncW response (in fact rebuttal) was, of course, based on a score given in the 
previous September 2015 "Kirkwells" Site Assessments. It is not known what instructions. had been 
given to Kirkwells when that was commissioned. Despite being adjacent to the northern extension 
of Hereford within Burghill Parish, the Hospital Farm site was marked down because it was rated 
as "Open Countryside", and "Inappropriate development". Despite that, it remains a site which HC 
wishes to develop, its proximity to Hereford means that it is in a sustainable location, and its 
development would reduce pressure on the rest of the Parish. There has been a failure to co
operate with HC, and a failure to consider that site, properly, as an alternative. 

7. DRAWING OF A SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY FOR TILLINGTON WITHOUT 
COMMUNITY CONSOLATION 

The Herefordshire Council Guidance Note 21 for Neighbourhood Planning clearly states: 
"It is key to identify a settlement boundary, or any alternative, by eng;:iging your local community 

through public consultation. This will help to discuss and designate a settlement boundary which 

is fitting for your village." This commonsense guidance has just been ignored. 

At the November 2014 "Options Days" there were forms for Burgh ill (the main Settlement with an 
existing Settlement Boundary) and for Lower Burlton (in the Parish but previously included within 
the Hereford Settlement Boundary) asking for comments about possible Settlement Boundary 
ch~nges, an_d the forms included the following: 

You also wanted a settl_ement boundaries drawn fut Tillington & Tillington 
Common. We are not doing that just yet as the PC is wa'iting for the 'final 
V(;rsion of .!Herefordshire Council's Core Strategy. This might declare that 
TIHington and "f!IHngton Common are both in the countryside and a settlement 
bopndary wotdd not be necessary: 

It is questionable that the community "wanted" settlement boundaries anyway. This "wanted11 

phrase presumably dates from the Spring 2014 Questionnaire, which actually asked "Should we 
define a settlement boundary for Tillington Common?11 and "Should we define a settlement 
boundary for Tillington?11 There was no consideration of any alternative to a settlement boundary, 
as per the HC Guidance. One presumes that "we11 was the Parish Council. Perhaps the Parish 
Council might confirm who "we11 actually was? 

The November 2014 Options Days deferred any debate about settlement boundaries for Tillingon 
and Tilling.ton Common, and there has been NO SUBSEQUENT CONSULTATION.or ENGAGEMENT 

WHATSOEVER on a Settiement Boun_dary for Tillington or Tillingtcin Common. But one just 
appeared as if by magic in the Regulation 14 Draft Plan in January 2016, over a year later. This has 
stubbornly persisted ever since then, despite repeated protests by myself and others that it was 
done without consultation or engagement with the community. 

My wife was told by two Steering Group niembers at a Parish Council meeting in November 2015 
that a Settlement Boundary for Tillington had been consulted on at the November 2014 Options 
Days. She and I knew that this was incorrect, and my wife emailed them both with a copy of the 
above Options Days form containing those words "we are not doing that just yet.. .. '1 She had an 
email response from one of these Steering Group members on 19 November 2015 (copy available 
for the examiner if he/she requires) which included this: 

1 too went home and checked and yol,!~fc i:1u!t~ righr - there wasn'r a Tiilingron scri!cment bom.!~fary map,_ at 
the OfJtions Days, TJiere were a_great many other maps but not that one so I can only apologise. It's 
fateresting that - was under the same misapprehension! 

An apology maybe, but never any attempt to rectify this omission. If Steering Group members 
themselves don't know what has been consulted on, this is a very poor show. It demonstrates the 
cavalier, top-down approach to the NOP and the arbitrary inclusion of a settlement boundary and 
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sites in a particular part of Tillington without consultation with the local, let alone the wid.er 
community. 

Furthermore, this has a consequence. The l<irkwells Site Assessment Report (SAR) dated 
September 2015 was not published on the Parish Council website until partway through the 
Regulation 14 Consultation itself, and only as a result of the r~quest by Herefordshire Council which 
had had a major landowner/site submitter request its pubHcation. This SAR is also no longer visible 
on the BPC website (although I did download a copy at the time which I can pass to the examiner if 
he/she requires) but what is key to understand is that the SAR repeatedly rates chosen sites for 
allocations in Tillington as being "within proposed settlement boundary" as though that had some 
credibility. That is, of course, a proposed settlement boundary WHICH HAS NEVER BEEN 
CONSULTED ON, and to rate sites on that basis can only be described as PREDETERMINATION! The 
Site Assessment Report, and therefore the Neighbourhood Plan are both invalid certainly as far as 
Tillington is concerned due to lack of consultation and an arbitrary imposed settlement boundary. 

In fact, there is a recording of a Parish Council Meeting on 12 July 2017 which had the following 
revealing exchange: 

Parishioner: 
Kirkwells: 
Parishioner: 

Kirkwells: 

Parishioner: 

Kirkwells: 
Kirkwells: 

"Could I just ask you who drew the Settlement Boundary around Tillington?" 
"The Steering Group." 
"Anyone in the Steering Group, or was it a joint decision by the Steering 
Group?" 
"Erm .. .it was prior to l{irkwells being appointed, so we just got tlie 
Settlement Boundary." 
"Because there's just no consultation on the Settlement Boundary being 
drawn, you see ... " 
"Yeah, that's, that's ... " 
"We got the information from the Steering Group and then used it to 
produce our reports." 

This proves that the Site assessments done by l<irkwells were based on a Settlement Boundaries 
given to them by "the Steering Group". Surely this is.indicative of predetermination about where 
development might be located? 

In addition, t.hat first 2015 SAR repeatedly determined that many sites were " ... in countryside. Not 
assessed further. Inappropriate development". Whether or not they were in countryside should 
have been for debate within the community. Many of these sites were redundant buildings, were 
actually potential policy RAS conversions and therefore quite suitable. The consequence of pre
determining them as "Not assessed further. Inappropriate development" has persisted, and they 
were not re-assessed in the 2017 "Updated" Site Assessments, either. 

8. "UPDATED SITE ASSESSMENT REPORTS" (2017) 
The consultants Kirkwells were commissioned by the Parish Council on the advice of the Steering 
Group to undertake further Site Assessments following Herefordshire Council's negative 
Progression to Examination report in Autumn 2016. The April 2018 Submission NOP in para 6.1.28 
actually acknowledges that "concerns have been ex13r:e~9ed about two sites in Tillington regarding 
possible problems with sewage disposal and access" and that "these sites scored favourably in the 
site assessment process, done by independent consultants, within the limits pf what can be 
achieved with preliminary analysis and limited expenditure." The preliminary analysis is 
SIMPLISTIC because the scoring system is UNWEIGHTED, and a key constraint such as lack of 
sewage connectivity {to be compared with other locations in the Parish) is buried within a 
"Services" score so further reducing attributed weight. 
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That 2017 Assessment is a triumph of hope over reality. Before the 2017 "Updated Site 
Assessment Report}} a planning application for a new access on one of those Tillington sites HC was 
concerned about in the Progression to Examination report was refused on highway safety grounds 
(and objected to by BPC!), and since then another one recently has had to be withdrawn on advice 
from Herefordshire Council's Development Control Department, because of constraints regarding 
both highway safety and concerns about waste water disposal. 

I am very concerned that even those later 2017 Site Assessments for the NOP are flawed. Just 
looking at the 3 'preferred' sites now contained in the NOP, and concentrating only 011 the above 
key constraints of highway safety & waste water, when the scoring is decoded into plain English, 
the flaws are revealed: 

USAR Scoring Translation from the scores back to the descriptions: 

Access Services Suitability/Constraints Constraints affecting 
deliverability 

Site 10 Existing road access Utilities · Significant Constraints can be 
Tillington to site is adequate required to Constraints overcome with some 

service site cost 

Site 25 Existing road access Utilities Minor Constraints Constraints can be 
Tillington to site is adequate required to overcome with some 

service site cost 

Site 21 No access/Will Utilities Significant Constraints can be 
Burghill require significant required to Constraints overcome with some 

highway amends service site cost 

In fact, the existing road access to all three sites is poor, and visibility splays are unachievable 
without significant or unachievable works to the highway with consequent significant detriment to 
hedgerows and rural character. The existing access to Site 10 is poorly located on a side lane in a 
national speed limit. This side lane (Crowmoor Lane) also carries a large amount of traffic accessing 
the Pick-Your-Own at Court Farm in the Spring/Summer/Autumn months. The Pick-Your-Own has 
another access from A4110 but a large amount of traffic still accesses it by driving there along 
Crowmoor Lane from Whitmore Cross (or from the "Cross at Whitmore" as the NOP still 
ridiculously insists on calling it!!). The existing access to Site 25 is only a field gate, and inserting a 
new access required overcoming a huge list of highways concerns, as evidenced by the 

. . 

Transportation comments for the now-withdrawn planning application P180094/0. Site 21 at 
Redstone, Burgh ill is similarly inaccessible. The lanes on the frontage of all three sites are within 30 
mph limits but speed surveys done for nearby planning applications in all cases reveal poor speed 
limit adherence, commonly with 85 percentile speeds of 40 mph, so very long and unachievable 
visibility splays are then required! 

In all cases, as stated, utilities would be required to service the sites, but in the case of the 
Tillington sites there is neither mains sewage nor mains drainage available. This is a significant 
constraint for multi-dwelling development which has just been ignored. 

The assessment recognised that the suitability of Site 10 and 21 is significantly constrained, but 
then states that for Site 25 that suitability is only subject to minor constraints. This latter site is the 
one which was subject of a recent planning application but which had to be withdrawn on the 
advice of the planning department due to constraints (see above). So the constraints are not 
'minor'. In all three cases, the constraints are significant. 

Furthermore, there is a total anomaly in the proposed Policy 81 of the Submission NOP which 
states "new housing will be only be considered on an allocated site or within the settlement 
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boundaries ... ,.subject to ..... not [being] located adjacent to noise or nuisance generating 

agricultural, industrial or commercial activities". Yet the NOP also mentions the presence of 
commercial properties "within the Tillington group" induding a garage, workshops and a pub._ The 
garage and workshops generate industrial noise, and the pub generates commercial noise from the 
beer garden and car-door banging from the car park, yet the "preferred sites11 at Tillington in this 
NDP are adjacent to these noise or nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial 
activities!! 

Finally, to say that "Constraints can be overcome with some cost" is risible. There is no definition 
of "some cost,,_ It is likely to be considerable, probably not viable, and that is only the economic 
cost. The environmental costs are incalculable. 

Unfortunately the responses made to representations made by people with local knowledge to the 
"Updated Site Assessment Report" were characterised typically by (a) ignoring them and (b) 
responding with 'no change1, 'no change', 'no change1

• 

In addition, the "Updated Site Assessment Report,, qid NOT reassess the Sol.ar Farm proposal, 
which has simply been slipped into the NOP again with.out further reassessment _: I understand 
that HC had previously rightly expressed misgivings about the deliverability of that as well. 

The chronology and glacially-slow evolution of the NOP since its non-progression in 2016 needs to 

be noted: 

• The HC Progression to Examination Report was published in October 2016, but the Parish 
Council did not undertake the recommended further community consultation. 

• The BPC waited until December 2016 and then commissioned the "Updated Site 
Assessment Report" ("USAR"). 

• The USAR was not published until mid-April 2017, and then the period of the so-called 
'consultation1 on the "Updated Site Assessment Report March 201]1' dragged on from mid 
April 2017 to end June 2017. 

• During this period the Steering Group was abolished, thereby taking out any members who 
had expressed concerns, and removing potential opposition or constructive input. The 

eventual USAR Table of Responses revealed that the comments of about 10 respondents 
had not been included at all. That original table which omitted the comments has now 
been expunged from the Parish council website but copies have been retained by 
concerned members of the wider community (available for the examiner if required). 

• BPC then decided to extend the period of the so-called 'consultation1 of the "Final Updated 

Site Assessment Report August 2017 until mid-October 2017. 

• Then in early November 2017 the Parish Council agreed to go ahead to Regulation 16 based 
on an NOP with the 3 preferred sites but it then took a further 4 months to edit the NOP to 
include the '3 preferred sites1 (from 8 Nov 2017 to 13 March 2018), and a further 2 months 
to submit what BPC described in their Minutes as the 'adopted1 NOP to HC (from 13 March 
2017 to 9 May 2018). 

Given that the Parish Council was declaring that it was concerned about delays to the NOP, one has 
to question why the Parish Council itself has dithered for so long itself, and therefore by itself put · 
the Parish at risk of speculative planning applications. In summary the delays were: 

2 months to commission further site assessment reports from the same consultants who 
had produced the earlier September 2015 site assessment reports which were the basis for 
the first, failed, June 2016 Reg 16 NOP . 
4 months to wait for the consultants to produce the reports 
6 weeks of 'consultation' (publication on the BPC website therefore excluding many older 
residents) 
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- 3½ months of dithering while representations were tabulated for rebuttal, and then the 
USAR was 'consulted-on' further (again publication on the BPC website therefore excluding 
many older residents) 

- A month before deciding to do a new Reg 16 NOP, 
- then 4 months to edit the old one just to include the 3 sites 
- then a further 2 months before submitting the new NOP 

A total of 17-18 months delay, during which time ther.e was h,o proper consult-ation and f{eriuinely 
active engagement with the community as defined by the Nat.ional Planning Practice G_uidance. 
The Parish Council as Qualifying Body, in its Submission NOP, its~lf described the 'Updated' Sites 
Assessment Report as being "within the limits of what can be achieved with preliminary analysis 
and limited expenditure''. The Parish Council is deluding itself (or has been deluded) if it really 
believes that simply lengthening a consultation period to 12 weeks for what is (by its own 
admission) a limited Sites Assessment Report, is suffident to be considered as true consultation, 
particularly as the representations by the wider community were then largely disregarded. This 
should not be about the length of the-apparent consultation period, it should be about the quality 
of the consultation, and about listening to people. 

. . 
9. QUALITY & RESOLUTION OF GRAPHl€S IN THE APRIL 2018 SUBMISSION NDP IS 

POOR - TO THE EXTENT THAT IMPORTANT INFORMATION IS NOT VISIBLE 
The resolution of all the graphics in the April 2018 Submission NOP is strikingly much worse than 
even the June 2016 Regulation NOP. The graphs reproduced from the old Questionnaire are very 
grainy and barely legible. I am particularly bothered by the poor quality and graininess of some of 
the Appendices maps. The Submitted Sites map and the "late submissions maps are rendered 
useless because they are now virtually unreadable. 

More specifically, the quality of the "Designated Local Green Spaces" Map is truly awful. This is 
supposed to inform readers but it is so unclear that that is impossible. It is not fit for purpose, and 
it wasn't fit for purpose before, either. I draw the examiner's attention not only to the appalling 
fuzziness of this map but also to a particular part of it. I have previously made this point at 
Regulation 14, at the old Regulation 16, and in my USAR comments, but I just get repeatedly 
ignored. Maybe someone will listen this time. 

I refer to Green Space no. 4 which is listed in "Table 3 - Local Greenspace - NPPF Criteria" (a 
misnomer if ever there was one, because it does not accord with the NPPF): 

The Grnen 4 Within the Cont igu01,1s grassed open areas Owned and managed 
Areas at Leasown and adding significant qpenness and by the Herefordshire 

Leasown and Baker's character to a fairly compact Housing. 
Baker's Furlong housing) ione. Also provides 
Furlong Housing area amenity'area to these zones. 

This is supposedly defined on the "Designated Local Green Spaces" Map 6. However, it is not 
defined. Here again is a progression of enlargements of that particular area which I have made 
using the same magnification, while using the maps as provided in the NOP and not ch anging their 
resolution (importa ntly, all on one page): 



Map origin 

Original Inset Map 7 from the HC 
UDP {2009) Burghill Map which 
shows 'Protection of Open Areas 
and Green Space HBA9" in 
vertical green hatching 
https,//www.herefordshire.gov.u 
k/download/downloads/id/5405/ 
burghill map.pdf 
CLEAR BY HC IN THE 
UDP PROPOSALS MAP ..... . 

Map of same area from 
"Designated Local Green Spaces" 
Map 6 of Regulation 14 NDP 

{January 2016) 

BLURRY ..... . 

Map of same area from 
"Designated Local Green Spaces" 
Map 6 of Regulation 16 NDP 
(June 2016} 

BLURRIER ..... . 

Map of same area from 
"Designated Local Green Spa.ces" 
Map 6 Submission NOP (April 

2018) 

BLURRIEST. ..... 

Map of same area from 
"Designated Local Green ~paces" 
Map 6 Submission NOP {April 

2018) 

SUPERLATIVELY BLURRY 
& TINY ... .. . 
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Map extract of Leasown & 
Bakers Furlong area 

Comment 

On this UDP map the eastern end of 
Bakers Furlong is not within the 

~~.==~-"'."'-~I 'Protection of Open Areas and Green 
Space HBA9", and therefore there is 
access from Bakers Furlong to the site 
to the east (NOP Site 35). 

On the Regulation 14 Map 6 if it is 
enlarged to 300% then one can see 

- -=:=-----1 Uust) that the eastern end of Bakers 

. . 

Size is 300% of original PDF 

Furlong has been included in the 
Designated Local Green Spaces area, 
and therefore access from Bakers 
Furlong to the site to the east is 
BLOCKED 

On the Regulation 16 Map 6 if it is 
again enlarged to 300% then one can 
see (just) that the eastern end of 
Bakers Furlong has been included in 
the Designated Local Green Spaces 
area, and therefore access from 
Bakers Furlong to the site to the east 
is BLOCKED. It is evident that the 
original map has been 'worked on' 
because the "4" has been moved and 
changed. But the map has become 
almost useless. 

~=-~~- -,- On the re-Submission April 2018 Reg 
16 Ma.p 6 if it is again enlarged to 
300% then it is now virtually 
impossible to see that this area has 
been drawn so that the eastern end of 
Bakers Furlong has been included in 
the Designated Local Green Spaces 
area, and therefore access from 
Bakers Furlong to the site to the east 
is BLOCKED. It seems to be a lower 
resolution of the already almost 

Size is 300% of original PDF 

; rc,· -~i-
' . ' . .. ' -

Size is 300% of original PDF 

useless map from 2 years before. But 
now the map has become totally 

useless. 

It also means than the change in 
status has been hidden to the eye. 
This is what the reader actually sees 
with the NOP at normal 100% size, as 
printed. 
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Map of same area from "Burgh ill 
proposed settlement 
boundary"Map.3 Submission 
NDP (April 2018) 

Even if the reader looks atthe Map 3 
rl~~~~;:;:!::;_----1 "Burghill proposed settlement 

And OBSCURED ..... . 

boundary" (which has actually 
miraculously managed to be published 
at normal 100% size) it is still very 
difficult to see {because here it is 
obscured by the red line settlement 
boundary) how the eastern end of 
Bakers Furlong has been included in 
the Designated Local Green Spaces 
area, and therefore access from 
Bakers Furlong to the site to the east 
is BLOCKED. 

My point is that the "Contiguous grassed open areas adding significant openness and character to a 
fairly compact housing zone. Also provides amenity area to these zones." is a flowery planning
speak description in "Table 3 - Local Greenspace - NPPF Criteria" which belies the fact that access 
to the site to the east has been stopped in a way that I consider to be contrary to the NPPF para 76 
(the extension is clearly not a "special circumstance"), and the blocking-off has not been consulted 
on (openly) nor made clear in the maps, which have in fact become more obscured with the 
passage of time. When this issue was raised over 2 years ago in Regulation 14 rep"resentations, the 
"PC Comments" on them which subsequently appeared in the Regulation 16 "Consultation 
Statement" (page 87) stated "Better quality maps will be produced for the submission plan11

• My 
evidence above shows that they were not improved, and have become decidedly worse. I leave it 
for the examiner to draw his/her conclusions, but if nothing else this just demonstrates that the 
"Parish Council" does not listen to anybody, ignores representations, and ploughs on regardless. 
Localism? Is that really what it means, ignoring people? 

I objected to this projection of this green space at the time of Regulation 14 because it seemed -
perhaps - to have been designed to block access to the Site 35 submitted by Farmcare as a possible 
site for housing (which is just to the east of Bakers Furlong and which would otherwise be able to 
use this as an access). Site 35 is an eminently sustainable development site adjacent to the main 
settlement of Burghill village (which unlike Tillington is actually connected to Mains sewage and 
drainage). 

The Planning Practice Guidance for the National Planning Policy Framework·(NPPF) is clear- Local 
Green Space designation should not be used in a way that undermines the identification of 
development land in suitable locations. 

The response by the "Parish Council" to my 
Reg 14 objection was "The Local Green 
Space has been extended beyond that 
identified in the Herefordshire UDP as Open 
Areas and Green Space to reflect what is 
actually evident on site." This is absolutely 
ridiculous because "what is actually evident 
on site" is this scruffy, sparsely covered 
bank behind the turning point (where 
access to Site 35 would be) as evidenced by 
this 2016 photograph : 

This is not in conformity with the NPPF, therefore it does not meet Basic Conditions. 
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1 say again, as I did at the 2016 Reg 16 consultation, that it is unbelievable, and unacceptable, that 
this Neighbourhood Plan on the one hand seeks to prevent development at this sustainable site 35 
in Burghill (main settlement with mains sewage & drainage) by the inappropriate use of a 

· greenspace designation; while at the same time, it seeks to promote overdevelopment at Tillirigton 
(which lacks mains sewage and drainage). 

If local people at Leasown/Bakers Furlong want a greenspace then that is fair enough but the 
debate about th\lt should have been a wide, fully consulted-on debate, including with the owner 

of Site 35. The author of the NOP will of course no doubt defend this by saying that 'this was 
covered in the 2014 Questionnaire'. There was a Green Space question in that, but the reality is 
that there were only 9 responses (i.e. only 2% of the 430 questionnaires returned) which 
mentioned protection of the "Green areas/spaces/sites (7) e.g. between Bakers Furlong and 
Leasown (2)1'. And none of that small number mentioned a desire to block off the end of Bakers 
Furlong itself with an extended Greenspace designation. 

By the inappropriate us.e of the Greenspace designation, another alternative site has been excluded 
from full and proper consideration. Many challenges to the validity of NDPs across the country 
have succeeded because of failure by NDPs properly to consider alternatives. 

10.MISTAKE BY HEREFORDSHIRE COUNCIL IN INCLUDING 'TILLINGTON' AS A 'MAIN 
GROWTH SETTLEMENT' 

For the benefit of the NDP examiner, this error goes back to the Herefordshire Council Rural 
Background Paper which was the supposed 'evidence1 to the Core Strategy 
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/1705/rural. housing background pap 
er march 2O13.pdf. At the back, in Appendix 2 page 30, it clearly shows that it was Tillington 
Common which was assessed in what was later revealed during the Core Strategy Examination to 
have been based on desk-based research. 
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The same paper then arbitrarily changed the settlement name to 'Tillington' and then inserted 
'Tillington' into figure 6 (the Hereford rural HMA analysis summary table in that Paper). This then 
became the basis for the Core Strategy rural 'main growth settlements'. A comprehensive 
representation (I wrote it!) was submitted by Burghill Parish Council at the Pre-submission stage of 
the Core Strategy which covered all this and requested removal of Tillington from the list but the 
Inspector was not interested in that detail, no doubt because in its 'Summary of Points Raised' ** 
document for the examining Inspector, Herefordshire Council stated, in fact quite wrongly stated, 
on page 101 of that PDF (see extract below) that "no further information has been submitted to 
exclude them or move them into another list": 

[**This file has disappeared from the HC website, but I have retained a copy so there is proof of the 
mistake.] 
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15. Some paris h councillors and local· respondents queried why certain viflages had been 
included in the lists of villages in fig 4.20 and 4.21. However, the villages feature in the 
re levant lists as they meet the criteria and(no further informatjon has been submitted to 

(exclude ihem or move them into another list. - . . . 

Andrew Ashcroft 
Assistant Director - Economic, Environment & Cultural Services 
10 September .2014 

This was information which HC provided to the CS Inspector and it is clearly misleading and untrue. 
This heinous injustice has remained uncorrected to this day despite attempts by concerned 
members of the community to get it corrected but Herefordshire Council refuses point blank even 
to acknowledge that it made a mistake. 

Unfortunately the error has subsequently been exploited to push development onto the Whitmore 
Cross area of Tillington, which has less than 20 dwellings, and is far removed from the large r 
settlement of Tillington Common which was the settlement actually assessed in that clearly very 
poor desk-based research done in 2009/10, the records for which apparently no longer exist 
presumably because they have been lost or destroyed. This is hardly the adequate, up-to-date and 
relevant evidence base which is d_emanded by the NPPF. 

11.FAILURE TO CONSULT ON SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY FOR TILLINGTON COMMON 
AS WELL AS FOR. TILLINGTON 
The Submission NOP, ·like the earlier one, states on page 34 in para 6.1.17 "Figure 4.14 of the 
Core Strategy continues to identify both Burghjjj and Ti/lington as growth areas. The PC has 
previously agreed that growth should be confined to Tillington and not Tillington Common 
which is perceived to be an unsustainable countryside location for new development, as 
confirmed by previous planning decisions.,, 

The statement that "Tillington Common which is perceived to be an unsustainable countryside 
location for new development, as confirmed by previous planning decisions. ,, is completely 
baffling, because Tillington Common: 

(1) comprises a la rge group of about 50 houses (which have access to fibre broadband and to a 
6 per day bus service to Hereford so it is hardly unsustainable) . 

(2) had a settlement boundary drawn around it in the past (see South Herefordshire Council 
proposed settlement boundary below) so clearly the local authority considered it to be suitable 
location. 
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(3) the "prevfous plannjng dedsions" comment is totally misleading because all parts of this 
Parish apart from Burghill (main settlement) and that extreme southerly part within the 
Hereford Settlement Boundary were previously defined as "countryside" so ANY previous 

planning decisions anywhere in the Parish outside Burghill and the extreme south would have 
been determined on the basis that they were countryside anyway. 

Page 20 of the Submission NOP reports the Questionnaire result (from Summer 2014) that "The 
majority of households (71%) think a settlement boundary for Tillington Common should also 
be defined." 

But then unilaterally and without any consultation with the community "Burghill Parish 
Council" in early 2015 (a) decided that Tillington Common should be excluded from 
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consideration as a settlement and {b) attempted to get Herefordshire Council to agree with its 
exclusion by means of a "Common Ground Statement" which was not consulted on, either. It 
was submitted without the knowledge of the community. 

There were several site submissions from local people in Tillington Common which as a result 
are not now included in the NOP. 

Yet again, this is another illustration of a failure to consult with the community contrary to 
the (obvious) national planning advice. And it is so unfair and discriminatory then to direct 
development towards that smaller settlement at Tillington Whitmore Cross. 

12.INCLUSION OF A SOLAR FARM SITE WHICH WOULD IMPACT ON THE SETTING & 
WEAl(EN THE STATUTORY PROTECTIONS OF CONSERVATION AREAS & LISTED 
BUILDINGS 

According to the advice in the Planning Practice Guidance, Basic conditions (b) and (c) that relate to 
listed buildings and conservation areas apply to Neighbourhood Development Orders, so that 
"making the order will not weaken the statutory protections for listed buildings and conservation 
areas}/. The NOP includes a site for a solar farm which is (a) on top of a hill to the north of the 
Burghill Conservation Are~~1~ntaining many listed buildings including the Grade II * listed St Mary's · 

.a, 
Church and (b) that hilltop slopes towards the Conservation Area and Listed Buildings as well. I 
fear that having obtained the inclusion of the site in the NOP, the next step would be a 
Neighbourhood Development Order (NDO). Therefore if such a Solar Farm would not meet Basic 
Conditions for a NDO due to its impact on the setting of a Conservation Area and Listed Buildings, 
surely the inclusion of it in the NOP which would facilitate/give more credence to a subsequent 
NDO means that the NOP also should not be treated as meeting Basic Conditions in this respect? In 
any case, under the NPPF there should be due regard to the impact of an alien structure like this on 
heritage assets and on the landscape as a matter of course. ,l!ff 

:ii~t 
~!~~-

In addition, I understand that douots were expressed by Herefordshire Council about this proposed 
Solar Farm at the time of the June 2016 Regulation NOP. It has not been assessed since then, and 
it was not in the "Updated 11 Site assessment reports in 2017 either. It has not been properly 
consulted-on. The last token consultation was at the November 2014 Options Days when the site 
location migh_t have been seen by the 80-odd people who attended, but the constraints on this site, 
and its unfortunate impact on heritage assets and the landscape were not presented. It should be 
removed from the NOP, it should never have been put into it, and it should not still be in it. 

And while the NOP has been stuck in its own time-warp for 4 years, Government Policy has moved 
on, discouraging solar farms by removing most of the financial support previously available. 

13.NO CONSULTATION, NO EXPLANATION WHY PARTICULAR SITES FROM 
PREVIOUS June 2016 REGULATION 16 NDP HAVE NOW BEEN REM OVED 

The previous Reg June 16 NOP included these four "preferred sites}/: 

Site 22 - "Part- Frontage adjacent to the Bell" 
Site 2D - "Tillington Road Frontage, Lower Burlton" 
"Within curtilage of White Roses, A4110" 
Site 28 - "Lower Burlton, Near A4110" 

They have all been removed from this April 2018 Submission Version. There is no rationale, no 
reasoning, and there has been no consultation. It has just been done. 
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Yet various statements were made at PC and SG Meetings over the last 18 months concerning 
removing sites from the NOP and changing Settlement Boundaries: 

• At the 29 Sept 2016 SG meeting (this was'just after the Progression to Examination report 
which rejected the previous Reg 16 NOP, and the first one which was actually advertised, so 
members of the public were present to hear what was said) it was said that "If the NDP is 
materially changed then 'we' have to return to Reg 14 again1

' and "if 'we' go back and add 
another site or take one out then 'we' have to go hJack and reconsult." 

• In the SG 'notes' 30th November 2016 it was recorded "We have been advised that if 
preferred sites were definitely shown to be undeliverable then their removal from the draft 
would not require us to return to Reg 14." 

[After 2 years in limbo, the NDP has clearly materially changed, not least due to the significant 
number of planning permissions including significant numbers on sites including those not 
deemed to be "preferred". And three of these four sites which were "preferred" in the June 
2016 NDP have not been ,;definitely shown to be undeliverable". The fourth, 2B, was tested in 
two Planning Applications and that one~ demonstrably undeliverable.] 

• The PC minutes 12 October 2016 state as a matter of fact: _.went on to explain that 
adding any different planning applications to the current NOP would not be possible _as a 
new process would be required and this would be costly." 

[Clearly many planning applications have been netted into the NOP since then.] 

• The PC minutes 16 November 2016 state as a matter of fact: "It was discussed that with 50 
houses being approved recently we can now request that 40 houses are removed from our 
allocation in the NDP plan,• went through the issues ofthis and by changing our NDP plan 
we may need to go back the beginning of the process,flsaid this can be checked with the 
Consultants. 

• The Consultants response (letter dated 11 April 2015) states as a matter of fact: "Given the 
significant comments received at Regulation 14 and again at Regulation 16, and the 
sustainable settlements issue, I would strongly suggest there is a second Regulation 14 
consultation undertaken by the Parish Council." 

[It is puzzling why (a) the checking with the Consultants took as long as 5 months and (b) why, 
gi_ven that the consultants response was that they "strongly suggest there is a second 
Regulation 14 consultation undertaken by the Parish Counci/. 1

' that there was no full and proper 
consultation with the community.] 

There has been no proper dialogue with the community, and in the absence of consultation (which 
might then be NPPG-compliant) no explanation of the reasoning behind decisions to remove 
certain sites and retain others (albeit the retained "preferred" sites have capacity to provide far in 
excess of the HC target, and far in excess of what the community last said that it wanted). 

Not only is there no reasoning why these sites have been removed, it is quite bizarre that 
comments have repeatedly been made which have implied that sites cannot be removed without 
further consultation, and then they have now been removed without consultation! 
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14.NO MENTION OF THE IMPLICATIONS OF "PLANNING PERMISSION IN PRINCIPLE" 
The Housing and Planning Act 2016 was given Royal Assent on 12 May 2016, and it introduced PPIP 
for allocated sites, and for brownfield sites on a Brownfield Register. In effect it gives automatk 
Outline Planning Permission with only technical matters - akin to Reserved Matters - to be 
considered by the LPA. Yet in the Submission Burghill NOP there is still lio mention of it, nor its 
implications (for the few people who are actually fully aware of the re-submission). Because of the 
introduction of PPIP one would hope that Examiners are now very vigilant concerning the selection 
of sites for allocations iii NDPs. 

If sites are wrongly included in NDPs, then PPIP becomes a potential nightmare because automatic 
planning permission may be given to planning applications on those sites which have been wrongly 
selected, which I am sure is not what the government intended. The Burghill NOP is an example of 
this because material considerations have not been taken into account in site allocations; to 
illustrate this, for Site 10 a Section -52 Agreement has been ignored, and it was claimed as 
brownfield for most of the evolution of the NOP, thereby wrongly elevating its perceived status to 
brownfield in the eyes of people who are not fully informed; lack of mains sewage & drainage has 
been ignored; the poor access and highway safety aspects have been inadequately considered; the 
impact of increased phosphates discharges from off-sewer development on the river catchments 
has been ignored; there has been no consultation on a Settlement Boundary for Tillington, it has 
just been imposed. 

Despite all of these failings, sites in this plan could wrongly receive PPIP unless the Examiner 
modifies the Burghill NOP, or fails the Burghill NOP. The same goes for other sites included in the 
NOP as "preferred sites'1 which are similarly constrained. 

Just as Site 10 in its original larger 4 acre version (including the BAP at the northern end!) 
mysteriously reappeared in the Rural SHLAA, wrongly defined as totally 'brownfield1, one assumes 
that it will also only be a matter of time before it appears on Herefordshire CouncWs Brownfield 
Register as well, and may then receive automatic PPIP based on the wrong information ..... !! 

The "true11 brownfield part of Site 10 is only about 1.22 acres brownfield in total, including the 
"Employment Area11

• The brownfield part is on the frontage with the Tillington Road, not where 
the housing is proposed. It would be wrong if further obfuscation were to confer a higher status on 
this site than other sites in the Neighbourhood Area. 

15.UNSATISFACTQRY "PARISH COUNCIL1
' RESPONSES TO REGULATION 14 

COMMENTS 
Time and again the "Parish Council'1 responses to representations at the Regulation 14 stage were 
"No change11

, "No change11
, "No change11 and the few more lengthy responses appear to me as 

variously patronising, supercilious, anodyne, pompous, defensive, and partial. 

In addition, there was excessive redaction of comments (and redaction of supporting 
information/evidence as well), where the "Parish Council" had deemed that comments were 
'defamatory' or contained 'confidential information' (o r whatever excuse was selected) to suppress 
entirely valid, researched comments. This is not localism by any definition, it is censorship more 
worthy of a banana republic. 

One gets the very clear impression (wide ly held by th e few people who have followed the t ortuous 
emergence of the NOP) t hat this Neighbourhood Plan is the Plan of one or several individuals, and 
th e views and opinions of local people have been largely ignored, or dismissed out of hand . 
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1 repeat: 11Consultation" where residents might actually have the opportunity to respond 
consisted of only 2 public meetings, a Questionnaire, and one Saturday/Sunday called 'Options 
Days' in November 2014. There was no feedback from the Options Days until the Draft 
Regulation 14 NDP was-published as a Jait accompli over a year later (December 2015/January 
2016}, and that only related to the sites that the author of the NOP had selected, and "in favour" 
and "neutral" responses had been ac;lded together! There was a more complete listing of Options 
Days 'results' in the later Regulation 16 NDP (July 2016}, from which it seems that an average of 
only 80 people were 'voting' on site selection, less than 7% of the ele~torate, by which time of 
course it was too late for the community to comment. 

I was encouraged that Herefordshire Council decided not to progress the June 2016 Regulation 16 
NOP to examination on grounds of need for further community consultation and concerns about 
deliverability of sites. However, that was back in Sept/Oct 2016 and the subsequent further 
community consultation since has been totally inadequate - not a single public meeting, not a 
single face-to-face re-consultation with the community about sites, only an exercise by Kirkwells in 
'updating' the site assessments which involved refreshing the same old flawed assessments, 
excluding the same sites which had previously been excluded for further reassessment including 
ones which were compliant with Core Stategy Policy RAS and NPPF para 55 (re-use of redundant or 
disused buildings), which culminated in tedious online publication of weighty PDFs which many 
people would not or could not engage with. 

This tim~ round, with this submission NOP 2 years later it is not due to Herefordshire Council that 
this plan is still not fit for purpose, it is due to the Qualifying Body failing to engage and recognise 
that things have moved on. If the Plan goes forward in its current form, as I said in my last Reg 16 
comments, its legacy will be a divided community where smaller, more rural settlements will have 
had excessive development foisted upon them, and that will be legitimised with support from the 
nimbyistic tendencies of the larger, established settlements outvoting them in the referendums. 
Localism in Burghill Parish remains a pipe dream. 

I do not wish to see this beautiful part of Herefordshire ruined unn~ces:Sarily. I can see that there is 
a risk that the wishes of local people could continue to be ignored, and that an examiner unfamiliar 
with the tedious minutiae of the background to this NOP might just let it go. But at the same time I 
recognise that there is a need for some development. It used to be called 'proportionate 
development' which was where I came in 4 years ago. I am aware that many local people in 
Tillington (and probably in the wider Parish as well) may be minded to accept a modified Plan along 
the lines of what I attach below as a change to NDP policy Bl with deletion of that imposed 
Settlement Boundary for Tillington. It allows development in Tillington, but essentially on the basis 
of one dwelling per owned site, so it achieves the minimum strain on constrained sites, and largely 
reflects what the wider community seemed to want when it was asked 4 years ago in the 
Questionnaire. 

Thank you if you have managed to read all the way through this. There are just 3 more important 
pages to go .... 

Yours faithfully 

J)v\,vi~ 16in1 
David King 

The following pages contain: 
" Justification for a suggested modification to Policy Bl 
• A modified Policy Bl with other deletions/amendments 
• A List of potentially developable sites to accompany the modified Policy Bl 
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NDP - JUSTIFICATION of alternative policy 81 which better respects the landscape, local 
distinctiveness, and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

Applying these proposed changes to Policy 81: 

1. Acknowledges and in part corrects an uncorrected error made by Herefordshire Council - the 
wrongful inclusion of 'Tillington' as a growth settlement in the Core Strategy. This error was made 
by Herefordshire Council in its translation of background 'evidence' into the Core Strategy, and has been 
compounded by subsequent actions made by the Qualifying Body (Burghill Parish Council) without 
consulting the community. The proposed changes enable compromise between intransigent positions. 

2. By removing it, addresses the drawing of a Settlement Boundary around part of Tillington, 
which has been done without consultation with the community, and is therefore otherwise a 
gross failure of Basic Conditions for a NDP. 

3. Takes account of the known environmental and other constraints which exist in this area by 
reducing the impact of development to single rather than multiple dwellings per site because: 

(a) the modification respects: 

constraints which make multi-dwelling developments undeliverable. Examples are highway 
safety (the lanes are fast, narrow and winding in the Tillington area, and even where there is a 
30mph limit it is badly· adhered to, with 85 percentile speeds of 40 mph); pedestrian safety 
(eliminating multiple dwellings per site reduces the need for unachievable improvements); the 
impermeability of the local clay soils which exacerbate the foul drainage impact and surface 
water flooding; and 

(b) the modification minimises: 

loss of Best & Most Versatile Land; ecological damage (destruction of hedges and 
biodiversity); sheer overdevelopment of what is a 'hamlet' in a rural area; piecemeal ill
considered design and inappropriate housing types (facilitates the smaller houses which 
parishioners mainly wanted according to the 2014 questionnaire); loss of local distinctiveness; 
detrimental impact on the landscape. 

4. Is compliant with the NPPF, NPPG and the Local Plan 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that: 
"blanket policies restricting housing development in some settlements and preventing other 
settlements from expanding should be avoided unless their use can be supported by robust evidence'~ 

The Core Strategy in its Policy RA1 - Rural housing distribution states 
"Local evidence and environmental factors will determine the appropriate scale of development'~ 

In the case of Tillington and Tillington Common, there is ample evidence contained in past planning 
applications and in submissions to the Neighbourhood Plan that there are overwhelming constraints which 
in practice limit multi-dwelling developments. There is a need for relaxed policies which reduce housing 
concentrations so that the impact particularly on highway safety, waste water and surface water flooding 
can be reduced without seeking to prevent development altogether. It is noticeable that there have been 
many objections to planning applications for multi-dwelling developments in the Parish, particularly 
Tillington, while planning applications for single dwellings have been largely unopposed, and the rural 
population is generally tolerant of more gentle development. 

· It is the Steering Group which has apparently sought to place a disproportionate amount of housing at 
Tillington Whitmore Cross, based on site assessments which are clearly flawed. It is an area where HC 
Land Drainage have noted in responses to recent planning applications "Due to known issues in the area 
with foul water disposal, we request that percolation testing is undertaken .... to ensure that there is a 
means of disposal of treated effluent. This should be established prior to granting planning permission. It 
should be noted that we recommend and support the use of individual package treatment plants and 
individual drainage fields serving each propertv." 

Space is required to attain foul drainage (and surface water) arrangements which do not overload the 
impermeable soils in this area. Building regulations dictate that: 

0 Treatment Plants should be at least 10 metres from habitable buildings, preferably downslope 
0 Drainage fields should: 

o be at least 10m from any watercourse or permeable drain, 
o be at least 50m from the point of abstraction of any groundwater supply, 
o be at least 15m from any building, 
o be sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the overall soakage 
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capacity of the ground is not exceecled 
o be downslope of groundwater sources 
o have no access roads or driveways within the disposal area 

The area which a laid-out drainage field (with Treatment Plant, Distrib1:Jtion chamber, trenches, separation 
between trenches, and separation from boundaries, buildings and other soakaways) occupies, is therefore 
large, typically 40m x 10m. A.swell as that, surface water drainage needs to be a<::commodated as well -
"sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the overall so·akage capacity of the 
ground is not exceeded". For this area, a principle of individual package tr.eatment plants anp individual 
drainage fields serving each property, as supported by Herefordshire Council's Land Drainage engineers, 
seems eminently sensible. 

Therefore these proposed changes to B1, unlike the NOP as it stands, take account of the soakage capacity 
of the ground yet allow some development in a sensible manner, provided other constraints can be 
overcome. 

There is mention in the Submission NOP of "first time sewerage for many properties" but this really is a red 
herring because Section 101A of the Water Act applies to existing properties, not ones yet to be built; the 
deliverability of such a scheme, and the acceptability to the sewage undertaker of such a scheme is 
questionable given the small number of propertfes in the area; and in any case it would not solve 
surface water issues because the water undertaker would not permit surface drainage 
connection to infiltrate a foul sewer. On the other hand, the proposed changes below to B1 allow the 
space needed for modest development in this rural area to accommodate proper·waste and surface water 
percolation so that proposals are likely to be deliverable now rather than at some unspecified future date, 
and address both foul and surface water issues satisfactorily. 

The proposed amendment also overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 32 of the NPPF which states: 
"Development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual cumulative 
impacts of development are severe." and also overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 120 of the NPPF 
which states: "The effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the natural environment or 
general amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or proposed development to adverse effects from 
pollution, should be taken into account." Clearly the cumulative transport impacts of proposals for multi
dwelling developments are severe relative to the existing impact, because of concentration in such a small 
area. The proposal below allows some development, it does ncit prevent it. 

S. Respects the reality which is that there is a housing target set by Herefordshire Council which is for 
a minimum of 18% housing growth in the Parish which equates to 124 additional dwellings between 2011 
and 2031; and that 123 additional dwellings have already been delivered by granted planning permissions. 
There is only 1 residual dwelling now required to meet the minimum target, and windfalls have continued 
to deliver housing in the area. 

In contrast, the authors of the NOP have continued to propose sites which vastly exceed the minimum 
target, and again, in the Submission NOP, the three 'preferred' sites with a capacity of 24 dwellings would 
vastly exceed the 124 target. As at 30 May, the addition of these 24 to the 123 already approved would 
bring the total to 147, which is over 21 % growth, not the 18% required - unnecessary because 'windfalls' 
will co11tinue to come forward anyway. 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that "A neighbourhood plan can allocate additional sites to 
those in a Local Plan where this is supported by evidence to demonstrate need above that identified in the 
Local Plan and the plan proposal meets the basic conditions." 

However there is not the evidence to demonstrate such need, and the persistent failure adequately to 
consult and engage with the wider community simply damonstrates non-compliance with Basic Conditions. 
The only 'mandate' goes back to the 2014 Que~tionnaire, now rather out-of-date, but then the 
overwhelming majority of respondents felt that 18% growth was too much. Therefore the evidence does 
not demonstrate need above 18% growth. Parishioners are hardly likely now to think that 21 %-is not too 
much, when they overwhelmingly believed 4 years ago that it was too much! Planning Permissions 
granted since 2011 already exceed the affordable housing provision which was last required for the Parish. 

A criteria based policy amendment such as is proposed, and which does not allocate sites because recent 
housing developments have provided housing numbers very close to the housing target, was accepted by 
Herefordshire Council for the Bartestree NOP. A precedent has been set. 
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NDP - Alternative policy B1 which better respects the landscape, local distinctiveness, and 
environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

An alternative, more acceptable policy B1 would therefore involve the following (deletions shown with 
strikethrough, additions highlighted in p~ ): 

l8oi> THE Fottow.1NGDEFIN1n0Ns To THE GLOSSARvJI 

Biue Line 
Bounda 
Red Line 
Boundary 

Required Olil a supporMIJilg plan to a planning application1 a blue line drawn airound 
an other laud owned b the a , Jicant .cJ~se to or ad· oinin the a Ii cation site. 
Required DJil a s1:1pportiililg plan to a planning applicationl the appJicai:ion ~site i11:self 
should be edged clearly w.ill:h a red line on the location plan. It should include aU 
land necessary to carry out the proposed development ( eg land required for access 
to the site from a public highway1 visibility splays, landscaping, car parking and 
o en areas around bui'ldin s • 

!DELETE Ma~ 4 an_~ reference to the setHement boundary for "Tillington•{ 

~Di> the t~~ below1 highli 'lilted in o,ra"inge to Policy Blj, and DELETE the struckthrough t ext : 

Policy B1 - Scale and type of new housing in Burghill and Tillington and Lower 
Burlton. 

In order to retain the character of the Burg hill pa rish, proposals for new housing will be onlY, be considered on 
an allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower Burlton), ~iuj Map 3 
(Burghill), a!'la Ma p 1 (Tillil'l~t!m), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core Strategy and subject to the 
following criteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not exceeding 25 
dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to public transport facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and fu ture occupiers (not located adjacent to noise or 
nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and rural 
landscape and in accordance with Burghill Parish Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types and sizes 
including at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single storey dwellings, to meet 
the needs of all sectors of the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects the scale and function of the settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

Develoement in open countr}'.'side including conversion of rural buildings utside the Bu~ hill it~d Lowe,t 
Burlton settlement boundarie~ ill be in acc9rdance with t he relevant. Herefordshire pfonnl!!!Leolicies. _f~ 
~he avoidance of doubt, Tillington and Tillington Common will be treated for planning purposes a§ 
being under Policy RA3 of the Core Strategy1 but with the exception of the list of potential!M· 
ktevelopable sites appendi)ced f;o this policy where single new dwellings may be proposedJ 

~he list of potentially clevelopable sites summarises submissions to the NDP which were defined as 
! windfalls', plus three others which have been referred to as "'preferred". These have already beenJ 
~ubmitted to the NDP as available. The fist also includes two sites (25 & 10) included in the Draft/ 
~ pril 2018 Submis$ion NDP plus site 22 which was previously included in the .June 2016 Regulationl 
fi-6 NDP. W-Jlh multiple dwellings1 these three sites are considered to have a cumulative impa~ 
~hich is unaccept.J!Jle d._.e particularly to highways1 foul drainage, and surface water constraints ii] 
J:his area1 but if proposals come forward which each had a single dwelling on each site then thd 
lsites might then be considered deliverable. Any proposals which come forward from sites on the/ 
Jjst will be considered if they are for one new dwelling per site, or for multiple units if conversions.l 
~onstraints must be adequately addressed, proposals must be otherwise com . liant with CQre; 
lstrategy policies, and must be s mpathetic to the local area 

roposals must be ~ubmitted with both red line and blue line boundaries (see glossary) showing ~ red line boundary where the curtilage must be proportionate to any proposed single dwelling. No( 
f!!!!~er residential develo ment Vl!fil_be ermitted within the blue line bounda • 

1The list '!i.fil': be update-d when the NOP is due._for eriodic review 
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NDP - A[mendix to sU~(!ort an Alternative (!Olicy: B1 which better res(!ects the landsca(!e, local 
distinctiveness, and environmental constraints which a(!(!IY'. to the Tillington Area: 

List of Potentially: DeveloQable Sites for single dwellings (or multiQle units in the case of 
conversions) 

This list includes those sites submitted to the NDP, which have neither yet had planning permission nor have 
been withdrawn. (The April 2018 Submission NDP diligently annotates "7 Field Shelter St Donat's" with "Site 
withdrawn not available" so one must presume that the other sites described as windfalls in the Submission 
NDP have not been withdrawn.) 

Many of these sites have been described as 'windfalls' by the author of the NDP but of course they would only 
really be 'windfalls' if they were ignored as submissions. The reality is that they were, and are, site 
submissions. 

Note that: 

Site 39 (in same ownership as Site 40 and joined by lan~,;in the same ownership) was included as a 
'windfall' in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NDP but has mysteriously disappeared from the April 

2018 Submission version so it has been re-included below. 

Site 27 was submitted in 2014 and the owner reconfirmed in October 2017 to the Clerk that the 
conversions should be included as a submission, t>ut this has been ignored. 

In Bold: Small sites/conversions submitted to the NDP (from Submission NDP Appendi)!: 7). 
Asterisked sites: are rural conversions and therefore suitable for multiple dwelling units. 

In Red: 3 sites included in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NDP or the April 2018 Resubmission 
Regulation 16 Draft NDP which are considered too constrained for multi-dwelling development. 

Options Days Returns 
(Numbers) 

Site NDP Description Note Consultants' PC and For Neutral Against Net 
No Score SG Dwellings 

% Score 
3 Buildings at Hospital Farm Policy RAS ---- 1.27 50 15 9 * 6 

(Windfall). comoliant 
12 Land to the rear of No12 26.7 5.35 44 22 2 1 

Redstone. 
(Windfall) 

33 Land and buildings west 63.3 5.35 29 29 28 1 
of Burghill 
··Grange (Windfall) 

SA Court Farm Yard - Hop Policy RAS ---- 2.1 52 21 12 1 
Kiln (Windfall) comoliant 

4 The Parks Farm Buildings possible 2 ---- 1.5 39 15 3 *2 
extra as 
windfall 

5 Lion Farm Buildings possible 1 extra ---- 1.5 38 9 4 1 
as 
windfall 

39 Land southeast of Cherry Was described 51.9 3.3 39 30 23 =4 
Orchard Cottages as-Windfall 

oreviouslv 1 
40 Land to the west of Cherry 55.7 2.85 46 29 19 ~ 

Orchard Cottages 
(Windfall) 

27 Field Farm Buildings Policy RAS ---- 2.16 63 13 6 * 3 
compliant 

22 Adjacent to The Bell Was previously 48.1 5.5 26 32 24 1 
fFrontaae onlvl NDP site 

25 Cherry Orchard, Tillington Site is in this 34.6 4.0 29 27 27 1 
submission NDP 

10 Tillington Business Park Site is in this 44.2 2.84 45 24 13 1 
submission NDP 

LIST OF POTENTIALLY DEVELOPABLE SITES SUBMITTED TO THE NDP WHICH ARE COUNTABLE 19 
AS SUBMISSIONS/WINDFALLS AND/OR ARE SUITABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT BASED ON A SINGLE 

DWELLING PER SITE OR MULTIPLE IN THE CASE OF CONVERSIONS 



Herefordshire Council 

Neighbourhood Planning Team 

Planning Services 

Plough Lane 

Hereford 

HR40LE 

Desiree Parish 

21st June 2018 

Re-submitted Regulation 16 BURGH ILL PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

OBJECTION 

I am objecting to the Draft Burghill NOP for several reasons. 

Inadequate public and community consultation: 

Two open days in November 2014, since then the draft plan with amendments have only 

been made available on HC website, Burgh ill PC website, hard copies presented at Simpson 

Hall, The Golf club, the Pub. There has been minimal community engagement. 

Settlement boundary has been drawn around Tillington without any consultation within the 

parish or directly with local residents affected by the new ruling. It has simply been 

imposed upon them. 

The proposed sites for development in Tillington's "settlement boundary'' which consists of 

less than 20 dwellings are unfair, grossly disproportionate and undeliverable. Adhering to 

the CS recommended growth rate of 18% the number of proposed new dwellings is an 

unacceptable increase resulting in overdevelopment. The draft plan is now out of date as 

several planning applications submitted since 2011 have been granted planning permission. 

Tillington now only requires 2 or 3 more new builds to comply with the CS. 

Tillington is characterised by roadside dwellings therefore the proposed mini housing 

estates are at odds with the local character and would change the appearance of Tillington 

hamlet forever. There is clear evidence that the local community favoured affordable 

housing however recent submitted planning applications do not reflect this. 

There are serious highway safety issues on the C1095 which is a narrow windy road with 

poor visibility and vehicles travelling at high speed, way above the 30mph limit therefore 

proposed access onto this road is dangerous. There is no public footpath from the Bell to 

the Business Park therefore residents either use their cars to access these facilities or risk 

walking in the road. 



Surface Water Drainage. Tillington area is renowned for bad drainage due to its soil type. 

There·,are :ct:fric~ · --· 
-:·:~ft;. 

therefore reass-- . 

'how surface water will be managed on any future developments 

·•. e required that drainage solutions are workable. 

Foul Water Draf llington is not connected to mains sewerage facilities. 
,· 

GP Surgery. Cre;d~ . ;Surgery is the nearest and at full capacity 
• ••t, . .. 

Burghill Community Academy at full capacity 

Public Transport with limited service 

Villages have to grow but must be done sympathetically and proportionately whilst being 

fair therefore I hereby submit alternative options for consideration. (See attachment) . 

DESIREE PARISH 



NDP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

Appending the proposed changes to Policy 81: 

1. Acknowledges a gross error made by the wrongful inclusion of 'Tillington' as growth 
settlement in-the Core Strategy. This error was made by Herefordshire Council in its translation of 
background 'evidence' into the Core Strategy, and the error has been compounded by subsequent 
actions made in the name of the Qualifying Body (Burghill Parish Council) without consulting the 
community. The proposed changes to Policy 81 would, to an extent, rectify the error as well. 

2. Addresses the drawing of a Settlement Boundary around part of Tillington, which has been 
done without consultation with the community, and is therefore is a gross failure of Basic 
Conditions for a NDP. 

3. Takes account of the known environmental and other constraints which exist in this area by 
reducing the impact of development 

to respect: 
highway safety (the lanes are narrow and winding, and even where there is a 30mph limit 
it is badly adhered to, which 85 percentile speeds of 40 mph), pedestrian safety, the 
impermeability of the local clay soils which exacerbate the foul drainage impact and 
surface water flooding, 

to minimise: 
loss of Best & Most Versatile Land, ecological damage (destruction of hedges and 
biodiversity), sheer overdevelopment of what is a 'hamlet', piecemeal ill-considered 
d'3sign, in_appropriate housing types (4 or more bedrooms not the 3 or less which "the 
people" mainly wanted in the ignored 2014 questionnaire), loss of local distinctiveness 
and detrimental impact on the landscape 

4. Is compliant with the NPPF, NPPG and the Local Plan . 
The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that: . , · ,~.'.~;f 

"blanket policies restricting housing development in sorll~&Yfiements and preventing other 
settlements from expanding should be avoided unless their use can be supported by robust 
evidence'~ 

The Core Strategy in its Policy RA 1 - Rural housing distribution states 
11Local evidence and environmental factors will determine the appropriate scale of development'~ 

In the case of Tillington and Tillington Common, there is ample evidence contained in past planning 
applications and in (ignored) submissions to the Neighbourhood Plan that there are overwhelming 
constraints which in practice limit multi-dwelling developments. There is a need for relaxed policies 
which reduce housing concentrations so that the impact particularly on highway safety, waste water 
and surface water flooding can be reduced without seeking to preventing development altogether. It 
is noticeable that there have been many objections to planning applications for multi-dwelling 
developments while planning applications for single dwellings have been largely unopposed (apart 
from the odd nimby), and the rural population is generally tolerant of more gentle development - if 
they are asked. 

The proposed amendment overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 32 6f the NPPF which states: 
"Development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual 
cumulative impacts of development are severe." and with paragraph 120 of the NPPF which states: 
"The effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the natural environment or general 
amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or proposed development to adverse effects from 
pollution, should be taken into account. 11 

Clearly the cumulative transport impacts of proposal tor multi-dwelling developments are severe 
relative to the existing impact, given that this is such a small area 

~1~ 



NOP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply ta the Tiliingt:on Area: 

5. Respects the reality which is that there is a housing target set by Herefordshire Council which is 
for a minimum of 18% housing growth Which equates to 124 additional dwellings between 201 1 and 
2031; and that 122 additional dwellings hav!:) already been delivered by granted planning 
permissions. There are only 2 residual dwellings no required to meet the minimum target, and 
windfalls have continued to deliver housing in the area. 

In contrast, the authors of the NOP have continued to propose sites which vastly exceed the 
minimum target, and again, in the Submission NOP, the three 'preferred' sites with a capacity of 24 
dwellings would again vastly exceed the 124 target. As at 30 May, the addition of these 24 to the 
122 already approved wound bring the total to 146, which is over 21 % growth, not the 18% required 
- unnecessary because 'windfalls' will continue to come forward anyway. 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that ''.A neighbourhood plan can allocate additional 
sites to those in a Local Plan where this is supported by evidence to demonstrate need above that 
identified in the Local Plan and the plan proposal meets the basic condHions." There is not the 
evidence to demonstrate such need, and the persistent failure adequately to consult and engage with 
the wider community simply demonstrates non-compliance with Basic Conditions. The only mandate 
goes back to the 2014 Questionnaire,r.wfrather out-of-date, but then the overwhelming majority of 

. respondents felt that 18% growth was too much, and they are hardly likely how to think that 21 % is 
not too much! 

A criteria based policy amendment suc;:h ~s is proposed, ~nd which does n9t allocate sites because 
recent housing developments have provided housing close to the housing target, was accepted by 
Herefordshire Council for the Bartestree NOP. A precendent has been set. 

It has been a nightmare trying to concoct these options. It is hard to button down everything, which 
is why-likes Settlement Boundaries. These options should all have been created and 
discussed done before - by laJcind the PC, and ..... by the community! 

N.B. the NPPF says that there should be no cap on development. I am 
concerned that options which apply a cap (by limiting to one per site or 
per land-in-ownership) may be challenged. aut (see above) the NPPG 
says that "robust evidence" allows restriction, and the CS allows "Local 
evidence and environmental factors" to determine scale. The constraints 
are well-articulated and exposed, the speculative developments at Lower 
Burlton and now at tillington have' been made to jump through hoops, 
and no doubt objections to the Submission NOP will amplify the 
constraints. 

The object, of course, is to permit development which does not 
drastically change the local character and distinctiveness, which 
minimises the detriment to others, is by and large what the local 
population can accept, is truly sustainable ("justifiable" in my terms), is 
safe (highways), does not cause flooding (waste & surface water), does 
not pollute (foul drainage), and does not adversely impact the ecology 
(hedges etc). 

~2~ 



NDP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

Options Summary: 
OPTJONA 

Single new dwellings anywhere within the Tillington signage (100 metres south east of Whitmore 

crossroads to the village signage at the top of Tillington Common), development to be within S0m 

of C1095 and accessing it directly where safe. 
Pros: limits to single, not multiple new dwellings. Includes Tillington Common too. 
Cons: one per landowner would limit to a total potential of about 20 new houses (if constraints 
could be addressed - reality is likely to be 8 or 1 O new houses) 

OPTIONS 

Application of CS Policy RA3 anywhere outside the Burghill and Lower Burlton Settlement 

Boundaries. (In essence, preserves the old countryside policy of the UDP). 
Pros: in practice limits to conversions only right across the area, might deliver 3 to 6 units. 
Cons: examiner may reject it because no compromise (although it is the option most fitting for an 

area with poor infrastructure). 

OPTIONC 

Single new dwellings anywhere within the Tillington signage (100 metres south east of Whitmore 

crossroads to a point 170 metres northwest* of the Bell), development to be within S0m of C1095 

and accessing it directly where safe. *This is just east of Elm Cottage, before you get to Round Oak. 
Pros: limits to single, not multiple new dwellings. 
Cons: one per landowner would limit to a total potential of about 11 new houses (if constraints 
could be addressed - reality is likely to be 3 or 4 new houses}. Implicitly recognises that Tillington 
is more sustainable than Tillington Common. 

0PTION0 

Application of CS Policy RA3 anywhere outside the Burghill and Lower Burlton Settlement 

Boundaries. (In essence, preserves the old countryside policy of the UDP). List of 'Windfalls' (or to 

be precise., actual site submissions) attached to Option D. EXCEPTION: would permit the 6 new 

houses submitted by Farmcare (sites 39 & 40). 
Pros: lists 'win"dfalls' as submitted sites and gets that out into the open. The numbers 
demonstrate that 'windfalls' (to cover a shortfall of just 2) a,re deliverable because so many are 
available. 
Cons: Just extracting windfalls has risks - th~ 6 Farmcare houses have to be included. Also, this 
ignores Sites 22, 25, and 10 which may be seen as unfair. 

OPTION E 
In essence is OPTION D but limits new builds to one per site and brings back Sites 22, 25, and 10 

but only 1 per site. Application of CS Policy RA3 anywhere outside the Burghill and Lower Burltoh 

Settlement Boundaries. (In essence, preserves the old countryside policy of the UDP). List of 

'Windfalls1 (or to be precise, actual site submissions) attached to Option D. EXCEPTION: for new 

builds, restricted to only one per site/blue line boundary. 
Pros: lists 'windfalls' as submitted sites and gets that out into the open. The numbers 
demonstrate that 'windfalls' (to cover a shortfall of just 2) are deliverable because so many are 
available. 
Cons: Still provides 20 houses, seems excessive to cover a shortfall of just 2. Potential 
overshoot of 18 in theory. But many of these just won't happen or will get turned down due to 
constraints. 

~3 ~ 



NDP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and _environmental constraints which apply to the Ti~Hngton Area: 

ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTION A 
Prooosed additions to the Glossarv· 
Blue Line Required in any case as a supporting plan to a planning application, a blue line drawn 
Boundarv around any other land owned bv the applicant, close to or adioininq the aoolication site. 
Red Line Required in any case In support of a planning application, the application sitEl itself should 
Boundary be edged clearly with a red line on the location plan. It should include all land necessary 

to carry out the proposed development (eff land required for access to the site from a 
public highway, visibility splays, landscaping, car parking and open areas around 
buildings). 

Modify Policy B1: 
• Delete Map 4 and reference to the (imposed, not-consulted-on) settlement boundary for "Tillington", 
• Add the words below, in red: 
Policy Bl - Scale and type of new housing in 
Bi.lrghill and Tillington and Lower Burlton. 
In order to retain the character of the Burg hill parish, proposal~ for new housing will be only be 
considered on an allocated site or within the settle111ent boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower 
Burlton), iltlld Map 3 (BurghiH), al'!6 Ma~ 1 (Tillil'l§hm), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core 
Strategy and subject_ tq the following criteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the Immediate surrounding area and not 
exceeding 25 dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to public transport facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to 
noise or nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and 
rural landscape and in accordance with Burghill Parish Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types 
and sizes including at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single 
storl:ly dwellings, to meet the needs of all sectors of the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects the scale and function of the settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres . 

.Development in open countryside including conversion of rural buildings outside frur BtitghlU 
~nd Lower Sut1lob seitl~--"~.Qtad'~rie~-;,_Ifft ou~~j~ th~ ~rea of THH-,gfori defiM.d 
b'$w will be in accordance with the relevant Herefordshire planning policies. 

With regarcts, to tllltrittot1,. jt 1$. a ~ntrysjde! IPta'ttPn ti~\: pro:po~I,$-fOr, 
• naw single dwellings, and _ _ . 
• -~"ilv~.si~ of •~iJig rural (,nan,,.c.ommerdal, usually fo,:mer agricultural) 

. hulld1ngs to create.single or .multiple dwef.ffng$ tllere1n -
wm b~ s~ppart;~(t in ~h~ ~r~~ ~eftrie:i;i b~i9w;, fJ'rovfded tiiat tQnstr~.ints are· adequately 
·;c,dd .. essed, ·t.hat pr09os•ls-are oth~rwiise compita:ni: with Car~ Strati$.¥ poiicid,· and a.re 
.sytflpathe.tic: :ta ·th• IG("l at•~ 

For the p~rpt>.~ of a,4finitfon, the :part of 'Tillington' Where .sensitive new .stngl~ · 
dWellirt.gs wtfl be.accepta~1e· in p;,,..Qpf~ exte"d$ from -t~ vlltag'e signag.e in tb.e sol:ith 
()ioo ~~re~ s9~h •.t _c;f. th~ Crowm:ore '~-ane/C1.09·5 ·TiJlm_gte·o. R;9ad cro$.-<Jad~) to title 
village si9'1age •in th.e north. (iUo m,tres n<>rth w~t -of tJl·~ ~adnage Lane/C1D95 
Tiltingte>n R.oad.,1-UnctiQrt. Proposa.•s wiJI ~e ci;oo$IdereO cmiv if t~•are within so. -~tr,is 
of the C.1095 Titlingtoh Raad -and if the pr&posed "cce$se.$·~~ 'di~cijy ~;,n.te the C109S 
·T'fflington Road,: and d:erri.onstrated ·to be .saf~ .. 

Propqsais must -he-.subndtted with both red line and ~•~ line bouncfaries (se glossary) 
.shoWing a red· line· bqundary where tit~ curti'lag~ i'.$ p·ropottio~ate to ariy J)r.op.c;,sed si~(J.fe 
dwelling. NQ further tesklential deveJ~pmt,mt will ~ p~1mitted within t~ htu~ -Une 
b.ounda . .. 

"' 4 ~ 



NDP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

. ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTION B 

Modify Policy B1: 

., Delete Map 4 and reference to the (imposed1 not-consulted-on) settlement boundary for "Tillington", 
• Add the words below, in red: 
Policy B1 - Scale and type of new housing in 
Burghill and Tillington and Lower Burlton. 
In order to retain the character of the Burgh ill parish, proposals for new housing will be only be 
considered on an allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower 
Burlton), and Map 3 (Burghill), etf'!a Map 1 (Til!iflgt~m), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core 
Strategy and subject to the following criteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not 
exceeding 25 dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to public transport facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for"existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to 
noise or nuisi;ince generating ~gricultural, industrial or commercial ac;:tivities); · 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and 
rural faridscape and in accordance with Burgh ill Parish Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types 
and sizes including at least 35% afford.able housing and at least 15% of the site to be single 
storey dwellings, to meet the needs of all sectors of the community, located throughout the site; ' . 

(g) Reflects· the scale and function of the settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space Within dwellings shall be 80 ~quare metres. 

· Development in open countryside including conversion of rural buildings _o·u~~ t.he. Bur.gllill 
and· Lower Burlton .settk!ment tw,u,,-qa_rf~'will be in accordance with the relevant 
Herefordshire planning policies. For the avoicta·ru:e of doubt; Tillintto.n and Ti1J1.n:gton. 
CQ'11fflil~ wilt be tr5;1~ fd.r planriihg purposes ·• bit ng under :policy RA3 of the. Core 
Sttsat~gy-. . .. . 



·NOP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to. the Tilliligton Area: 

ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTION C 
Proposed additions to the Glossarv· 
Blue Line Required in any case as a supporting plan to a planning application, a blue line drawn 
Boundarv around anv other lp.nd owneq by the aoolicant, .close to or adioininq the aoolication site. 
Red Line Required in any case In support of a planning application, the application site itself should 
Boundary be edged clearly with a red line on the location plan. It should include all land necessary 

to carry out the proposed development (eg land required for access to the site from a 
public highway, visibility splays, landscaping, car parl<irig and open areas around 
buildinqs). · .. 

Modify Policy B1: 

• Delete Map 4 and reference to the (imposed, not-consulted-on) settlement boundary for "Tillington", 
• Add the words below, in red: 
Policy B1. - Sci;lle and type of new housing in 
Burghill and Tillington and Lower Burlton. 
In order to retain the character of the Burghill parish, proposals for. new housing will be only be 
considered on an allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower 
Burlton), ·and Map 3 (Burghill), al'lcl Ma~ 1 (Tillil'l§t~l'I) , in accordance with the Herefordshire Core 
Strategy and subject to tlie following criteria: · · 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not 
exceeding 25 dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to public transport facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to 
noise or nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and 
rural landscape and in accordance with Burghill Parish Design Guidance; · 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types 
and sizes including at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single 
storey dwellin.gs, to meet the·needs of all sectors of the comrnunity, locc;1ted throughout the site; 

' . -
(g) Reflects the scale and function of the settleIT)ent; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is proyided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

-- ·Development in open countryside including conversion of rural buildings ~utside· the BurghiU 
.- and Lt>ww Burlt9f'a S~le~rit- boundarl~ aild·QUt$Jde th.e area of rm~:,:a9tq" "etined 
~~low will be in accordance with the relevant Heref9rdshire planning policies. 

With regarcis, to T-Jllfn'gto~ it -is a totmtryskie lo·c;atton but pr!)~J$ t~r 
• naw single dWelllngs,. attd 

. • t:cmv"r-!lt'hu~s of e~ i-s.tln:g rur~f fn9h.--crlmmetaa1, us:uaUy former agt'"ttuttural~ 
buUd1_ngs t-o create si_ngfe or mu,tiple dw.ellings· the·refn . _ . _ _ . 

will bJ! sµpp9rt~-~ in u,~ ar~a defin~d be~wJ _p_rc;,,vid~d ~h~1;ons.t_rain~ -re ctdequately 
add.r~e.d, that pro.,p~alS. are &thenyis.e· tomp.iiant with Core- S~rategy policie:5, and ~re 
sy.m pathe.tic· ·to the local area. · · 

r=ot the purpq$E! of d~finitfnn; the part of ~Tillfngfun" ·where s·ertsttfve new si'ngle 
c:hr.;~Ui.,._gs. ·will be-~c.eptable in ,thwipl~ extends frqm the v:Ut~ge $ign:ag~ in tile $91.t~ 
{WP: metr~ ~9:~h ~~~ ~f ~e <:.rowm~re L,~it~/C109~ Tlitii,9.ton Road ctpssra~ds) to a 
p_et..._t li70 metres on the ·ci095 north we~t 9f the 'SeJI Inn. P.ro.posals wall be consi<:fered 
only if they :at'.e Witbin 50 ~tr¢~ Of th~ C109$ Tillitt9WP ~M >,;tnd if tti~ prop~tt 
accesses are directiy .onto the c109·5 Tillingtoi'I Rua'd, and dem.onstrated to •.be safe. 

Pn>pos~ls 1t-tust he -$u:bmitted with bQth red Jine. _and l>ll:le lln~ boun~~ri~s (see glossary) 
shqwing a r~d lin.e ~9uridary wftere ttie curtilage is ptaportionat.e to any proposed, sin9fe 
dwelling~ NQ further residential deveh>-pmei1t will b~ permlij~cl within the blu~ line 
bpunda.r • 
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NOP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTION D 
Proposed additions to the GI ossary: 
Blue Line Required in any case as a supporting plan to a planning application, a blue line drawn 
Boundar around an other land owned b the a licant, close to or ad·oinin the a lication site. 
Red Line Required in any case In support of a planning application, the application site itself should 
Boundary be edged clearly with a red line on the location plan. It should include all land necessary 

to carry out the proposed development ( eg land required for access to the site from a 
public highway, visibility splays, landscaping, car parking and open areas around 
buildin s . 

Modify Policy B1: 

• Delete Map 4 and reference to the (imposed, not-consulted-on) settlement boundary for "Tillington", 
• Add the words below, in red: 
Policy 81 - Scale and type of new housing in 
Burghill and Tillington and Lower Burlton. 
In order to retain the character of the Burg hill par.ish, proposals for new housing will be only be 
considered on an allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower 
Burlton), arid Map 3 (Burghill), and Ma13 1 Cfillin§ton), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core 
Strategy and subject to the following criteria:, 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not 
exceeding 25 dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 
. . . . 

(c) Ensures adequate access to public transport facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to 
noise or nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and 
rural landscape and in accordance with Burghill Parish Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types . 
and sizes including at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single 
storey ·dwellings, to meet the needs of all sectors of the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects the scale and function of the settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

Development in open countryside including conversion of rural bui1dings outside. the ·Burghill 
and L~r Buiiten $e,~m-ent bou.n-d-ar1,e-s will be in accordance with the releva·nt · 
Herefordshire planning policies. Fqr Ure avo·~nce.of d9\,lbt ti.lfingfon a.n"d Tt1Jing'tott 
CQ<lt'O'ti~ll -WUI in gen.er-at b~--lteated fDt planni.ng p-uflpos-es ~ betJJg und~ PoU~y -~3 o1 · 
the Core s:trate9y. 

with r~•a,-cf$ ·t~ tilfrngin", it is ~ co1,.1n~$ld~ toc:•atfon tJut pr.c,pb$als which- are oil the 
toriowtng tis-t of sit$$ w.ttkh tta¥e already bun su:bm.ttt~tJ t(;J ft..~ ND-P as av-aUaqle, 
.i,ndud"ing those. for ne-w d~IHngs not ~-e~Jng the n~mbe:~ p~r sfte "" the list; will 
-ats:p i,e cartsiet~.~ ptoVided that ~l"aiftts are ade.quat~ly ~ddl-e~~d, tlt;;it pr-op_c,§.is 
"" · - : ~ -· _,.,;; · · - ·· .. ii""- •·'•'™.. C .· Str,:ui'- · · Ucies ·, "'d at'a -ma.sith,Joil.it: to w.."" a:--..-J ... re o."_..e ........ se cam.,. a.1.n. 11v11.,fJ ore .... ---.,v pe ... . , a~. . .... ,. . ~"" _ .... "'" I!-!~•~ 

area .. 

the. nst -may be updateu when the NOP is due fat periodic rel/k!W. 

·prQPO.$afs mu.st be submitted with both ~ct Ii~ a,od bl"-e line ~n:dilri~ (s~ glps_$.JU'YJ 
sbo·wing a red line .bounda.rv w~te the i:utitfag-e l$ pr.~p•ortionat~ to EttlY ptOJ>P.$ed $ingte 
dwelling. No ·further resid.entTal deveie;pm_ent will -be- .p.errn-itted with.in the bh.te Une. 
bQundary~ 

~7~ 



·NDP ~ Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: · 

Option D List 
Small sites/conversions submitted to the NOP (from Submission NOP Appendix 7). 
These have been described as 'windfalls' by the author o_f the NDP but of course they would only 
really pe 'windfalls' if they are ignored as submissions. They are site submissions. 

This list includes those sites submitted to the NDP, which have neither yet had planning permission 
nor have been withdrawn. (The NDP includes "7 Field Shelter St Donat's" with "Site withdrawn not 
available" diligently highlighted so one must presume that the other sites described as windfalls in 
the Submission NDP have not been withdrawn.) 

Note that: 
Site 39 was included as a 'windfall' in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NDP but has mysteriously 
disappeared from the April 2018 Submission version so is-re-included below. 
Site 27 was submitted in 2014 and the owner reconfirmed in October 2017 to the Clerk that the 
conversions should be included as a submission, but this has been ignored. 

Options Days Returns 
{Numbers) 

Site NOP Description Note Consultants' PC and For Neutral Against Net 
No Score SG Dwellings 

% Score 
15 Rear of The Villa, Planning ---- 3.63 48 18 23 0 

Burghill (Windfall) permission 
granted 
<for :t) 

3 Buildings at ---- 1.27 50 15 9 6 
Hospital Farm 
(Windfall). 

12 Land to the rear 26.7 5.35 44 22 2 1 
of No12 Redstone. 

· (Windfall) 
33 Land and 63.3 5.35 29 29 28 1 

buildings west of 
Burghill 
Granqe (Windfall) 

8A Court Farm Yard - ----- 2.1 J 52 21 12 1 
Hop Kiln 
(Windfall) 

4 The Parks Farm granted ---- 1.5 39 15 3 2 
Buildings. planning 

.. permission 
with 
possible 2 
extra as 
windfall 

5 Lion Farm granted ---- LS 38 9 4 1 
Buildings planning 

permission 
with 
possible 1 
extra as 
windfall 

39 Land southeast of Was 51.9 3.3 39 30 23 4 
Cherry Orchard described 
Cottages as Windfall 

previouslv 
40 Land to the west 55.7 2.85 46 29 19 2 

of Cherry Orchard 
Cottages 
(Windfall) 

27 Field Farm Policy RAS ---- 2.16 63 13 6 3 
Buildinqs compliant 

TOTAL SMALL SITES SUBMITTED TO THE NOP WHICH ARE COUNTABLE AS 21 
SUBMISSIONS/WINDFALLS 

- 8-



NDP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTION E 
Proposed additions to the Glossary: 
Blue Line Required in any case as a supporting plan to a planning application, a blue line drawn 
Boundar around an other land owned b the a licant, close to or ad'oinin the a lication site. 
Red Line Required in any case In support of a planning application, the application site itself should 
Boundary be edged clearly with a red line on the location plan. It should include all land necessary 

to carry out the proposed development ( eg land required for access to the site from a 
public highway, visibility splays, landscaping, car parking and open areas around 
buildin s. 

Modify Policy B1: 

• Delete Map 4 and reference to the (imposed, not-consulted-on) settlement boundary for 'Tillington", 
• Add the words below, in red: 
Policy 81 ~ Scale and type of new housing in 
Burghill and Tillington and Lower Burlton. 
In order to retain the character of the Burghill parish, proposals for new housing will be only be 
c_onsidereq on an allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower 
Burlton), and Map 3 (Burg hill),· al'ld Map 1 (THlil'l§tOl'l), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core 
Strategy and subject to the following ~riteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not 
exceeding 25 dwelling~ per hectare; · 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to pub1ic transport facilities; .. 
(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to 
noise or nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and 
rural landscape and in accordance with Burghilt Parish Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types 
and sizes including at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single 
storey dwellings, to meet the needs of all sectors of the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects the scale and function of the settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square nietres. 

Development in open countryside including conversion of rural buildings outside the Sut.ghill 
and lower ur-iton settiement· bc1,uJid.artds· will be in accordance with the relevant 
Herefordshire planning policies. .F<>r the ~ve.idance Qf ·dqv~t; 'tilDngt• and tilffn~ 
CPmmPll Wnl be tr«ated ·fQr pla~i1'9: P1Jfl.PG~ ~s belf'l9 uri•r: Poficy RA,3 qf tire Cp.r-e-
Str.at-e~. . . . . 

Jhe fQJlowing If- .Qf sit~s $Ummari~$ submi~ions to the. NOP which have been defined 
as ~wiiut1-11s-t. these iiave .. alteny J;eeit $t.tbmitt-ed to the ftfOP as avail~,~~ 1'~$ill$~ ~s<> 
i~4;lucJ~s two sit9.$ lU. 1ft JO) ·;,,-.c1~~ci in thJs Draft: A.prll 201~ subful,ssitm ·•j;i _piu~· site· 
2l Wi'ticl1 W¥ pre.vJoµ~Jv inti.uded i'n.ihe Ju~ :2016 R;eg1,1~tfo.n 1$. NPP~ Wfth muf~ipie 
dwe0itl9S~ thethr-e'e site,s are ®{$.idli!:re:EI to have a cu111urathre imp.a.et Whlch. ~ 
unaceeptali'Je due par.ticad.atly -to highways anti foul dt-ainage-eonsttaints in this area,. 
bu'f;"if pre..po$alJ '"ome f9&:ard w·hicl'i .ueh hi,.d .a sirigle d-Wetlin_g then the sites .rtugbt 
then· be c.o11$ide'i"ed deliverable~ Any ptoposaJs wh:kh corn~ forV!fa~d fFDlll ~s.on the fist 
will ~Et c-onsid~~ if ·they a,re for ~~ n~w d-we-.lUng per-site, or fer muJtipfe· ~its i:f 
ecmver,si.Gne;. ConstrcJin:ts must be ack!quately ad~F'-'ss~,. pr:opos~l.s mu$-t ~ ptflerwi~ 
compilant with -c;4re Strate9y p(l)id~ at1d be ~fi'lP.i)thetic f9 the •~at are~. 

Proposats must be'. submitted wtth bath rf!d Urie and blue lkte bOt'J.n.darf.es (see glossa·ry) 
showihg a red fin.e bolirt4ary where the. curttl~~ rs pro:po~9-nate to '~lily proposaf· sin.gle 
·dw.etiing. No furt.~ r~~i~¢titiaf d-ev-efopmerit wit-I be. perrtiitie-d Within the ldue line 
bounda-ry_. 

dated When the NOP 1s: due fo.r · eYfodlc r.evlew. 
~9~ 



•NDP .,. Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

Option E List 
Small sites/conversions submitted to the NOP {from Submission NOP Appendix 7). 
These have been described as 'windfalls' by the author of the NDP but of course they would only 
really be 'windfalls' if they are ignored as submissions. They are site submissions. 

This list includes those sites submitted to the NDP, which have neither yet had planning permission 
nor have been withdrawn. (The NDP includes "7 Field Shelter St Donat's" with "Site withdrawn not 
available" diligently highlighted so one must presume that the other sites described as windfalls in 
the Submission NDP have not been withdrawn.) 

Note that: 
Site 39 was included as a 'windfall' in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NOP but has mysteriously 
disappeared from the April 2018 Submission version so is re-included below. 
Site 27 was submitted in 2014 and the owner reconfirmed in October 2017 to the Clerk that the 
conversions should be included as a submission, but this has been ignored. 

Options Days Returns . 
~ 

(Numbers) 
Site NOP Description Note Consultants' PC and For Neutral Against Net 
No Score SG Dwellings 

% Score 
3 Buildings at ---- 1.27 50 15 9 6 

Hospital Farm 
(Windfall). -• .-

12 Land to the rear 26.7 · 5.35 44 22 2 1 
of No12 Redstone. 
'(Windfall) 

33 Land and 63,3 5.;35 29 29 28 1 
buildings west of 
Burghill 
Grange (Windfc1II) 

SA Court Farm Yard - ---- 2.1 52 21· 12 1 
Hop Kiln 
(Windfall) ., 

4 The Parks Farm possible 2 ---- 1.5 39 15 3 2 . 
Buildings . extra as 

windfall 
5 Lion Farm possible 1 ---- 1.5 38 9 4 · 1 

Buildings extra as 
windfall 

39 Land so.utheast of Was . 51.9 3.3 39 30 23 __,L._, 1 -. 
Cherry Orchard described 
Cottages as Windfall 

·-· previously .-
40 Land to the west 55.7 2.85 46 29 19 ~ 1 

of-Cherry Orchard 
Cottages 
(Windfall) 

27 Field Farm Policy RAS ---- 2.16 63 13 6 3 
Buildings complic1nt 

22 Adjacent to The Was 48.1 5.5 26 32 24 1 
Bell (Frontage previously 
only) NDP sjte 

25 Cherry Orchard, Site is in 34.6 4.0 29 27 27 1 
Tillington this 

submission 
NDP 

10 Tillington Business Site is in 44.2 2.84 45 24 13 1 
Park this 

submission 
NDP 

TOTAL SMALL SITES SUBMITTED TO THE NDP WHICH ARE COUNTABLE AS 20 
SUBMISSIONS/WINDFALLS 

~ 10 ~ 



NDP - JUSTIFICATION of alternative policy Bl which better respects the landscape, local 
distinctiveness, and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

Applying these proposed changes to Policy Bl: 

1. Acknowledges and in part corrects an uncorrected error made by Herefordshire Council - the 
wrongful inclusion of 'Tillington' as a growth settlement in the Core Strategy. This error was made 
by Herefordshire Council in its translation of background 'evidence' into the Core Strategy, and has been 
compounded by subsequent actions made by the Qualifying Body (Burghill Parish Council) without 
consulting the community. The proposed changes enable compromise between intr.ansigent positions. 

2. By removing itr addresses the drawing of a Settlement Boundary around part of Tillingtonr 
which has been done without consultation with the community. and is therefore otherwise a 
gross failure of Basic Co.nditions for a NDP. 

3. Takes account of the known environmental and other constraints which exist in this area by 
reducing the impact of development to single rather than multiple dwellings per site because: 

(a) the modification respects: 

constraints which make multi-dwelling developments undeliverable. !=xamples are highway 
safety (the lanes are fast, na_rrow and winding in the Tillington area, and even where there is a 
30mph limit it is badly adhered to, with 85 percentile speeds of 40 mph); pedestrian safety 
(eliminating multiple dwellings p~r site reduces the need for unachievable improvements); the 
impermeability of the local clay soils which exacerbate the foul drainage impact and surface 
water flooding; and 

(b) the modification minimises: 

loss of Best & Most Versatile Land; ecological damage (destruction of hedges ancl 
biodiversity); sheer overdevelopment of what is a 'hamlet' in a rural area; piecemeal m
considered design and inappropriate housing types (facilitates the smaller houses which 
parishioners mainly wanted according to the 2014 questionnaire); loss of local distinctiveness; 
detrimental impact on the landscape. 

4. Is compliant with the NPPF, NPPG and the Local Pfan 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that: 
"blanket policies restricting housing development in some settlements and preventing other 
settlements from expanding should be avpided unless their use can be supported by robust evidence'~ 

The Core Strategy in its Policy RAl - Rural housing distribution states . 
"Local evidence and environmental factors will determine the appropriate scale of development'~ 

In the case of Tillington and Tillington Common, there is ample evidence contained in past planning 
applications and in submissions to the Neighbourhood Plan that there are overwhelming constraints which 
in practice limit multi-dwelling developments. There is a need for relaxed policies which reduce housing 
concentrations so that the impad particularly on highway safety, waste water and surface water flooding 
can be reduced without seeking to prevent developmetlt altogether. It is noticeable that there have been 
many objections to planning applications for multi-dwelling developments in the Parish, particularly 
Tillington, while planning applications for single dwellings have been largely unopposed (apart from the 
odd nimby), and the rural population is generally tolerant of more gentle development. 

It is the Steering Group Which has apparently sought to place a disproportionate amount of housing at 
Tillington Whitmore Cross, based on site assessments which are clearly flawed. It is an area where HC 
Land Drainage have noted in responses to recent planning applice;ltions "Que to known issues in the area 
with foul water disposal, we request that percolation testing is undertaken .... to ensure that there is a 
means of disposal of treated effluent. This should be established prior to granting planning permission. It 

. should be noted that we recommend and support the use of individual package treatment plants and 
individual drainage fields serving each propertv. '' · 

Space is required to attain foul drainage (and surface water) arrangements which do not overload the 
impermeable soils in this area. Building regulations dictate that: 

o Treatmerit Plants should be at least 10 metres from habitable buildings, preferably downslope 
0 Drainage fields should: 

o be at least 10m from any watercourse or permeable drain, 
o be at least S0m from the point of abstraction of any groundwater supply, 
o be at least 15m from any building, 
o be sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the overall soakage 
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capacity of the ground is not exceeded 
o be downslope of groundwcJter sources 
o have no access roads or driveways within the disposal area 

The area which a laid-out drainage field (with Treatment Plant, Distribution chamber, trenches, separation 
betw.een trenches, and separation from boundaries, buildings and other soak-aways) occupies, is therefore 
large, typically 40m x 10m. As well as that, surface water drainage needs to be accommodated as well -
"sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaway$ so that the overall soakage capacity of the 
ground is not exceeded". For this area, a principle of individual package treatment plants and individual 
drainage fields servtng each property, as supported by Herefordshire Council's Land Drainage engineers, 
seems eminently sensible. 

Therefore these proposed changes to Bl, unlike the NDP as it stands, take account of the soakage capacity 
of the ground yet allow some development in a sensible manner, provided other constraints can be 
overcome. 

There is merition in the Submission NOP of "first tlme sewerage for many properties" but this really is a red 
herring because Section 101A of the Water Act applies to existing properties, not ones yet to be built; the 
deliverability of such a scheme, and the acceptability to the sewage undertaker of such a s·cheme is 
questionable given the sman number of properties in the area; and in any case it would not solve 
surface water issues because the w~ter undertaker would not permit surface drainage 
connection to infiltrate a fouJ sewer. On the other hand, the proposed changes to Bl allows the space 
needed for modest development in this rural area to accommodate proper waste and surface water 
percolaUon so-that proposals are likely to be deliverable now rather than at some unspecified future date, 
and address both foul and surface water issues satisfactorily. 

The proposed amendment also overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 32 of the NPPF which states: 
"Development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual cumulative 
impacts of development are·sevefe." and also overcomes non-compliance with paragrapn 120 of the NPPF 
which states: "The effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health/ the natural environment or 
general amenity/ and the potential sensitivity of the area or proposed development to adverse effects from 
pollution/ should be taken into account. ff Clearly the cumulative transport impacts of proposals for multi
dwelling developments are severe relative to the existing impact, because of concentration in such a small 
area. 

5. Respects the reality which is that there is a housing target set by Herefordshire Council which is for 
o1 minimum of 18% housing growth in ~he Parish which equates to 124 additional dwellings between 2011 
and 2031; and tha~ 122 additional dwellings have already been delivered by granted planning permissions. 
There are only 2 residual dwellings now required to meet the minimum target, and windfalls have 
continued to qeliver housing in the area. 

In contrast, the authors of the NOP have continued to propose sites which vastly exc;eed the minimum 
target, and again, in the Submission NOP, the three 'preferred' sites with a ~apacity of 24 dwellings would 
vastly exceed the 124 target. As at 30 May, the addition of thes(;! 24 to the 122 already approved would 
bring the total to 146, which is over 21 % growth, not the 18% required - unnecessary because 'windfalls' 
will continue to come forward anyway. 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that "A neighbourhood plan can allocate additional sites to 
those in a Local Plan where this is supported by evidence to demonstrate need above that identified in the 
Local Plan and the plan proposal meets the basic conditions. H 

However there is not the evidence to demonstrate such need, and the persistent failure adequately to 
consult and engage with the wider community simply demonstrates non-compliance with Basic Conditions. 
The only 'mandate' goes back to the 2014 Questionnaire, now rather out-of-date, but then the 
overwhelming majority of respondents felt that 18% growth was too much. Therefore the evidence does 
not demonstrate need above 18% growth. Parishioners are hardly likely now to th ink that 21 % is not too 

. much, when they overwhelmingly believed 4 years ago that it was too much! Planning Permissions 
granted since 2011 already exceed the affordable housing provision which was last required for the Parish. 

A criteria based policy amendment such as is proposed, and which does not allocate sites because recent 
housing developments have provided housing numbers very close to the housing target, was acc:epted by 
Herefordshire Council for the Bartestree NOP, A precedent has been set. 

I 
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NDP - Alternative policy Bl which better respects the landscape, local distinctiveness, and 
environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

An alternative, more acceptable policy Bl would therefore involve the following (deletions shown with 
strikethrough, additions highlighted in ora~19.~): 

:1:\:1?!?. !~.E FO:LLO\NiNG DEFINITIONSTO THE GLO~SARY~ 

Blue Line 
BoundaT 
Red Line 
Boundary 

Requjred on a supporting plan to a planning appUcation., a blue line drawn around any 
oJh.er land own~d b the a licant close to or ad"oinin the a lication site. 
Requjred on a supporting .plan to a planning app11cation, the appJicatfon site itself -- -
should be edged dearly with a Ted line on the Jocaiion plan. It should include all land 
necessary to carry out the proposed development ( eg land required for access to the 
site from a public highway, visibility splays, landscaping, car parking and open areas 
around_ buildin s . 

DE.I.EYE. M.~B 4 ~nd ef~rence-to the settle ent bound~ for "TiJlin . n" 

Policy Bl ~ Scale and type of new housing in Burghill and Tillington and Low er 
Burlton. 

In order to retain the character of the Burghill parish, proposals for new housing will be only be considered on an 
allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower Burlton), and Map 3 (Burghill), aoo 
Map 1 (TilliRgten), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core Strategy and subject to the following criteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not exceeding 25 
dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to public transport facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to noise or 
nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and rural landscape 
and in accordance with Burghill Parish Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types and sizes including 
at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single storey dwellings, to meet the needs of all 
sectors of the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Refle~ts the scale and function of the settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

Oev1;1gpment i_n o.12en cq1:1ntrY-side including conversion of rural buildings rputside t~e Bua:9Jlill and Lowe~-- · _ 
~ urlton settlement boundaries will _!Je in accorq~mce with the relevant Herefordshire P-lanning_e~Iicies.,_ For th~ 
avoidance of doubt, Tillington and Tillington Common will be tr~ated for planning purposes as bein 
und!;!r Policy RA3 of the Core Strategy, but with the exception of the list of potentially developable sites, 
!!PP-endixed to thls poHcv. where single new dwelJin s ma be !!!mOsed. · · 

:The list of potentially developable-sites si.1mmai·ises submissions-to theNOP which were defined as 
~windfalls', plus three others which have been referred to as "preferred". These have already been 
submitted to the NOP as available. The list also includes two sites (25 &. 10) includ~d in the Draft Apri . 
2018 Submission NOP plus site 22 which was previously included in the 3'-lne 2016 Regulation 16 NDP 
With multiple dwellings, these three sites are considered to have a cumulative impact which is 
unacceptable due particularly to highways, foul drainage, and surface water constraints in this area, 
but if proposals come forward which each had a single dwelling on each site then the sites might then 
be considered deliverable. Any proposals which come forward from sites on the list will be considered 
if they are for one new dwelling per site, or for multiple units if conv~rsions. Constraints must be 
adequately addressed, proposals must be otherwise compliant with Core Strategy policies, and must 
be sympathetic to the loGal area. 

P roposals must b e submitted with both red line and bJue line boundaries (see glossary) showing c;1 reg 
line boundary wnere the curtilage must be proportionate t9 any proposed §il19~ dwgllJo_g. No furth.~ 
residential develQpJ!lent wjJI_~ 1!._ermi~t_ed withjn the bJue line boundary..! 

rrhe Jisi ma-:- ·b ~ pdatetl when the NOP is due for P-!)_riodTc review. 



NDP - A1mendix to su1mort an Alternative ~olicy: Bl which better resgects the landsca~e. local 
distinctiveness, and environmental constraints which am~ly: to the Tillington Area: 

List of Potentialll[ Develonab)e Sites for single dwellings (or multi~le units in the case of 

conversions) 

This list includes those sites submitted to the NDP, which have neither yet had planning permission n<?r have 
been withdrawl'l. (The April 2.018 Submission NOP diU-gently annotates "7 Field Shelter St Donat's" with "Site 
withdrawn not available" so one-must presume that the other sites described as windfalls in the Submission 
NOP have not been withdrawn.} 

Many of these sites have been described as 'windfalls' by the author of the NOP but of course they would only 
really be 'windfalls' if they were ignored as submissions. The reality is that they are site submissions. 

Note that: 

Site 39 (in same ownership as Site 40 and joined by land in the same ownership) was in<;luded as a 
'windfall' in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NOP but has mysteriously disappeared from the April 
2018 Submission version so it has been re-included below. 

Site 27 was submitted in 2014 and the owner reconfirmed in October 2017 to the Clerk that the 
conversions should be included as a submission, but this has been ignored. 

In Bold: Small sites/conversions submitted to the NDP (from Submission NDP Appendix 7). 
Asterisked sites: are rural conversions and therefore suitable for multiple dwelling uriits. 

In fted~ 3 sites included in the June 20:1,6 Regulation 16 Draft NOP or the April 2018 Resubmission 
Regulation 16 Draft NDP which are considered too constrained for mufti-dwelling development. 

Options Days Returns 
(Numbers) 

Site NDP Description Note Coosu)tar:,ts' pc cjrnc;J For Neutral Against N_et 
No Score SG - Dwellings 

' 
% Score 

3 Buildings at Hospital Farm Policy RAS ---- 1.27 50 15 9 *6 
(Windfall). comoliant 

12 Land to the rear of No12 26,7 5.35 44 22 2 1 
Redstone. -
<Windfain .. 

33 Land and buildings west· 63.3 
,. 

5.35 29 29 28 1 : 
of.Burghill 
Grange (Windfall) 

8A Court Farm Yard - Hop Policy RAS ---- 2.1 52 21 12 1 
Kiin (Windfall) compliant 

4 The Parks Farm Buildings possible 2 ---- 1.5 39 15 3 *2 
extra as : 

windfall 
·5 Lio!1 Farm Buildings possible 1 extra ---- 1.5 3,8 9 4 1 

as 
windfall 

39 Land stjutheast of Cherry Was described 51.9 3.3 39 30 23 _,,_ . 
-,-

Orchard Cottages as Windfall 
oreviouslv 1 

40 Land to the west of Cherry 55.7 2.85 46 29 19 ~ 

Orchard Cottages 
(Windfc1U) 

27 Field Farin B~ildings Policy RAS ---- 2.16 63 13 6 *3 
comoJiarit 

22 Ail~l tP 'lJ,J-it ~Q Was previously 48.1 5.5 26 32 24 1 
<Pr-n~- Ql'l'.lvl NDP site 

25 Cherry er.char~ t=mi11t,ton Site is in this 34.6 4.0 29 27 27 1 
submission NPP 

10 T.illlngtc,n B:USTJ1J!SS·Park- Site is in this 44.2 2.84 45 24 13 1 
submission NDP 

LIST OF j>OTENTIALL Y DEVELOPABLE SiTES SUBMiTTED TO THE-l'liDP WH~Ci:j Aij!: COUNTABLE 
AS SUBMISSIONS/WINDFALLS AND/OR ARE SUITABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT BASED ON A SINGLE 
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Our ref: SV/2018/109876/OR-
Herefordshire Council 06/PO1-L01 
Neighbourhood Planning Team Your ref: 
Plough Lane 
Hereford Date: 19 June 2018 
HR4 0LE 

F.A.O: Mr. James Latham 

Dear Sir 

BURGHILL REGULATION 16 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

I refer to your email of the 10 May 2018 in relation to the above Neighbourhood Plan 
(NP) consultation. We have reviewed the submitted document and would offer the 
following comments at this time. 

As part of the recently adopted Herefordshire Council Core Strategy updates were 
made to both the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) and Water Cycle 
Strategy (WCS). This evidence base ensured that the proposed development in 
Hereford City, and other strategic sites (Market Towns), was viable and achievable. 
The updated evidence base did not extend to Rural Parishes at the NP level so it is 
important that these subsequent plans offer robust confirmation that development is 
not impacted by flooding and that there is sufficient waste water infrastructure in 
place to accommodate growth for the duration of the plan period. 

We would not, in the absence of specific sites allocated within areas of fluvial 
flooding, offer a bespoke comment at this time. 

However, it should be noted that the Flood Map provides an indication of ‘fluvial’ 
flood risk only. You are advised to discuss matters relating to surface water (pluvial) 
flooding with your drainage team as the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA). 
I trust the above is of assistance at this time. Please can you also copy in any future 
correspondence to my team email address at SHWGPlanning@environment-
agency.gov.uk 

Yours faithfully 

Mr. Graeme Irwin 

Environment Agency 
Hafren House, Welshpool Road, Shelton, Shropshire, Shrewsbury, SY3 8BB. 
Customer services line: 03708 506 506 
www.gov.uk/environment-agency 
Cont/d.. 

http://www.gov.uk/environment-agency
mailto:SHWGPlanning@environment-agency.gov.uk
mailto:SHWGPlanning@environment-agency.gov.uk


Senior Planning Advisor 
Direct dial: 02030 251624
 
Direct e-mail: graeme.irwin@environment-agency.gov.uk
 

End 2
 



Geraldine Roberts 

19.06.2018 

OBJECTION TO BURGHILL NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN REGULATION 16 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
I am writing to object to the 2018 Burghill Parish NDP submission for the following reasons: -

• The proposed sites for Tillington are not suitable for development. They present major 
problems of sewage disposal, surface water run-off and access. Site 25 is near a 
particularly dangerous bend. 

• The sites do not conform to what the parishioners asked for in the initial consultation. For 
example: 

*81% wanted any new development to be on brownfield sites - which these are not. 

*64% wanted less than 10% growth so why is the Parish Council not sensitive to this? We 
know we have to have the 18% required but why go over this figure if we do not have to? 
The document says that there is only a residual requirement of 6 dwellings which I 
understand has now dropped to 2 and approximately 20 more have been deemed as 
recognized and allowable windfalls. We do not need these developments - It is a plan for 
developers and not for the community. 

*The document says that the most common sentiment of the parishioners was that the 
parish retain its rural character and that developments should be small scale. However 
the favoured sites are more like mini housing estates and will change the character of the 
area. Small infill developments of one or two houses or barn conversions are more in 
keeping with the area. 

• The document recognizes that 'teaching space is a problem' at the local school and that 
one class is already in a temporary classroom. There is no certainty that developers would 
consider contributing an extra classroom and apparently there is no legal requirement 
(except in large scale developments) for them to do so. 

• The selection of sites has taken place with no proper consultation with the community. It 
certainly hasn't been a 'creative or collective enterprise' as encouraged by the NDP 
Framework. 

I ask you to reject this plan for the reasons stated above. 

Yours fa ithfully, 

Geraldine Roberts 



WEST MIDLANDS OFFICE 


Mr James Latham Direct Dial: 0121 625 6887 
Herefordshire Council 
Neighbourhood Planning & Strategic Planning Our ref: PL00030046 
Planning Services, PO Box 230, Blueschool House 
Blueschool Street 
Hereford 
HR1 2ZB 14 June 2018 

Dear Mr Latham 

BURGHILL NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN - REGULATION 16 CONSULTATION 
Thank you for the invitation to comment on the above Neighbourhood Plan.  
Our previous general Regulation 14 comments remain entirely relevant, that is: 
“Historic England are supportive of the Vision and objectives set out in the Plan and 
the content of the document, particularly its’ emphasis on local distinctiveness 
including undesignated heritage assets and the maintenance of historic rural 
character”. 
Overall the plan reads as a well-considered, concise and fit for purpose document 

which we consider takes a suitably proportionate approach to the historic environment 

of the Parish. 

Beyond those observations we have no further substantive comments to make on 

what Historic England considers is a good example of community led planning.  

I hope you find this advice helpful. 


Yours sincerely, 


Peter Boland 

Historic Places Advisor
	
peter.boland@HistoricEngland.org.uk 


cc: 

THE AXIS 10 HOLLIDAY STREET  BIRMINGHAM  B1 1TF 

Telephone 0121 625 6870 

HistoricEngland.org.uk
 

Historic England is subject to the Freedom of Information Act. 2000 (FOIA) and Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (EIR). All 
information held by the organisation will be accessible in response to an information request, unless one of the exemptions in the FOIA 

or EIR applies. 

Historic England 

'tstonewall 
DIVIRSITY CHAMPION 



Latham, James 

From: David Hunter-Miller <clerk@holmershelwick.co.uk> 
Sent: 12 June 2018 09:46 
To: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Subject: Re: Burghill Regulation 16 neighbourhood development plan consultation 

Dear James, 

Holmer and Shelwick Parish Council considered this at their meeting 11/06/18 and were in unanimous 

support of Burghill Parish Council's proposed Neighbourhood Development Plan.
	

Could we be kept apprised of further developments relating to this plan. 


Kind regards, 
Mr David Hunter-Miller Bsc(Hons), PSLCC, MCIHT
Clerk to Holmer and Shelwick Parish Council 
Tel: 07513 122918 
holmershelwick.co.uk 
On 10‐May‐18 9:42 AM, Neighbourhood Planning Team wrote: 

Dear Consultee, 

Burghill Parish Council have submitted their Regulation 16 Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) 
to Herefordshire Council for consultation. 

The plan can be viewed at the following link: 
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/directory_record/3042/burghill_neighbourhood_development_ 
plan 

Once adopted, this NDP will become a Statutory Development Plan Document the same as the Core 
Strategy. 

The consultation runs from 10 May 2018 to 21 June 2018.
 

If you wish to make any comments on this Plan, please do so by e‐mailing:
 
neighbourhoodplanning@herefordshire.gov.uk , or sending representations to the address below.
 

If you wish to be notified of the local planning authority’s decision under Regulation 19 in relation to
 
the Neighbourhood Development Plan, please indicate this on your representation.
 

Kind regards
 

James Latham 
Technical Support Officer 
Neighbourhood Planning and Strategic Planning teams 
Herefordshire Council 
Plough Lane 
Hereford 
HR4 0LE 

Tel: 01432 383617 
1 

Herefo rdshire.gov.uk 

https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/directory_record/3042/burghill_neighbourhood_development
http:holmershelwick.co.uk
mailto:clerk@holmershelwick.co.uk


Latham, James 

From: donotreply@herefordshire.gov.uk 
Sent: 22 May 2018 14:07 
To: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Subject: A comment on a proposed Neighbourhood Area was submitted 

Comment on a proposed neighbourhood plan form submitted fields 

Caption Value  

Address 

Postcode 

First name Joanna 

Last name Helme 

Which plan are you commenting on? Burghill NDP 

Comment type Support 

Your comments 

I wish to express my support for the Burghill 
Neighbourhood Plan. It represents a great 
deal of work over a number of years and a 
long process of consultation with the local 
community. Last time the plan was submitted 
at Regulation 16, there were unfortunately a 
number of misleading comments relating to 
development proposals which were not even 
in the plan and I hope that this time, any such 
will be excluded as irrelevant. I also think 
that comments or objections from people 
who do not live in the parish - apart from 
statutory consultees or owners of businesses 
in the parish - should not be allowed as part 
of this consultation. 

1 



Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Herefordshire Council 
Planning Services 
Plough Lane 
PO Box 230 
HR1 2ZB 

19th June 2018 

Dear Sirs, 

Burghill Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan. 

Further to my e-mailed objection to the Burghill Parish NOP I now enclose a hard 
copy of my objection to the plan which includes photographs material to the road 
safety concerns expressed in the e-mail I have sent via your system this afternoon. 
For some reason these photographs do not appear to have transferred with thee
mailed objection. 

I hope the photographs serve to illustrate my concerns regarding road safety and the 
character of the hamlet in question and that you will find them useful in your 
deliberations. 

Yours faithfully 

Marion Burns 
(Resident) 



BURGHILL PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN ~ OBJECTION 

I wish to object to the Burghill Parish Neighbourhood Plan for the following reasons: -

1. It is no longer relevant. The plan was originally conceived in 2013/2014 and 
although it was rejected in 201 6 as the council considered that there had not been 
sufficient consultation with parishioners and it was undeliverable. Since then there 
have been a number of independent planning applications have been submitted and a 
development of some 24 houses is underway at Pyefinch Meadow (opposite the 
entrance to Burghill Golf Club. Additionally, a considerable plot of land adjacent to the 
Tillington Road/Roman Road junction is being advertised as Prime Building Lane with 
planning permission for 50 houses. If these sites were all built on there would be an 
addition of some 130+ new dwellings in the parish together with other piecemeal 
planning permissions that have been granted during the intervening several years. 

2. No Meaningful Consultation has been undertaken. Since the original plan was 
devised there have only been two face to face consultations with the parish council on 
the plan. When comments were requested from parishioners, the comments put 
forward and the objections raised were dismissed out of hand by the steering group. 
No investigation was undertaken into the substance of the concerns raised by 
local householders and the objectors were labelled "NIMBYs" by the Parish 
Council. The concerns regarding the proposed development of some additional 24 
large homes in the hamlet of Tillington (not Tillington Common) on Road Safety and 
Surface Drainage grounds were valid and have since been backed up by 
investigations made into the individual planning permissions on these individual sites. 
In spite of the genuine concerns raised by parishioners, the Parish Council made no 
attempt to revise their proposals and spent a lot of additional money trying to validate 
their original plan. They now propose to impose settlement boundaries without the 
knowledge or consent of the vast majority of the parishioners. 

3. Ground Water Pollution from the proposed developments at Tillington: There is 
no provision of mains sewerage at Tillington and it is unlikely even if the proposed 
housing developments go ahead that Welsh Water would consider it viable to build 
such provision in the foreseeable future as the number of additional customers would 
not generate enough income to cover the considerable cost of the investment 
required. Thus all the houses proposed for Tillington would need to have bore-hole 
drainage. However, even if this were provided with sufficient fi ltration there is no local 
water course to discharge this additional water into. 

(I refer you to the comments of Welsh Water in their response to the planning 
application submitted by the owners of The Bell Inn Planning Application No. 
P180985.) This particularly concerns me as I live on the opposite side of the orchard 
behind the proposed Cherry Orchard development. My home is beside a large 
drainage ditch designed to take away excess ground water wish flows down to the low 
lying area of Crowmoor Lane. This ditch, which contains what is a very fast flowing 
stream in winter but tends to be dry during the summer months. I am concerned that 



all the additional waste water from the 10 large properties with their attendant 
bathrooms, shower rooms, utility rooms, washing machines, dishwashers and large 
kitchens and garages will mean that the ditch is damp even during the summer months 
and this will obviously encourage considerably more insects than at present. Since 
living in the property, I have already been bitten by a Blandford Fly. These flys leave a 
particularly nasty bite which is prone to infection. Indeed, a report in the Hereford 
Times last year detailed the story of a Hereford builder who had been bitten by a 
Blandford Fly and sustained brain damage as a result. These insects frequent damp 
boggy ground and small water-courses and are known to be active in Herefordshire. 
(Warning notices are posted in local doctors' surgeries). This ditch is only a matter of 
two meters from my kitchen and after my previous experience with these insects I am 
concerned for my own safety and that of my neighbours. To make matters worse, 
several acres of the trees in the orchard have recently been removed so the ground 
water they would have absorbed will now be added to the ground water levels which 
flow down toward our homes. 

Should these developments go ahead, due to the nature of our Herefordshire Clay and 
the topography of the land then surplus ground water would also be bound to 
accumulate at the Bell Inn cross-roads and The Bird cross roads. This is why the Bird 
Pool is situated where it is and the cellar at the Bell is frequently flooded at times of 
heavy rain. Also in winter the surface water which collects along this stretch of the 
Tillington road and the roads which run away from these cross ways are prone to 
flooding and freezing so great care must be taken to traverse these lanes safely. This 
is known to the locals but drivers using the area as a back road to Hereford or as a cut 
through from Credenhill are not always aware and their additional speed makes the 
area very dangerous and this traffic hazard will only be exacerbated. 

4. The proposed development at Tillington is unsafe on Road Safety Grounds. The 
hamlet of Tillington (Not Tillington Common) is a small rural community of some 25 or 
so dwellings interspersed with agricultural land. Most of the existing homes are in the 
area around the Tillington Road between The Bell Inn and the Tillington Boundary 
adjacent to The Bird Garage. A distance of approximately 350 yards. The NOP 
proposes that some 24 large dwelling houses (plus an additional 5 dwellings which 
individual planning permission has been sought but were not included in the NOP), 
should be built in this small area. That's 30 large properties with probably 2 or 3 
vehicles per home i.e. between 60 and 90 vehicles requiring access to this little stretch 
of Tillington Road. All of these vehicles would need to access the Tillington Road 
which in this area is a narrow undulating and winding road and visibility for drivers 
turning onto the road is already restricted. The area already includes two sets of 
cross-roads, entrance to the pub car park, access to the little industrial estate and 
shop as well as the tiny lane which forms the entrance to Cherry Tree Orchard 
properties. 



View Toward the shop from Bell cross-roads 

View toward the Bell from CTO entrance/Shop Entrance Opposite the Bird Pool 



View Toward Hereford from CTO View T award the Bell from CTO 



The ancient hedge bordering the Tillington Road has a retention orders on it, so it 
cannot just be removed for the convenience of the developers and the required splay 
of visibility for the new developments cannot be achieved without demolishing the 
hedge. 

The 30 m.p.h. speed limit is frequently ignored by motorists and the road is at times 
very busy taking traffic to Hereford from Weobley and the surrounding area especially 
at peak times and as Burghill School is just some few yards further along the road 
toward Hereford, this little stretch of road is very dangerous for both parents and 
children especially when they are trying to call at the shop, which is also accessed 
from this small stretch of road by the Bird Pool. It is also a cut through from Credenhill 
and the main Brecon Road and onto Wellington and the A49 toward Leominster. 

There have been several recent accidents on this stretch of road due to excess speed 
of drivers, the winding and undulating nature of the road and its limited visibility, the 
poor state of the highway and the overhanging vegetation. The rural nature of the 
area means that the road often has to accommodate big tractors and trailers and other 
agricultural vehicles which reduce to road to a single lane and on-coming traffic has to 
pull in to a gateway to stop in to let them pass. This road is also very popular with 
recreational cyclists who often ride two or three abreast seemingly oblivious to the 
nature of the road conditions. 
It is also used frequently by horse-riders and two horses were killed on this stretch of 
road because the car driver could not see them in time to stop. 

In short this stretch of road, while short in length is already a potential accident black
spot and the additional traffic from the proposed developments is clearly dangerous 
and foolish to even contemplate and is "a serious accident waiting to happen.'' 



So, to summarise my objections to the Burghill Neighbourhood Plan 

1. It is four years out of date and does not take into account the current 
development situation in the parish. It does not take into account the 
proposed housing development closer to Hereford which will not put as 
much strain on the local infrastructure, particularly the poorly maintained, 
winding and undulating Tillington Road which is already stretched to safely 
accommodate the existing level of traffic. 

2. The authors off NOP have not taken account of the wishes of the 
parishioners. Valid and considered objections have NOT been investigated 
or taken into consideration. A settlement boundary has been imposed with 
little or no notice to the parishioners. 

3. Almost half of the proposed housing development in the parish is gathered 
together in a very small area which will more than double the -population of 
the hamlet. This is more like a 100% increase in housing rather than the 18% 
required to meet the council's target. This is proposed without consideration 
of the consequences of additional housing for the existing population and 
exposes them to additional danger on the road and because of the 
unsuitability of the area with regard to disposal of additional foul ground 
water. 

4. The proposed housing development at Tillington totally changes the 
character of the hamlet. The mini-housing estates proposed are totally 
contrary to the present character of the hamlet where individual houses and 
agricultural nature of the area does not "gel" with the addition of mini 
housing estates. 

5. In order to provide safe access to these proposed new housing 
developments in Tillington, it would be necessary to destroy existing 
protected hedge-rows which provide a refuge for many birds and small 
mammals and to will disturb the integrity of the Bird Pool which is known to 
a habitat for Great Crested Newts and water fowl. 

This Burghill Neighbourhood Plan proposes development on inappropriate sites, is an 
exercise in riding roughshod over the wishes of the people of the parish and is set to 
bring misery to the residents and wildlife of Tillington. I therefore I vehemently object 
to it. 



BURGHILL REGULATION 16 NDP 

There needs to be some mention of adequate cycle parking/storage in Policy B8 (f) on Page 50. 

In Appendix 3 – Burghill Parish design Guide – INFRASTRUCTURE bullet point 6 ‐ The Herefordshire 
design guide for new developments recommended 3.5m for shared pedestrian and cyclist facilities. 
It maybe the case this is not feasible in every location. 2m is acceptable for footway widths. 

In Appendix 3 – Burghill Parish design guide – Transport bullet points 3 and 4 ‐ The parking provision 
is designated by the Highways design guide and dependent on number of bedrooms for dwellings 
e.g. a 1 bedroom dwelling would only require 1 car park space. 

Mathew Howells 
Senior Transport Planning Officer 
Transportation Department 
Herefordshire Council 



Latham, James 

From: Knight, Matthew 
Sent: 21 June 2018 15:46 
To: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Subject: Burghill 

Regarding: ‘Policy B14 ‐ Development of Renewable Energy Facilities in Burghill Parish’ 

Notwithstanding sections ‘C’ and ‘D’ of the policy outlined below we would query the location of the site due to the 
proximity and potential to affect those aspects of the setting of listed buidlings 650m to the South which contribute 
to their significance. It may be that given the former use of the site as a landfill pit, that it is lower than the 
surrounding landscape. It is felt that more evidence is required to demonstrate that this site is suitable for solar 
panels. 

(c) there is no adverse impact on the character of the landscape, sites of nature conservation, archaeological and 
historical value; 
(d) there is no detrimental impact on any neighbouring land uses, including Listed Building or Conservation Area; 

Regards 

Matthew Knight 
Principal Building Conservation Officer 

1 
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Ma11in Roberts 

17.06.2018 

OBJECTION TO "BURGHILL NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
REGULATION 16" 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

I write to make clear my objections and serious concerns regarding the "Burghill 
Neighbourhood Development Plan Regulation 16." 

The 2016 version of the NDP was rejected, amongst other things, because of lack of 
community consultation and the possibility that some sites would not be deliverable. 

These same issues have not been addressed this time around. 

It is essential for any plan to meet ' Basic Conditions' and sadly this has not been the case 
with this latest submission. 

Again consultation has been woefully inadequate. Parishioners should be kept fully informed 
throughout the process and have opportunities to be actively involved. This has not happened 
There has been a lack of proper consultation and engagement with the community. People' s 
local knowJedge regarding such fundamentals as drainage and surface water issues have been 
ignored. Huge constraints such as poor access and visibility and the lack of sewage 
infrastructure in certain areas have again been ignored. 

The Core Strategy states, " local evidence and environmental factors will determine the 
appropriate scale of development." This has not happened. 

A ' settl ement boundary ' was drawn for Tillington which has never been consulted on. Indeed 
the NDP document states on page 26, 3.34, "the analysis of the opinion expressed regarding 
Settlement Boundaries was not so comprehensive and could not be used to make an informed 
judgement on their appropriateness." How on earth can a 'Settlement Boundary ' for 
Tillington be imposed without consultation? The Parish Council itself said, "Tillington and 
Tillington Common are both in the countryside and a settlement boundary would not be 
necessary." 

It was 'Tillington Common' , a cluster of over 50 houses, which was originally recognised by 
Herefordshire Cow1cil as a possible area for growth rather than 'Tillington' which is an area 
of no more than 20 scattered houses. Unfortunately 'Common' was left off by mistake in 
subsequent documents and this has been used wrongly to identify 'Tillington' as an area for 
growth. This was a gross error which HC still refuse to acknowledge! 

We were promised that all sites would be reassessed. This has not happened. Two of the sites 
in the original, failed NDP, have been put back in as 'Favoured Sites'. One of those, site25, 



put in for planning prior to this latest NDP but it was withdrawn because of major constraints 
mentioned before. What on eatth is it doing back in the plan as a 'Favoured Site' when it is 
undeliverable? 

Another one, sitel 0, fai ls to mention the fact that a large part of it is actually greenfield 
because of the Section 52 Agreement on it. This is misrepresentation and also all of the major 
constraints apply to it as well. 

I also question if this site should even be in the NDP because of a conversation I had with the 
owner at 8.00 a.m. on Wednesday 18th April. r said "Good morning'' to him. He replied, 
"More bloody houses," nodding in the direction of the recent speculative planning 
applications that had been put in. He then said, "I'm the only one who doesn't want to build." 

For a site to be in the NDP it needs to be ''Available, Achievable and Deliverable." If the 
owner is saying that he does not want to build houses, then site 10 is not available! I informed 
the parish council of this on Tuesday may 8th at the PC meeting but I was ignored. 

The NPPF states, "A neighbourhood plan should be based on up to date and robust 
evidence." This is clearly not the case regarding sites 25 and 10 ! Indeed, the plan itself states 
on page 63, 7. l , 'Plans are only valuable when kept up to date.' This plan has not been kept 
up to date! 

The maps and plans reproduced in the document are dreadful. It is very difficult to get an 
accurate picture which is so important when related to such a potential life changing decision 
process for the parish. In previous, clearer map representations it was obvious that an 
extension had been made to a green space designation to prevent access to site 35 which is 
very close to existing infrastructure. This is impossible to see on the scale of map now 
provided. Surely this is completely out of order. 

The growth target, for BurghjJl Parish, set by Herefordshire Council was 18% which equated 
to 124 houses by the year 2031. At the time of writing we already have 122 granted planning 
permissions. That means 2 more needed to achieve the target by 2031. We do not need the 
excessive numbers proposed especially as there are 20 recognisable and allowable windfalls 
that should be taken into account. 

There are so many inaccuracies and anomalies in this NDP submission. I have read the 
document many times and often in my notes I find myself writing, "No consultation with 
parishioners." There are overwhelming problems which relate to the document not fulfilling 
the requirements to observe 'Basic Conditions' , 

I urge you to reject this plan and request that Burghill Parish Council look again at their 
proposals. 

Yours faithfully, 

Martin Roberts 



I understand and recognise the need for an NDP for Burghill. 

In the absence of proper consultation with the local community right from the start of this 
NDP process I have worked with others to generate a more sensible and acceptable Policy B 1 
to aJlow some housing growth despite the constraints which clearly exist and despite the 
'mistake' made by Herefordshfre Council regarding the 'Tillingtoo/Tillington Common' 
issue. 

I att~ch copies of those proposals which I trust you will take into consideration ve1y 
seriously. 

Martin Roberts. 



NPP - Alternative poUcv e1 which better respects the landscape. local distinctiveness, and 
environmental constraints which apply to the Tillinaton Area; 

An alternative, more acceptable policy Bl would therefore involve the following (deletions shown with 
strikethrough, additions highlighted in orange) : 

APP JHE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS TO THE GLOSSARY~ 
Blue Line Required on a supporting plan to a planning application, a blue line drawn around any 
Boundarv other land owned bv the annUcant. close to or adjolnlna the annllcatlon site. 
Red Line Required on a supporting plan to a planning appllcation, the application site itself 
Boundary should be edged clearly with a red line on the location plan. It should include all land 

necessary to carry out the proposed development { eg land required for access to the 
site from a public highway, visibility splays, landscaping, car parking and open areas 
around bulldinas'\. 

DELETE Map 4 and reference to the settlement boundary for "Tilllngton" 

ADD the text below, highlighted in orange to Polley Bl, and DELETE the. sl:1 Hlci:111 augh text: 

Policy B1 - Scale and type of new housing in Burghill and Tillington and Lower 
Burlton. 
In order to retain the character of the Burg hill parish, proposals for new housing will be only be considered on an 
allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower Burlton), and Map 3 (Burghill), afle 
Map 1 (TilliA~teA), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core Strategy and subject to the following criteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not exceeding 25 
dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to public transport facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living condit ions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to noise or 
nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and rural landscape 
and in accordance with Burghill Parish Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types and sizes including 
at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single storey dwellings, to meet the needs of all 
sectors of the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects the scale and function of the settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on site; and 

( i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

Development in open countryside including conversion of rural buildings outside the Burghlll and Lower 
Burlton settlement boundaries will be In accordance with the relevant Herefordshire planning policies. For the 
avoidance of doubt, Tillington and Tillington Common will be treated for planning purposes as being 
under Polley RA3 of the Core Strategy, but with the exception of the list of potentially developable sites 
appendixed to this policy where single new dwellings may be proposed. 

The list of potentially developable sites summarises submissions to the NOP which were defined as 
'windfalls', plus three others which have been referred to as "preferred". These have already been 
submitted to the NOP as avallable. The 11st also includes two sites (25 & 10) included In the Draft April 
2018 Submission NOP plus site 22 which was previously Included In the June 2016 Regulation 16 NOP. 
With multiple dwelllngs, these three sites are considered to have a cumulative impact which is 
unacceptable due particularly to highways, foul drainage, and surface water constraints in this area, 
but if proposals come forward which each had a single dwelling on each site then the sites might then 
be considered deliverable. Any proposals which come forward from sites on the list will be considered 
if they are for one new dwelling per site, or for multiple units if conversions. Constraints must be 
adequately addressed, proposals must be otherwise compliant with Core Strategy policies., and must 
be sympathetic to the local area. 

Proposals must be submitted with both red line and blue line boundaries (see glossary) showing a red 
line boundary where the curtilage must be proportionate to any proposed single dwelling. No further 
residential development will be permitted within the blue line boundary. 

The list may be updated when the NOP is due for periodic review. 



NPP - Appendix to support an Alternatfve poncv 01 which better respects the landscape. local 
distinctiveness. and environmental constraints which apply to the JUlinaton Area; 
List of Potentially Developable Sites for single dwellings (or multiple units in the case of 

conversions) 
This list includes those sites submitted to the NDP, which have neither yet had planning permission nor have 
been withdrawn. (The Aprll 2018 Submission NDP diligently annotates "7 Field Shelter St Donat's" with "Site 
withdrawn not available" so one must presume that t he other sites described as windfalls in the Submission 
NDP have not been withdrawn.) 

Many of these sites have been described as 'windfalls' by the author of the ND,P but of course they would only 
really be 'windfalls' if they were ignored as submissions. The reality is that they are site submissions. 

Note that: 

Site 39 (in same ownersh ip as Site 40 and joined by land in the same ownership) was included as a 
'windfall' in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NOP but has mysteriously disappeared from the April 
2018 Submission version so it has been re-included below. 

Site 27 was submitted in 2014 and the owner reconfirmed in October 2017 to the Clerk that the 
conversions should be included as a submission, but this has been Ignored. 

In Bold: Small sites/ conversions submitted to the NDP ( from Submission NDP Appendix 7 ). 
Asterisked sites: are rural conversions and therefore suitable for multiple dwelling units. 

In llE!d: 3 sites Included in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NDP or the April 2018 Resubmission 
Regulation 16 Draft NDP which are considered too constrained for multi-dwelling development. 

Options Days Returns 
(Numbers) 

Site NDP Description Note Consultants' PC and For Neutral Against Net 
No Score SG Dwellings 

% Score 
3 Buildings at Hospital Farm Polley RAS ---- 1.27 50 15 9 *6 

(Windfall). com• liant 
12 Land to the rear of No12 26.7 S.35 44 22 2 1 

Redstone. 
(Windfall) 

33 Land and buildings west 63.3 5.35 29 29 28 1 
of Burghill 
Granae <Windfall) 

SA Court Farm Yard - Hop Polley RAS 
_.,. __ 

2.1 52 21 12 1 
Kiln (Windfall) com• liant 

4 The Parks Farm Buildings possible 2 ---- 1.5 39 15 3 *2 
extra as 
windfall 

5 Lion Farm Buildings possible 1 extra ---- 1.5 38 9 4 1 
as 
windfall 

39 Land sout heast of Cherry Was described 51.9 3.3 39 30 23 -4 
Orchard Cottages as Windfall 

oreviously 1 
40 Land t o the west of Cherry 55 .7 2.85 46 29 19 ~ 

Orchard Cottages 
{W indfall) 

27 Field Farm Buildings Policy RAS ----- 2.16 63 13 6 *3 
comnliant 

22 ,\dJc.ccot to •h,,. ·~1111 Was previously 48.1 5.5 26 32 24 1 
tr,ont .. n111; onll,\ NDP site 

25 a,~rr" vrchr rd. TlllinglOl'I Site is In this 34.6 4.0 29 27 27 1 
submission NDP 

10 Tlllington Busin£:SS Par4c Site IS In this 44.2 2.84 45 24 13 1 
submission NDP 

LIST OF POTENTIALLY DEVELOPABLE SITES SUBMITTED TO THE NOP WHICH ARE COUNTABLE 19 
AS SUBMISSIONS/WINDFALLS AND/OR ARE SUITABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT BASED ON A SINGLE 

DWELLING PER SITE 



NDP - 1usTIFICAJION of alternative poljcy e1 which better respects the landscape. local 
distinctiveness. and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillinqton Area; 
APPlvioa these proposed changes to Poljcy e1; 
1. Acknowledges and in part corrects an uncorrected error made by Herefordshire Council - the 

wrongful inclusion of 'Tilllngton' as a growth settlement in the Core Strategy. This error was made 
by Herefordshire Council in its translation of background 'evidence' into the Core Strategy, and has been 
compounded by subsequent actions made by the Qualifying Body (Burghill Parish Council) without 
consulting the community. The proposed changes enable compromise between intransigent positions. 

2. By removing it, addresses the drawing of a Settlement Boundary around part of Tlllington, 
which has been done without consultation with the community, and is therefore otherwise a 
gross failure of Basic Conditions for a NOP. 

3. Takes account of the known environmental and other constraints which exist In this area by 
reducing the impact of development to single rather than multiple dwellings per site because: 

(a) the modification respects : 

constraints which make multi-dwelling developments undeliverable. Examples are highway 
safety (t'he lanes are fast, narrow and winding in the Tlllington area, and even where there is a 
30mph limit it is badly adhered to, with 85 percentile speeds of 40 mph)i pedestrian safety 
(eliminating multiple dwellings per site reduces the need for unachievable improvements); the 
impermeabllity of the local clay soils which exacerbate the foul drainage impact and surface 

water flooding; and 

(b) the modification minimises: 

loss of Best & Most Versatile Land; ecological damage (destruction of hedges and 
biodiversity); sheer overdevelopment of what is a 'hamlet' in a rural area; piecemeal ill
considered design and inappropriate housing types (facilitates the smaller houses which 
parishioners mainly wanted according to the 2014 questionnaire); loss of local dlstlnctlveness; 

detrimental impact on the landscape. 

4. Is compliant with the NPPF, NPPG and the Local Plan 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that: 
"blanket policies restricting housing development in some settlements and preventing other 
settlements from expanding should be avoided unless thejr use can be supported by robust evidence". 

The Core Strategy In its Policy RA1 - Rural housing distribution states 
"Local evidence and environmental factors will determine the appropriate scale of development': 

In the case of Tillington ahd Tllllngton Common, there is ample evidence contained in past planning 
applications and in submissions to the Neighbourhood Plan that there are overwhelming constraints which 
in practice limit multi-dwelling developments. There is a need for relaxed policies which reduce housing 
concentrations so that the impact particularly on tllghway safety, waste water and surface water flooding 
can be reduced without seeking to prevent development altogether. It is noticeable that there have been 
many objections to planning applications for multi-dwelling developments In the Parish, particularly 
Tillington, while planning applications for single dwellings have been largely unopposed (apart from the 
odd nimby), and the rural population is generally tolerant of more gentle development. 

It is the Steering Group which has apparently sought to place a disproportionate amount of housing at 
Tiliington Whitmore Cross, based on site assessments which are clearly flawed. It is an area where HC 
Land Drainage have noted in responses to recent planning applications "Due to known issues in the area 
with foul water disposal, we request that percolation testing is undertaken .... to ensure that there is a 
means of disposal of treated effluent. This should be established prior to granting planning permission. It 
should be noted that we recommend and support the use of individual package treatment plants and 
Individual drainage fields serving each property." 

Space is required to attain foul drainage (and surface water) arrangements which do not overload the 
impermeable soils In this area. Building regulations dictate that: 

• Treatment Plants should be at least 10 metres from habitable buildings, preferably downslope 

Drainage fields should: 
o be at least 10m from any watercourse or permeable drain, 
o be at least 50m from the point of abstraction of any groundwater supply, 
o be at least 15m from any building, 
o be sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the overall soakage 
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capacity of the ground is not exceeded 
o be downslope of groundwater sources 
o have no access roads or driveways within the disposal area 

The area which a laid-out drainage field (with Treatment Plant, Distribution chamber, trenches, separation 
between trenches, and separation from boundaries, buildings and other soal<aways) occupies, Is therefore 
large, typically 40m x 10m. As well as that, surface water drainage needs to be accommodated as well -
"sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the overall soakage capacity of the 
ground Is not exceeded". For this area, a principle of individual package treatment plants and individual 
drainage fields serving each property, as supported by Herefordshire Council's Land Drainage engineers, 
seems eminently sensible. 

Therefore these proposed changes to Bl, unlike the NDP as it stands, take account of the soakage capacity 
of the ground yet allow some development in a sensible manner, provided other constraints can be 
overcome. 

There is mention in the Submission NDP of "first time sewerage for many properties" but this really is a red 
herring because Section 101A of the Water Act applies to existing properties, not ones yet to be. built; the 
dellverability of such a scheme, and the acceptability to the sewage undertal<er of such a scheme Is 
questionable given the small number of properties in the area; and in any case It would not solve 
surface water Issues because the water undertaker would not permit surface drainage 
connection to infiltrate a foul sewer. On the other hand, the proposed changes to Bi allows the space 
needed for modest development in this rural area to accommodate proper waste and surface water 
percolation so that proposals are likely to be deliverable now rather than at some unspecified future date, 
and address both foul and surface water Issues satisfactorily. 

The proposed amendment also overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 32 of the NPPF which states: 
"Development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual cumulative 
impacts of development are severe." and also overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 120 of the NPPF 
which states: "The effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the natural environment or 
general amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or proposed development to adverse effects from 
pollution, should be taken into account." Clearly the cumulative transport impacts of proposals for multi
dwelling developments are severe relative to the existing Impact, because of concentration in such a small 

area. 

5. Respects the reality which Is that there is a housing target set by Herefordshire Council which is for 
a minimum of 18% housing growth In the Parish which equates to 124 additfonal dwellings between 2011 
and 2031; and that 122 additional dwellings have already been delivered by granted planning permissions. 
There are only 2 residual dwellings now required to meet the minimum target, and windfalls have 
continued to deliver housing in the area. 

In contrast, the authors of the NDP have continued to propose sites which vastly exceed the minimum 
target, and again, in the Submission NDP, the three 'preferred ' sites with a capacity of 24 dwellings would 
vastly exceed the 124 target. As at 30 May, the addition of these 24 to the 122 already approved would 
bring the total to 146, which is over 21 % growth, not the 18% required - unnecessary because 'windfalls' 
will cont inue to come forward anyway. 

The NPPG states tn Its Rural Housing guidance that "A neighbourhood plan can allocate additional sites to 
those in a Local Plan where this is supported by evidence to demonstrate need above that identified in the 
Local Plan and the plan proposal meets the basic conditions." 

However there is not the eyidence to demonstrate such need, and the persistent failure adequately to 
consult and engage with the wider community simply demonstrates non-compHance with Basic Conditions. 
The only 'mandate' goes back to the 2014 Questionnaire, now rather out-of-date, but then the 
overwhelming majority of respondents felt that 18% growth was too much. Therefore the evidence does 
not demonstrate need above 18% growth. Parishioners are hardly likely now to think that 21 % is nottoo 
much, when they overwhelmingly believed 4 years ago that it was too much! Planning Permissions 
granted since 2011 already exceed the affordable housing provision which was last required for the Parish. 

A criteria based policy amendment such as Is proposed, and which does not allocate sites because recent 
housing developments have provided housing numbers very close to the housing target, was accepted 'by 
Herefordshire Council for the Bartestree NDP. A precedent has been set. 
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BURGH ILL NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

Michael White, 
· , . . . 

•' 

I think it fair to say that Burghill Parish needs a Development Plan and every effort should be 
made t~ secure a plan which serves the residents of th·e parish and creates a path for future 
generations. 

· *The Plan as presented at the moment gives a glossy picture of the Parish_ Plan and it would be 
easy to fall into the trap of thinking that this is well thought out and represents the feelings of 
the parishioners. Sadly, this is not the case: The Plan as presented for the second time is little 
more than a re-hash of the previous rejected plan, and continues to reflect an agenda of a very 
small group of people. The direction of the plan has changed little from the· very early days 

more. than four years ago, and almost all efforts by the wider community to modify the plan 
have been repulsed by this small group. 

*The Steering Group met at short notice and no effort was made to bring in parishioners with 
other ideas, options, suggestions or thoughts. In September 2016, I, with a few other 
parishioners discovered in advance the time and place of a Steering Group meeting. Vlfe were 
in no way made to feel welcome. We were made to sit outside their ring of tables and chairs 
and were angrily accused of making the first NOP submission fail! Some weeks later, after 
some pressure, two parishioners were co-opted into the Steering Group and again were treated 
with similar contempt. Interestingly, the Steering Group was disbanded n~t long afterwards and 
a revised plan was more or less left in the lap of l<irkwells .... another astonishingly bad decision! 

*Herefordshire Council (HC) listed guidelines for parishes to follow when proceeding with a 
Development Plan. Unfortunately these were given scant regard in Burghill's attempts at a 
neighbourhood Plan. You will be told that there has been 'full consultation' with the wider 
community. Burghill's interpretation of this is "This is what has been decided .... comments 
please." Following this 'consultation' little communication followed. In the original Reulation 14 
the "Parish Council's" response to almost every point was "No change" .... total disregard of 
parishioners points of view, and one of the main reasons why the Plan was found to be 
unacceptable by HC. Sadly, the lesson has not been learnt, and here we are again with 
another Plan which has not engaged or involved active participation of the wider community 
throughout the on-going progress. The Settlement Boundary for Tillington was· drawn by on_e 
person, with not a single resident of Tillington brought in for points of view ... that's just one 
example, there are many others. 

* There has been throughout the development of the Plan a continued opposition to 'windfoll' 
planning applications by the "Parish Council". Almost all were objected to, and for the most 
ridkulous reasons in some cases. What is totally unacceptable is that these 'ridiculous 

·objections' could easily be applied to the sites which_,have been included in the NDP .... but of 
cowse, such objections have not materialised! One has to ask why! The 50 houses on the site 
by Roman Road were objected to by "The Parish Council" under the guidance of the Steering 
Group ...... totally misleading information being provided to the Parish Council. Why would one 
object object to a site which will go a long way t'owards the 18%? The answer, no doubt, is that 
'windfalls' and unelcpected sites such as the one on Roman Road would have an unwanted 
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effect on the numbers game in the 1set-in-concrete1 agenda. 

*Ask yourself why sites from the first Plan sU.Pl;l;,Ji~J~ --~~JIJmjjf";·"·, ,_ · ·'· "" · ,j_~Y HC, are 
STILL BEING INCLUDED in the second submissio~lrt~·;.e is'lcf n'eet· rc:f·1nc U e ese sites and 
yet they are being foisted on the comm_unity despite the huge constraints. You have to keep 
asking the qµestion 1Why?1 Another guideline bein~ compl~tely .igoored .... that the plan must 
take into co~sideration the character of an area and not to change this character more than 
minimally. This area of Tillington in which FOUR mini-estates are being proposed is totally 
contrary to this guideline! Tillington is a small hamlet! There has to be a ~eason why this 
'orchestration' appears to be happening. 

about :blank 

*One of the objections used in attempts to prevent 'windfalls' from being accepted was that "it 
is open countryside and must be protected11 

••• another was "it is less than 100m from a working 
orchard" ..... ! No surprise that some of these sites in Tillington fall into those two 
categories ..... but have been included in the new P.lan despite the fact that these two 
'objections' are valid ... WHY if previous applications received those objections from the "Parish 

· · Council"? There a far too many of these anomalies, inconsistencies and double standards. 
"Make and break rules according to your requirements" appears to be regularly applied! 

*There are over 50 houses in Tillington Common. There are fewer than 20 houses in this central 
part of Tillington-. Tillington Common was not considered for development as it is 'open 
countryside'. Tillington has been wrongly classified as a 4.14 settlement of over 80 houses!! It 
is evident that this error, made by someone not fully aware of the local geography, has been 
taken advantage of, and is in danger of allowing a more than 100% increase in size. This is 
SURELY WRONG and again contravenes He's guidelines ! Had it been classified correctly (fewer 
than 20 houses) then it would not have been down for development. Due to this error we are 
now fighting a rearguard action to avoid a catastrophe which will have irreversible 
repercussions! 

*Throughout the development of the Plan several parishioners have been pointing out at 
Parish Council meetings just how unfair and disproportionate the Plan was and still is. As I have 
previously pointed out, parishioners viewpoints have been totally ignored. The Parish Council 
suggested that the Parish Magazine should be a vehicle for the viewpoints of residents 
regarding the NOP. A fine idea in that the Magazine is delivered to EVERY household in the 
parish. However, and this will surprise you perhaps, anyone with a view different from the 
1official 1 viewpoint had to be published alongside an opposing letter!! On occasions, an 
opposing viewpoint could not be found in time for the deadline and so one's letter was 
delayed, missing giving a timely point of view or reminder. My request for the 1Officer1s 
Appraisal' (of the first NOP} to be printed in the Magazine was totally ignored with no apology 
or explanation! Frankly, the Parish Council didn't want-parishioners to know about the causes 
of the failure. 

*In May 2017 a group of very frustrated parishioners wrote a signed letter to the Magazine 
telling parishioners that there were other ways forward other than the proliferation of mini 
estates in an area where they would be totally inappropriate. It was absolutely essential that 
the information went into the June magazine, but, you've guessed it, it was delayed because it 
arrived too late for an opposing letter to be raisedl'We then in desperation, at our own 
expense, printed and sent by mail a copy of the details to almost all addresses in the parish . 
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THIS IS HOW DIFFICULT IT HAS BEEN TO HAVE ONE'S POINT OF VIEW considered. {We were 
then admonished at,the following PC meeting for not putting our names to the information we 
mailed. A mistake we aidmit, but really, we were being admonished for having a different point 
of view.) 

*There has been much inconsistency during the past 4/5 years and many e><amples of double 
standards. Keeping track of what has been said, when and where has been very difficult. In 
autumn 2016 a request for information had to be made for Parish Council meeting minutes and 
Steering Group minutes to be published on the."j:>.a.rish web-site. Up until then there was little or 
nothing available conce~ning the NDP .... and .eveJJ then, the notes (could h·ardly be called 
minutes!) were lacking ih-consistently reliable detail. 

* Most of us who have been referred to as 'troijf>le-makers1 by some, are not affected by any of 
the developments in the Plan. We are not in an½ way 'nimbys'. We are however concerned that 
the course of this Plan, both before and after the rejection, has not been progressed as it 
should have been. There are many questions unanswered and I have alluded to some already. 
We are not like_ly to receive answers, and in thi{ respect we would ask that a worthy alternative 
Plan is considered. There has been much friction between parishioners and people involved in 
steering the plan, and 'fairness' has been in shO:rt supply and the cause of much discontent. A 
much bigger population in Burghill Village will aJ-ways have sway in numbers. This should have 

~ 

been taken into account from the start, exercisi"ng the full meaning of the word 1proportional1 

and explaining how th.is might be achieved. A voting system, flawed from the start, led to the 
creation of a skewed and disproportionate plan.:t-o the disadvantage ofa1 sp.i;lfS..~l ,. qpulated 

... _.''l 1;;,, ;1:•JY;;_~. -·· . _,. •: •, · 

Tillington. A Plan which has hardly moved its position during four y~ar.~~~~t · '.Oenged · 
and questions asked. Looking at 'Comments' from Herefordshire c~·uri.8fif &'r;ffiC"Ote\sfrategy of 
May 2013 one notices what is possibly some kind of pre-determination. These comments, all by 
the same person, appear to be preparing the wa_y for Site 10 well before the Burghill NOP was 
set up . A copy of those comments is attached. - It is also worth pointing out that none 
of the people making these decisions for mini-estates in Tillington come from the Tillington 
area of the parish, and no consultation with local residents has ever been made as far as I 
recollect. It is beyond belief that the Parish Council insist on saying that they have_ involved and 
engaged the wider community in coming to these decisions, and can say that the NDP is fai r 
and proportionate. 

*The main drift of the arguments against these four developments in Tillington is as follows: 

1) This area is without question 'countryside' and according to our 11 parish experts" countryside 
must be protected. So why are these "parish experts" so keen to have it developed in this 
grotesque way? 

2) The road through this part of Tillington is totally inappropriate for the developments being 
suggested ..... part of the 'undeliverable' reasoning. Nothing has changed. They are still 
undeliverable due to the heavy constraints. Bringing in bulldozers, ripping up ancient 
hedgerows, spoiling the 'look' and feel of the place is contrary to HC's guidelines. 

3) The people orchestrating this group of four developments are intent on by-passing all local 
feeling. 
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4) The only people benefitting from these mini estates are the sellers of the land and the 

developers. This, therefore, is not a Plan by the people of the parish for the people of the 
parish. It is a Plan by the few, for a few! I'm pretty sure that this is not the outcome hoped for 

by HC and Burghill parishioners, but as it stands, tha_t is the Plan we have ..... totally 

unsatisfactory. 

5) The problems with this Plan are surmountable. Some of the problems, I suspect, e><ist 

because of personal agendas and therefore can easily be dispensed with. · 

about:blank 

6) Herefordshire Council MUST take on board the wrong classification of Tillington settlement 

as being 80+ residences! In reality, it is fewer than 20 houses and as a consequence should not 

be down for developments as in the NOP. Four houses in TOTAL would be atceptable .... giving a 

25% increase .... well above the required 18%. 

In my opening comment I expressed the wish that we are in need of a better NOP. I ask you to 

allow us some more time to develop a more meaningful, more proportional and fairer Plan. An 

"in- touch" Parish Council would have wiped the slate clean after the first debacle and started 

afresh. Unfortunately, they were not really in-touch and as a consequence we have an almost 

repeat performance. The parishioners deserve more. We ask you to look sympathetically at 

what we have to offer. Some ideas are attached. 
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Draft Core Strategy.survey - Lists of t:omments v.1. · May 2013 
htt s: www.herefordshire. ov.uk media 6773183 Draft Core Strate consultatii\ 013 df 

Page 254: 
- "The proposed expansion of the villages of Burg hill and Tillington is also very contentious and has the 

potential to destroy the rural ·characteristics of the villages. Local residents are very concerned tha~ a 
~ ~large numoer of houses densely_ built on green-field sites will have a ~everely detrimental impact on 
"I\ local road safety and the general amenity of the villag~ There is a riskof urbanising the villages. 

Herefordshire is an agricultural county and needs protecting ~ such. Building on green belt land wouli;f 
also destroy historic park land at St Mary's Park Burghill .11 

-......., , AN!) I 'BROWN p,1=.1-..:;p.i fl 
Ji 

II 
Page 649: . 

~principal comments relate to: 1) A reassessment of the need for the Proposed Western Relief Road 
m conjun~io~ ~ith the Trunk Ro~~~he linking~ngton ith Burghill in the HMAs. 
3)The ava1lab1l1ty of brownfield (arid !n Tillmgton eally suiteaf-er..resi ntial development" 

Page 445: . , 
"With regard to Burg hill at Tillington, I · an understand the need for.~housing but the sites 

1./ should be chosen with care. shoul .e Brov-✓nfi!:lld . sites . rather than fartning land. Farming is essential 

, , -~ot ~: fort~e pre~ent but also fo~ the future.• ) 

I ) 
!:;~: :;.~~ OfTillington and Burghlll should be unlt~ey"" ·ndivis/bly linked through joint 
services and ~ocial~m eraction. IhereJs ample laod6it.Tillington.,. , n a bfownfield site, which could 
accommodate up t 3 dwellings of mixed style. It i~ab e to i~eijtified sites at Burghill. 11 

o ~ -~ , d, . 
· _page 462:_ - . - ... . · · , : .: · . . '1f 1-t . . • . 
· 'These comments·areto bi:f-added to~arli.er comment~: .:Th~ _are,s 9f,Tilljn_gtq_n .and B1.J_rghill_should 
~Hi·l:ecl--as they are indivisibly linke~ough joint services and social interaction. There is ample land 

I 
1 "at Tillingto.n)n a brownfield site, which could accommodate up tJ3olliwellings of mixed style. It is 

= 1 '~et'~m1d1dent1,;el%~ Burghill. The suggested area for m~residential development is on a 
brownfield site at t e Tillington business park. This is a site that has considerable potential for 

t ,1 sustainable developm@t-a&-it is previously used land that has an established use for commercial 
storage lmked to the activities of the business park and the Bird Garage. It is a site that is close to 
community services comprising a shop, school, public house, golf club, garage and MOT station, village 
hall, PIY and leisure area, village sports facility, village hall i':'nd church. All these community facilities 
are within wal(<ing distance of this· site. The _site-is on a ·bmno-ute ,--1tds·--a,si.te,,tfta1d:ia:;, ·.-few, t;,onst-i:-aints· in·"···· ,,, ... .-,_,_, 

I I . terms of land use pla_nning and would be more _favouraqle to the communi_ti~s 6f Tillington and Burgh ill · 
. __ 

1 
. as~ its development would be· unlikely to .attract any objectjons from lo~al residents. Furthermore, owing 

" : to the e~tablished use of ~this site its future needs .to b~gulat-1sed 'to prevent-a ·c:haO'ge· in -Owh-ei-ship.'' ;· · ·. :. 
invigorating its commercial presence within the vilfage." ~~ • 

,. • ...:-0 



NDP - JUSTIFICATION of alternative policy 131 which better respects the landscape. local 
distinctiveness. and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillinaton Area: 

Applying these proposed changes to Policy Bl: . 

1. Acknowledges and in part (:orrects an uncorrected error made by Herefordshire Council ~ the 
wrongful inclusion of 'Tillington• as a growth settlement in the Core Strategy. This error was made 
by Hereford$hire Council in its translation of background 'evidence' into the Core Strategy, and has been 
compounded by subsequent actions made by the Qualifying Body (Burghill Parish council) without 
consulting the community. The proposed changes enable compromise between intransigent positions. 

2. By removing it, addresses the drawing of a Settlement Boundary around part of Tillington_, 
which has been done without consultation with the community. and is therefore otherwise a 
gross failure of Basic Conditions for a NDP. · 

3. Takes account of the known environmental and other constraints which exist in this area by 
reducing the impact of development to single rather than multiple dwellings per site because: 

(a) the modification respects: 

constraints which make multi-dwelling developments undeliverable. Examples are highway 
safety (the lanes are fast, narrow and winding in the Tillington area, and even where there is a 
30mph limit it is badly adhered to, with 85 percentile speeds of 40 mph); pedestrian safety · 
(eliminating multlple dwellings per site reduces the need for unachievable improvements); the 
impermeability of the local clay soils which exacerbate the foul drainage impact and surface . 
water flooding; and 

(b) the modification minimises: 

loss of Best-& Most Versatile Land; ecological damage (destruction of hedges and 
biodiversity); sheer overdevelopment of what is a 'hamlet' in a rural area; piecemeal ill
considered design and inappropriate housing types (facilitates the smaller houses which 
parishioners mainly wanted according to the 2014 questionnaire); loss of local distinctiveness; 
detrimental impact on the landscape. 

4. Is compliant with the NPPF, NPPG and the Local Plan 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that: . 
"blanket policies restricting housing development in some settlements and preventing other 
settlements from expanding should be avoided unless their use can be supported by robust evidence'~ 

The Core Strategy in Its Policy RAl - Rural housing distribution states 
"Local evidence and environmental factors wi/1 determine the appropriate scale of development". 

In the case of Tillington and Tillington Common, there Is ample evidence contained in pas~ planning 
applications and in submissions to the Neighbourhood Plan that there are overwhelming constraints which 
in practice limit mult!~dwelling developments. There is a need for relaxed policies which reduce housing 
concentrations so that the impact particularly on highway safety, waste water and surface water flooding 
can be reduced without seeking to prevent development altogether. It is noticeable that there have been 
many objectic_:ms to planning applications for multi-dwelling developments in the Parish, particularly 
Tillington, while planning applications for single dwellings have been largely unopposed (apart from the 
odd nimby), and the rural population is generally tolerant of more gentle development. 

It is the Steering Group which has apparently sought to place a disproportionate amount of housing at 
Tillington Whitmore Cross, based on site assessments lf\'hich are clearly flawed. It is an area where HC 
Land Drainage have noted in responses to recent planning applications "Due to known issues in the area 
with foul water disposal, we request that percolation testing is undertaken .... to ensure that there is a 
means of disposal of treated effluent. This should be established prior to granting planning permission. It 
should be noted that we recommend and support the use of individual package treatment plants and 
individual drainage fields serving each property." 

Space is required to attain foul drainage (and sulface water) arrangements which do not overload the 
impermeable soils in this area. Building regulations dictate that: 

~ Treatment Plants should be at least 10 metres from habitable buildings, preferably downslope 
Drainage fields should: 

o be at least 10m from any watercourse or permeable drain, 
o be at least 50m from the point of abstraction of any groundwater supply, 
o be at least 15m from any building, 
o be sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the overall soakage 
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capacity of the ground is not exceeded 
o be downslope of groundwater sources 
o have rio access roads or driveways within the disposal area 

The area which a laid-out drainage field (with Treatment Plant, Distribution chamber, trenches, separation 
between trenches, and separation from boundaries, buildings and other soakaways) occupies, is therefore 
large, typically 4-0m x 10m. As well as that, surface water drainage needs to be accommodated as well -
"sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the overall soakage capacity of the 
ground is not exceeded". For this area, a principle of.inc!ividuat package treatment plants and individual 
drainage fields serving each property, as supported by Herefordshire Council's Land Drainage engineers:, 
seems eminently sensible. 

Therefore these proposed changes to B1, unlike the NDP as it stands, take account of the soakage capacity 
of the ground yet allow some development in a sensible manner, provided other constraints can be 
overcome. 

There is mention in the Submission NOP of "first time sewerage for many properties" but this really is a red 
herring because Section 101A of the Water Act applies to existing properties, not ones yet to be built; the 
deliverability of such a scheme, and the acceptability to the sewage undertaker of such a scheme is 
questionable given the small number of properties in the area; and in any case it would not solve 
surface water issues because the water undertaker would not permit surface drainage 
connection to infiltrate a foul sewer. On the other hand, the proposed changes to B1 allows the space 
needed for modest development in this rural area to accommodate proper waste and surface water 
percolation so that proposals are likely to be deliverable now rather than at some unspedfied future date, 
and address both foul and surface water issues satisfactorily. 

The proposed amendment also overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 32 of the NPPF which states: 
"Development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual cumulative 
impacts of development are severe. 11 and also overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 120 of the NPPF 
which states: "The effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the natural environment or 
general amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or proposed development to adverse effects from 
pollution, should be taken into account." Clearly the cumulative transport impacts of proposals for multi
dwelling developments are severe relative to the existing impact, because of concentration in such a small 
area. 

5. Respects the reality which is that there is a housing target set by Herefordshire Council which is for 
a minimum of 18% housing growth in the Parish which equates to 124 additional dwellings between 2011 
and 2031; and that 122 addition<;1I dwellings have already been delivered by granted planning permissions. 
There are only 2 residual dwellings now required to meet the minimum target, and windfalls have 
continued to deliver housing in the area. 

In contrast, the authors of the NDP have continued to propose sites which vastly exceed the minimum 
target, and again, in the Submission NOP, the three 'preferred' sites with a capacity of 24 dwellings would 
vastly exceed the 124 target. As at 30 May, the addition of these 24 to the 122 already approved would 
bring the total to 146, which is over 21 % growth, not the 18% required - unnecessary because 'windfalls' 
will continue to come forward anyway. 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that ''.A neighbourhood plan can allocate additional sites to 
those in a Local Plan where this is s1,1pported by evidence to demonstrate need above that identified in the 
Local Plan and the plan proposal meets the basic conditions.,, 

However there is not the evidence to demonstrate such need, and the persistent failure adequately to 
consult and engage with the wider community simply demonstrates non-compliance with Basic Conditions. 
The only 'mandate' goes back to the 2014 Questionnaire, now rather out-of-date, but then the 
overwhelming majority of respondents felt that 18% growth was too much. Therefore the evidence does 
not demonstrate need above 18% growth. Parishioners are hardly likely now to think that 21 % is not too 
much, when they overwhelmingly believed 4 years ago that it was too much! Planning Permissions 
granted since 2011 already exceed the affordable housing provision which was last required for the Parish. 

A criteria based policy amendment such as is proposed, and which does not allocate sites because recent 
housing developments have provided housing numbers very close to the housing target, was accepted by 
Herefordshiri3 Council for the Bartestree NOP. A precedent has been set. 
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NDP - Alternative policy Bl which better respects the landlscauoe, llocall distinctiveness, and 
environmental constraints which apply to the Tilliriqton Area: 

An alternative, ·more acceptable policy B1 would therefore involve the_ following (deletions shown with 
strikethrough, additions highlighted in orange): 

ADD THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS TO THE GLOSSARY: - . 

Blue Line 
Boundar 

i Red Line 
Boundary 

Required on a supporting plan to a planning application, a blue line drawn around any 
other land· owned b the a licant, close to or ad oinin the a lication site. 
Required on a suppo.rting plan to a planning application1 the application site itself 
should be edged clearly with a red line on the location plan. It should include all land 
necessary to carry out the proposed development ( eg land required for access to the 
site from a public highway, visibility splays, landscaping1 car parking and open areas 
around buildin s • 

DELETE M:..;;;..::a:::.c..-4.._ and reference to the settlement boundary for "Tillington" 

ADD the text b elow, highlighted in orange to Polic B1, and DELETE the stnrnhtlu ongh t ext: 

P@Dficy Bl = Scale and type of new housing in l!lurghiH and Tillington and Lower 
Burltorn. 

In order to retain the character of the Burghill parish, proposals for new housing will be only be considered on an 
·allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower Burlton), and Map 3 (Burghill), ~ 
Map 1 (Tillingtcn), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core Strategy and subject to the following criteria: 

(a) Mc!intains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not exceeding 25 
dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to public transport facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to noise or 
nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and rural landscape 
and in accordance with Burghill Parish Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types and sizes including 
at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single storey dwellings, to meet the needs of all 
sectors of the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects the scale and function of the sett lement ; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking Is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

DeveloQment in OJ:)en countiyside including conversion of ru ral buildings utside the Burghill and ower 
urlton settlement boundaries will be in accordance with the relevant Herefordshire planning Qolicies. For the 

avoidance of doubt, Tillington and Tillington Common will be treated for planning purposes as being 
under Policy RA3 of the Core Strategy, but with the exception of the list of potentially develoP-able sites 
apP,endixed to this olicy where single ne dwellings may be pro~osed. 

[ he list of potentially developable sites summarises submissions to the NDP which were defined as 
windfalls', plus three others which have been referred to as "preferred". These have already been 

submitted to the NDP as available. The list also includes two sites (25 & 10) included in the Draft ApriD 
2018 Submission NDP plus site 22 which was previously included in the June 2016 Regulation 16 D 
With multiple dwellings, these three sites are considered to have a cumulative impact which is 
unacceptable du'e particularly to highways, foul drainage, and surface water constraints in this area, 
but if proposals come forward which each had a single dwelling on each site then the sites might then 
be considered deliverable. Any proposals which come forward from sites on the list will be considered 
if they are for one new dwelling per site, or for multiple units if conversions. Constraints must be 
adequately addressed, proposals ust e otherwise com liant with Core Strategy ~olicie~ and must 
be sympathetic to the local area 

Proposals must be submitted with both red line and blue line boundaries (see glossary) showing a red 
line boundary where the curtilage must be proportionate to any proposed si gle c!_w elling. No further 
,esidential development will be ~itted within the blue line boundary. 

T e list mci}I' be UP-dated when the NDP is due for periodic review. 



NDP - .A!!gJ1,mdix to su~~ort an Alternative ~oli91: 31 which better res12ects the ianidscage, focal 
distinctiveness~ and environmentaU constraints which aug~lll to the Tillington Area: 

List of IPotentiaRl]l K>evelo~ZAble Sites for single dwemregs (01r. mll.llti~le 11.mnts ill'll the c:a§e off 
conversions) 

This list includes those sites submitted to the NDP, which have neither yet had planning permission nor have 
been withdrawn. (The April 2018 Submission NDP diligently annotates "7 Field Shelter St Oonat's11 with "Site 
withdrawn not available" so one must presume that the·other sites described as windfalls in the Submission 
NDP have not been withdrawn.) 

Many of these sites have been described as 'windfalls' by the author of the NDP but of course they would only 
really be 'windfalls' if they were ignored as submissions. The reality is that they are site submissions. 

Note that: 

Site 39 (in same ownership as Site 40 and joined by land in the same ownership) was included as a 
'windfall' in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NOP but has mysteriously disappeared from the April 
2018 Submission version so it has been re-included below. 

Site 27 was submitted in 2014 and the owner reconfirmed in October 2017 to the Clerk that the -

conversions should be included as a submission, but this has been ignored. 

Im Bold: Small sitl:es/conversions submitted to tl:he NDP (from Submission NDP .Appenc:llix "J'). 
Asterisked sites: are rural conversions and therefore suitable for multiple dwelli111g units~ 

In Red: 3 sites included in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NDP or the April 2018 Resubmission 
Regulation 16 Draft NDP which are considered too constrained for multi-dwelling.development. 

Options Days Returns 
(Numbers) 

Site NOP Description Note Consultants' PC and For Neutral Against Net 
No Score SG Dwellings 

% Score 
3 Buildings at Hospital Farm Policy RA5 ---- 1.27 50 15 9 *6 

(Windfall). comoliant 
12 Land to the rear of No12 26.7 5.35 44 22 2 1 

Redstone. 
(Windfall) 

33 Land and buildings west 63.3 5.35 29 29 28 1 
of Burghill 
Granoe (Windfall) 

8A Court Farm Yard - Hop Policy RA5 ----- 2.1 52 21 12 1 
Kiln {Windfall} compliant 

4 The Parks Farm Buildings possible 2 ---- 1.5 39 15 3 *2 
extra as 
windfall 

5 Lion Farm Buildings possible 1 extra ---- 1.5 38 9 4 1 
as 
windfall 

39 Land southeast of Cherry Was described 51.9 3.3 39 30 23 =4 
Orchard Cottages as Windfall 

oreviot.islv 1 
40 Land to the west of Cherry 55.7 2.85 46 29 19 ~ 

Orchard Cottages 
(Windfall) 

27 field Farm Buildings Policy RAS ---- 2.16 63 13 6 * 3 
comoliant 

22 Aoj~cE?nt tG Thi;; ~el! Was previously 48.1 5.5 26 32 24 1 
CFro~~gie or:lv} NDP site 

25 Ctile~'rf' O~f?er:g: Tifit:E~~an: Site is in this 34.6 4.0 29 27 27 1 
submission NDP 

10 Tim!i!E'L"t:11 8gSlc!E$ !PE;'(,. Site is in this 44.2 2.84 45 24 13 1 
submission NOP 

LIST OF POTENTIALLY DEVELOPABLE SITES SUBMITffD TO THE NDP WliICH ARE COUNTABLE 19 
.AS SUBMISSIONS/WINDl"ALLS AND/OR ARE SUITABLE l'OR DEVELOPMENT BASED ON A SINGLE 

DWELUNG PER SITE 
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Neighbourhood Planning and Strategic Planning teams Hannah Lorna Bevins 
Herefordshire Council Consultant Town Planner 
Plough Lane 
Hereford Tel: 01926 439127 
HR4 0LE n.grid@amecfw.com 

Sent by email to: 
neighbourhoodplanning@hereford 
shire.gov.uk 

16 May 2018 

Dear Sir / Madam 

Burghill Neighbourhood Plan Consultation 
SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL GRID 

National Grid has appointed Wood to review and respond to development plan consultations on its behalf.  
We are instructed by our client to submit the following representation with regards to the above 
Neighbourhood Plan consultation. 

About National Grid 

National Grid owns and operates the high voltage electricity transmission system in England and Wales and 
operate the Scottish high voltage transmission system. National Grid also owns and operates the gas 
transmission system. In the UK, gas leaves the transmission system and enters the distribution networks at 
high pressure. It is then transported through a number of reducing pressure tiers until it is finally delivered to 
our customers. National Grid own four of the UK’s gas distribution networks and transport gas to 11 million 
homes, schools and businesses through 81,000 miles of gas pipelines within North West, East of England, 
West Midlands and North London. 

To help ensure the continued safe operation of existing sites and equipment and to facilitate future 
infrastructure investment, National Grid wishes to be involved in the preparation, alteration and review of 
plans and strategies which may affect our assets. 

Specific Comments 

An assessment has been carried out with respect to National Grid’s electricity and gas transmission 
apparatus which includes high voltage electricity assets and high pressure gas pipelines, and also National 
Grid Gas Distribution’s Intermediate and High Pressure apparatus. 

National Grid has identified that it has no record of such apparatus within the Neighbourhood Plan area. 

Key resources / contacts 

National Grid has provided information in relation to electricity and transmission assets via the following 
internet link: 
http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/land-and-development/planning-authority/shape-files/ 

The electricity distribution operator in Herefordshire Council is Western Power Distribution. Information 
regarding the transmission and distribution network can be found at: www.energynetworks.org.uk 

Please remember to consult National Grid on any Neighbourhood Plan Documents or site-specific proposals 
that could affect our infrastructure. We would be grateful if you could add our details shown below to your 
consultation database: 

Gables House Wood Environment 
Kenilworth Road & Infrastructure Solutions UK Limited 
Leamington Spa Registered office: 
Warwickshire CV32 6JX Booths Park, Chelford Road, Knutsford, 
United Kingdom Cheshire WA16 8QZ 
Tel +44 (0) 1926 439 000 Registered in England. 
woodplc.com No. 2190074 

nationalgrid wood. 

'\~l'-•lROA ~ 

{In\ ~ ~~ *-,!, 
ISO 9001·6014001 001 

Oti5AS 18001 • • • 

mailto:n.grid@amecfw.com
mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@herefordshire.gov.uk
mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@herefordshire.gov.uk
http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/land-and-development/planning-authority/shape-files/
http://www.energynetworks.org.uk/
http:woodplc.com


Hannah Lorna Bevins Spencer Jefferies
 
Consultant Town Planner Development Liaison Officer, National Grid
 

n.grid@amecfw.com box.landandacquisitions@nationalgrid.com 

Wood E&I Solutions UK Ltd National Grid House
 
Gables House Warwick Technology Park
 
Kenilworth Road Gallows Hill
 
Leamington Spa Warwick
 
Warwickshire CV34 6DA
 
CV32 6JX
 

I hope the above information is useful. If you require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

Yours faithfully 

[via email] 
Hannah Lorna Bevins 
Consultant Town Planner 

cc. Spencer Jefferies, National Grid 

mailto:n.grid@amecfw.com
mailto:box.landandacquisitions@nationalgrid.com


Date: 16 June 2018 
Our ref: 246442 
Your ref: Burghill NDP – Reg 16 

Mr J Latham
 
Hornbeam House
 Technical Support Officer 
Crew e Business Park Herefordshire Council 
Electra Way Plough Lane Crew e
 

Hereford
 Cheshire
 
HR4 0LE CW1 6GJ
 

T 0300 060 3900 

BY EM AIL ONLY 
neighbourhoodplanning@herefordshire.gov.uk 
jlatham@herefordshire.gov.uk 

Dear Mr Latham 

Burghill Neighbourhood Development Plan – Re g 16 Consultation 

Thank you for your consultation on the above dated and received 10th May 2018. 

Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the natural 
environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future generations, 
thereby contributing to sustainable development. 

Natural England is a statutory consultee in neighbourhood planning and must be consulted on draft 
neighbourhood development plans by the Parish/Town Councils or Neighbourhood Forums where they 
consider our interests would be affected by the proposal s made. 

Natural England does not have any specific comments on this neighbourhood plan. 

For any further consultations on your plan, please contact: consultations@naturalengland.org.uk. 

Yours sincerely 

Sharon Jenkins 
Consultations Team 
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Latham, James 

From: Neil Christie 
Sent: 20 June 2018 14:13 
To: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Subject: Burghill Neighbourhood Development Plan 

This latest presentation fails on the same basis as its predecessor, proposing inappropriate, unnecessary and 

unwanted development at the same undeliverable locations. 


The NDP covers the period 2011-2031. As at today’s date there have been 123 planning approvals in the 

Parish, just one short of the 124 (18%) HC advisory target;  it is obviously likely that at least one more will 

arise as a “windfall” over the next 13 years, yet the Parish Council persists in advocating the development of
	
mini-estates that the residents have clearly stated they do not want.  WHY? 


The NDP repeats its focus on sites in the vicinity of Whitmore Cross (sites 25 & 10) - not only located in 

open countryside but already rejected as being undeliverable. WHY? 


Once again the Parish Council has failed to engage with residents or respect their expressed 

preferences. The PC resolved in November 2017 to submit this Plan to Regulation 16, yet it was not 

actually submitted for six months (in May 2018, coinciding with a spate of planning applications around 

Whitmore Cross - why?).  The PC announced in the Parish Magazine at the beginning of this year that the 

NDP would be submitted for Reg.16 “soon” yet made no announcement in the last two editions that it was 

in fact now available for comment.  This Reg.16 publication is indeed the first opportunity residents have 

had to see the new NDP put forward on their behalf;  only the most committed and internet-savvy follower 

of the HC website would have spotted it, and most Burghill residents are not of that generation or 

inclination. Obfuscation or incompetence by the PC? 


The PC appears to have arbitrarily drawn a “Settlement Boundary” around the Whitmore Cross area, 

designated “Tillington” - there is no electoral mandate to do this, residents have not been 

consulted. Perhaps to bolster the proposal to develop site 10? The location is rural and should be recognised 

as such. 


Proposed developments in the vicinity of Whitmore Cross have already been shown to be flawed by reason 

of significant drainage problems and road safety, yet this NDP persists with these sites. WHY? 


Clearly there are noise, smell and other antisocial emanations from the pub and the business park, the 

burning of noxious material has previously been noted (and is also in fact licenced at the garage 

opposite); NDP policy B1 states development shall not be located adjacent to “noise or nuisance generating 

agricultural industrial or commercial activities” and yet proposes exactly such a development!! The NDP is 

nonsensical. 


Reference is made to prospects for connection to the main sewer and other “infrastructure improvements” to 

facilitate the selected sites.  This statement is totally inappropriate, it is the personal opinion or preference of
	
the author of the NDP and has never been consulted on. Local opinion in Tillington is that the private foul 

drainage systems currently in place are entirely satisfactory as well as being economical. 


I have been a resident in Burghill Parish for 31 years in which time the Parish Council has generally served 

constructively and for the benefit of the community.  The current saga of the NDP has however been one of 

obfuscation, misinformation, contradiction, manipulation, and instances of shameful bullying of residents 

who attempt to raise matters of concern at PC meetings.  On occasion residents attending have been treated 
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with shocking disdain and rudeness, prompting me to email a complaint to the Clerk (as I know others have 
had cause to do more recently). Decisions affecting the future lifestyle quality of the Parish, an area chosen 
by many residents for the rural charm ironically epitomised by the selected photographs disingenuously 
reproduced in the NDP document, have been made by what appears to be a coterie of mutually appointed 
individuals (the overwhelming majority of Parish Council members have been co-opted and have no 
electoral mandate);  deliberations of the NDP Steering Group have been inadequately minuted and the SG 
itself was disbanded before the NDP was finalised (and apparently shortly after new members began to 
question policy). 

The NDP has persistently followed a blinkered course advocating the development of mini-estates in a very 
specific rural area, contrary to site constraints, contrary to expressed local preferences, contrary to the 
character of the area, and despite numerical targets already being virtually met by a combination of major 
developments and individual builds. Again one has to ask why. 

Others have put forward a simpler and more restrained proposal that would meet any requirement by HC for 
development in excess of the 18% guideline, without detriment to the rural character and charm of the 
Parish; this has been rejected out of hand. 

The NDP process has been autocratic, dictatorial and deceitful. The appointment of paid Consultants has 
been misused to provide a smokescreen behind which evidence has been manipulated and ignored.  This 
NDP is inaccurate, misleading, inappropriate, unrepresentative, contradictory and a misapplication of 
assumed authority.  It is not fit for purpose. Reject it. 

Neil Christie 
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Herefordshire Council 
Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Planning Services 
Plough Lane 

Hereford 
HR4 OLE 

Oliver and Lisa l<amester 

21st June 2018 

Re-submitted Regulation 16 BURGHILL PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

OBJECTION 

We strongly object to the Draft Burgh ill NOP for several reasons. 

Inadequate public and community consultation: 

Burghill Parish Council have not consulted the wider community on the recent re-submitted 
Burgh ill NDPT. There has been minimal community engagement throughout the process. 

Settlement boundary has been drawn around Tillington without any consultation within the 
parish or directly with local resident~ ~"!fected· by the new boundary. It has simply been 
imposed upon us. 

The proposed sites identified for development are unfair, grossly disproportionate and 

undeliverable. The number of proposed new dwellings is an unacceptable increase 

resulting in over~evelopment. We only need another 2 or 3 more houses to make the plan 
fair. 
Tillington is characterised by roadside dwellings therefore the proposed mini housing 

estates are at odds with the local character and would change the appearance of Tillington 
hamlet forever. 

Deliverability 

HC questioned the deliverability of a number of identified sites- nothing has changes since. 

Highway Safety 

There are serious highway safety issues o~!!:ie C1095 which is a narrow windy road with 

poor visibility and vehicles travelling at high speed, way above the 30mph limit therefore 
proposed access onto this road is dangerous. There is no public footpath from the Bell to 



the Business Park therefore residents either use their cars to access these facilities or risk 
walkil)f ili;thj: l:.i!t .,,.:, .;:w .. -'.-~ ~•.l'l 

Surface Watw. Tlllington area Is renowned for bad drainage due to its soil type, 

There are conit.ID..~~,1.~ow surface water will be managed on any future developments 
therefore reassurance are required that c!rainage solutions are workable. 

Foul Water Drainage. Tillington is not connected to mains sewerage facilities. 

GP Surgery. Creqenhill Surgery is the nearest and at full capacity 

Burghill Community Academy at full capacity 

Public Transport with limited service 

Villages have to grow _but must be done sympathetically and proportionately whilst being 

fair therefore I hereby submit alternative options for consideration. (See attachment). 

OLIVER AND LISA KAM ESTER 



NDP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

Appending the proposed changes to Policy 81: 

1. Acknowledges a gross error made by the wrongful inclusion of .'Tillington' as growth 
settlement in the Core Strategy. This error was made by Herefordshfre Co(lncil in its translation of 
background 'evidence' into the Core Strategy, and the error has beE!"n compounded by subsequent 
actions made in the name of the Qualifying Body (Burghill Parish Counci1) without consulting the 
community. The proposed changes to Policy 81 would, to an extent, rectify the error as well. 

2. Addresses the drawing of a Settlement Boundary around part of Tillington, which has l;>een 
done without consultation with the community. and is therefore is a gross failure of Basic 
Conditions for a NOP. 

3. Takes account of the known environmental and other constraints which exist in this area by 
reducing the impact of development 

to respect: 
highway safety (the lanes are narrow and winding, and even where there is a 30mph limit 
it is badly adhered to, which 85 percentile speeds of 40 mph), pedestrian safety, the 
impermeability of the local clay soils which exacerbate the foul drainage impact and 
surface water flooding, 

to minimise: 
loss of Best & Most Versatile Land, ecological damage (destruction of hedges and 
biodiversity), sheer overdeveloprnent of what is a 'hamlet', pie9emeal ill-considered 
design, inappropriate ho\Js!ng_ type$ ( 4 or more bedrooms not the 3 or less which "the 
people" mainly wanted in the ignored 2014 questionnaire), loss of local distinctiveness 
and detrimental impact on the landscape 

4. Is compliant with the NPPF, NPPG and the Local Plan 
The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that: 1\1~~1' 

"blanket policies restricting housing development in so ments an_d preventing other 
settlements from expanding should be avoided unless their use can be supported by robust 
evidence': 

The Core Strategy in its Policy RA1 - Rural housing distribution stat~s 
"Local evidence and environmental factors will determine the appropriate scale of development': 

Jn the case of Tillington and Tillington Common, there is ample .evidence contained in past planning 
applications and in (ignored) submissions to the Neighbourhood Plan that there are overwhelming 
constraints which in practice limit multi-dwelling developments. There is a need for relaxed policies 
which reduce housing concentrations so that the impact particularly on highway safety, waste water 
and surface water flooding can be reduced without seeking to preventing development altogether. It 
is noticea~le that there have been many objectjpns to planning applications for multi-dwelling 
developments while planning applications for single dwellings have been largely unopposed (apart 
from the odd nimby), and the rural population is generally tolerant of more gentle development - if 
they are asked. 

The proposed amendment overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 32 of the NPPF which states: 
"Development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual 
cumulative impacts of development are severe." and with paragraph 120 of the NPPF which states: 
"The effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the natura( environment or general 
amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or proposed development to adverse effects from 
pollution, should be taken into account.,, 

Clearly the cumulative transport impacts of proposal for multi-dwelling developments are severe 
relative to the existing impact, given that this is such a small area 

~ 1~ 



· NOP - Alternative policy options which better r.espec:t the landscap.e, l.ocal distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which ~.pply to the Tiifinqtoh Area: 

5. Respects the reality which is that there is a housing target set by Herefordshire Council which is 
for a minimum of 18% housing growth which equates to 124 _additional dwellings between 2011 and 
2031; and that 122 adc:jitional dwellings have already been delivered by granted planning 
permissions. There are only 2 residual dwellings no required to meet the minimum target, and 
Windfalls have continued to deliver housing in the area. · 

In contrast, the authors of the NOP have continued to propose sites which vastly exceed the 
minimum target, and again, in the Submission NOP, the three 'preferred' sites with a capacity of 24 
dwellings would again vastly eo<ceed the 124 target. As at 30 May, the addition of these 24 to the . 
122 already approved wound bring the total to 146, which is over 21 % growth, not the 18% required 
- unnecessary because 'windfalls' will continue to come forward anyway. 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance'that ''A neighbourhood plan can allocate additional 
sites to those in a Local Plan where this is supported by evidence to demonstrate need above that 
identified in the Local Plan and the plan proposal meets the basic conditions." There is not the 
evidence to demonstrate such need, and the persistent failure adequately to consult and engage with 
the wider community simply demonstrates non-compliance with Basic Conditions. The only mandate 
goes back to the_2014 Questionnaire, no rather out-of-date, but then the overwhelming majority of 
respondents felt that 18% growth was too much, and they 9re hardly likely now to think that 21 % is 
not too much! 

A criteria based policy amendment sugh _as is proposed, and which does not allocate sites because 
recent housing developments have provided housing close to the housing target, was accepted by 
Herefordshire Council for the Bartestree NDP. A precendent has been set. 

It has been a nightmare trying to concoct these options. It is hard to button down everything, which 
is why-likes Settlement Boundaries. These options should all have been created and 
discussed done before - by -a,nd the PC, and ..... by the community! -

N.B. the NPPF says that there should be no cap o-n development. I am 
concerned that options which apply a cap (by limiting to one per site or 
per land-in-ownership) may be challenged. BUT (see above) the NPPG 
says that "robust evidence" allows restriction, and the CS allows "Local 
evidence and environmental factors" to determine scale. The constraints 
are well-articulated and exposed, the speculative developments at ·Lower 
Burlton and now at Tillington have been made to jump through hoops~ 
and no doubt objectipns to the Submission NOP will amplify the 
constraints. · 

The object, of course, is to permit development which does not 
drastically change the local character and distinctiveness, which 
minimises the detriment to others, is by and large what the local 
popul~tion can accept, is truly sustainable ("justifiable" in my te_rms), is 
safe (highways), does not cause flooding (waste & surface water) , does 
not pollute (foul drainage), and does not adversely impact the ecology 
(hedges etc). 
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NDP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

Options Summary: 
OPTION A 
Single new dwellings anywhere within the Tillington signage (100 metres south east of Whitmore 
crossroads to the village signage at the top of Tillington Common), development to be within 50m 
of C1095 and accessing it directly where safe. 

Pros: limits to single, not multiple new dwellings. Includes Tillington Common too. 
Cons: one per landowner would limit to a total potential of about 20 new houses (if constraints 
could be addressed - reality is likely to be 8 or 1 0 new houses) 

OPTION 8 

Application of CS Policy RA3 anywhere outside the Burghill and Lower Burlton Settlement 
Boundaries. (In essence, preserves the old countryside policy of the UDP). 

Pros: in practice limits to conversions only right across the area, might deliver 3 to 6 units. 
Cons: examiner may reject it because no compromise (although it is the option most fitting for an 

area with poor infrastructure). 

OPTI0NC 

Single new dwellings anywhere within the Tillington signage {100 metres south east of Whitmore 
crossroads to a point 170 metres northwest* of the Bell), cf evelopment to be within Som of C1095 
and accessing it directly where safe. *This is just east of Elm Cottage, before you get to Roun~ Oak. 

Pros: limits to single, not multiple new dwellings. 
Cons: one per landowner would limit to a total potential of about 11 new houses (if constraints 
could be addressed - reality is likely to be 3 or 4 new houses). Implicitly recognises that Ti!lington 
is more sustainable than Tillington Common. 

O PTI0N O 

Application of CS Policy RA3 anywhere outside the Burghill and Lower Burlton Settlement 
Boundaries. (In e~sence, preserves the old countryside policy of the UDP). List of 'Windfalls' (or to 
be precise., actual site submissions) attached to Option D. EXCEPTION: would permit the 6 new 
houses submitted by Farmcare (sites 39 & 40}~ 

Pros: lists 'windfalls' as submitted sites and gets that out into the open. The numbers 
demonstrate that 'windfalls' (to cover a shortfall of just 2) are deliverable because so many are 
available. 
Cons: Just extracting windfalls has risks -the 6 Farm care houses have to be included. Also, this 
ignores Sites 22, 25, and 1 0 which may be seen as unfair. 

OPTI0N E 

In essence is OPTION D but limits new builds to one per site and brings back Sites 22, 25, and 10 
but only 1 per site. Application of CS Policy RA3 anywhere outside the Burghill and Lower Burlton 
Settlement Boundaries. {In essence, preserves the old countryside policy of the UDP). List of 
'Windfalls' (or to be precise, actual site submissions) attached to Option D. EXCEPTION: for new 
builds, restricted to only one per site/blue line boundary. 

Pros: lists 'windfalls' as submitted sites and gets that out into the open. The numbers 
demonstrate that 'windfalls' (to cover a shortfall of just 2) are deliverable because so many are 
available. 
Cons: Still provides 20 houses, seems excessive to cover a shortfall of just 2. Potential 
overshoot of 18 in theory. But many of these just won't happen or will get turned down due to 
constraints. 
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NOP - Alternative policy optic:ms which better. respect the l<indscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTION A 
Proposed additions to the Glossarv· 
Blue Line Required rn any case as a supporting plan to a planning application, a blue line drawn 
Boundaiv around anv other land owned by the applicant, close to -or adioinina the aoolicafon site. 
Red Line Required in any case lh support of a planning. applicationl the application site itself should 
Boundary be edged clearly with a red line on the lo.cation plan. It should include all land necessary 

to carry out the proposed development ( eg land required for access to the site from a 
publ'ic highway, visibility splays, landscaping, car pi!irking .and open areas around 
buildinas). 

Modify Policy B1: 

• Delete Map 4 and reference to the (imposed, not-consulted-on) settlement boundary for "Tillington", 
• Add the words below, in red: 
Policy Bl - Scale and type of new housing in 
Burghill and Tillington and Lower Burlton. 
In order to retain the character of the Burg hill parish, proposals for new housing will be only be 
considered on an allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower 

' Burlton), and Map 3 (Burgt,ill), anE':l Maf'3 1 (Til'lh~91:al'l), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core 
Strategy and subject to the following criteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not 
exceeding 25 dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to public transp·a'rt facilities; 
. . 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions.for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to 
noise or nuisance generating _agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality desi'gn and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and 
rural landscape arid in accordance with Burghill Parish Design Gui"d~nce; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types 
and sizes including at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single 
storey dwellings, to meet the needs of all sectors of the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects the scale and function of the ·settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is pro.v.ided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall· be 80 square metres. 

Development in open countryside including conv~rsion of rural buildings o~t$tdAa the B~hiH 
•nd J.Qwer: EtU¥1ton se~.ent bu\ln•~ ~ q--.,~td~ t~ ~ 'Pf t,mngton: defined 
betow will be in accordance with the relevant Herefordshire planning policies. 

With ~ar.cts tQ 'tillington-, 1t ts a coiiritrysiite kJcation btit-i>to.ii~i& ibr 
• · new single -ctwelling$, and 
• conv~.$ip~s of ~xis.ting rurat (tto·n-cemm~nial, usl,lally fa.rm-. agripdturirl} 

. . J>'"1diogs to c:reate singl~ ·f>F mµltjpl~ ~welfimw therein ' ' ' 
will ~~ supp_Of'tt!d in t,~·sat~ defitle~ below., pr,~ ~'1;.1t ~n~~Jn~ •r.• c)deq1,1$.-V 
addressed, that proposa& ate othtarwis:~ <:8iliPJf.~nt wftl) '4)r~ $ttatl}Jy polidta-s, ·and ctre 
sympath~llc to tne tadil areaI 

Fqr t)1e pur~ pf d~-rnir~ t~ part of 'Tltffngioli' where ~$itive- new smgl~ 
dweliir,gs Vit:ili'iH!fact;e.,..b~ tn pri~p-~ .~tend$ hc,m the viliag.~ st9nage in the:@1,1th, 
(lo.o m.etres soutfl east· oft~ Q-owmore .Lane/ctc,,s l'imng~~ ~Ii QUS~~~) t~ ~"1e 
vilfage srgnap in the north (200 mett'~ nor.th west o1 the lla,dnage i.netcio,s _ 
Tiffington Road_ jund'ioo. Proposals wUJ be considered ooty jf they ate- within $0 ~tr,e$ 
of tiie c109s t-fllmg·tpn ~<iad a~ if tne sirdJii:ise.d accesses -ate dire.ctiy onto th~ ttoiJs 
'riilingta.ri. R~d-, ~atd demonstrated to be s.u~ · 

J>ro1to.s~I$ must. b~ ~mi'~ed with l)o~b ·re~ line an.~ blu~ lin~ bpundatie_is (~ _glOS!lary) 
s·hdwing a r.-e'd line boundary where tft~ <:U.t.til~ge ~ proportlona~ to ~ny p~~ smgl~ 
dwelfhig. Nci further residential development will be permltled Within t1'4! blue Une 
boundar . 
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NDP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTION B 

Modify Policy B1 : 
" Delete Map 4 and ref.erence to the (imposed, not-consulted-on) settlement boundary for "Tillington", 
" Add the words below, in red: 
Policy Bl ~ Scale and type of n~w housing in 
Burghill and Tillington and Lower Burlton. 
In order to retain the character of the Burghill parish1 proposals for new housing will be only be 
considered on an allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower 
Burlton), and, Map 3 (Burg hill), al=lel Map q (Tillil'l9t~n1), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core 
Strategy and subject to the following criteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not 
exceeding 25 dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to public transport facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to 
noise _or nuisance generating ag_ricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings1 environment and 
rural landscape and in accordance with Burghill -Parish De.sign Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the def ivery _of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types 
and sizes including at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single 
storey dwellings, to meet the neecls of all sectors 9f the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects:the scale a·nd function of the settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

Development-in open countryside including conversion of rural buildings _outside the 8urg,blll 
and Lower Butftoit settlement boundar.ie.s wi/J be in accordance with the relevant -~ · 
Herefordshire .planning policies. Fbr the _.,,efdance of. daobl:; )"ilfi.iigti>il and "fllfiitgton 
Cottunon wiU ba treated· fk p.la.nni~ pur~ ~ beil~g ~ Pc,Ht.y ltA3 of the Core 
$tr.ategy. 

.. . "" ... 
' 
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NDP - Alterhative policy op~io1:1s which better. resp.e.ct .th.e landsca_pe, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints Which apply to the Tillingtoli Area: 

ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTION C 
Proposed additions to the Glossary: 
Blue Line 
Boµndar 

Required in any case as a supporting plan to a planning application, a blu~ line drawn 
around an other land own~d b the a licant, _close to or ad"oinin _ th_e a licc).tion $ite. 

Red Line 
Boundary 

Required in any case In support of a planning application, the application site .itsfl°lf should 
be edged clearly with a red line on the location plan. It should include all land,necessary 
to carry out the proposed development (eg land req·uired for access to _the site from a 
public highway, visibility splays, landsca·ping, car parking and open areas around 
bpildin s. 

Modify PoHcy 81: 
• Delete Map 4 and reference to the (imposed, not-consulted-on) settlement boundary for "Tillington", 
• Add the words below, in red: 
Policy B1 - Scale and type of new housing in 
Burghill and Tinington and Lower Burlton. 
In order to retain the character of the Burg hill parish, proposals for new housing will be only be 
considered on an allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 {Lower 
Burlton), cln(I Map 3 (Burghill), and Ma~ 1 (TilliA~bH'l), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core 
strate·gy and subject to the following criteria: 

(a) ·Maintains an appropriate density in context witli the immediate surrounding area and not 
exceeding 25 dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to pub.lie transport facilities; . . 
(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to· 
noise or nuisance generating agricultural, industrial'or commercial activities);-

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and 
rural landscape and in accordance with Burghill Parish Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a coritribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types 
and sizes including at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single 
storey dwellings, to meet the needs of all s·ectors of th:e community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects the scale and function of the settlement;· 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on.site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

Development in open countryside including conversion of rural buildings outsi~ the Buri;lhill 
;;1nd L.Qwe, Bur~ton s~~-- b~urtdari~ ~ out~ute ~e ~e~ -of T.ifli'ri9fori ~~ed 
a.l<t'IA,- will be in accordance with the relevant Herefordshire planning poiicies. 

With regards to Tlllfngton, it is .a countrvskf~ location but propo.sctl$ f.of 
.. nl!IN $i•n9~ dweffihitst and 
• ci>miersions ·of ~x.sti.-9 rural { nelt"COfflmerti~, usually former agricultural) 

b.uifdings .tp ·c~t.e -~fr,.gi~ t>r rinilttple dwetH"gs thereih . 
WU.I b~ supp.Q.rted in the 1area d.~fine'.d beJQw, p~~vi~~d ~hc1~ wn,tr.~tn~~ are adeq.uately 
addressed,. that :proposal$ aYe Qthet-Wi~• ;:om-pliant witb Core strategy polici•; ~n~ ~r~ 
syinpatheti1: ·to the local area. 

Por the purp~se .Qt defini~icm, ~e ,part_.of ~'f'lflmgfun,' whn sensft:lve new -single 
~"1ellifl9S: wifl "·e ac:~lff)tabte in principle extends from -~ vtflag~ ~i9.nag~ _in the .s'o~th 
(100 me~$ !iP'Uth east :qf the. Crowmore L~n~/C1095 tiiJin_j~n Roa,fctossroaas) te ~ 
11oirit 170 mettes an the (109$ north we$t ef the Beli Xnn_. Pr~po!ia'5 will be c.o"-~ld~r•~ 
only if they are Wltflin so metres oi th~ C1095 ·TJJ11a9t~n l\~d a11d. .if ttte pfflp_oe;ed 
attees~ are .directly --ortto the c1a9s Tillington .Road; and demonstrated to be:nfe, 

Propo~~f~ must be submitted with-~o'th r~d lin~ and &Jue Ji~ .bpc,1n~ari•$ (s-ee glo:ss-aiy} 
showing ~ red tin~ bp4m,ary where th~ .curtiiage is propartiotiate to any pro,msed single 
ctwetrmg. N.Q f'-'rtl'Jer re$identiaf deve't.Qpm~t will '1e :p~rmltt,ec:1 -w~in \It~ .blue line 
bounda . . 
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NOP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTION D 
Proposed additions to the Glossary: 
Blue Line Required in any case as a supporting plan to a planning application, a blue line drawn 
Boundar around an other land owned b the a licant, close to or ad'oinin the a lication site. 
Red Line Required in any case In support of a planning application, the application site itself should 
Boundary be edged clearly with a red line on the location plan. It should include all land necessary 

to carry out the proposed development ( eg land required for access to the site from a 
public highway, visibility splays, landscaping, car parking and open areas around 
buildin s. 

Modify Policy B1: . 
11• Delete Map 4 and reference to the (imposed, not-consulted-on) settlement boundary for "Tillington", 
11 Add the words below, iri red: 
Policy Bl - Scale and type of new housing in 
Bur.ghill and Tillington and Lower Burlton. 
In order to retain the character of the Burg hill parish, proposals for- new housing will be only be 
considered on an allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Low.er 
Burlton), ~n4 Map 3 (Burghi/1), • ml Mst3 1 (Tillif'l§tel'i), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core 
Strategy and subject to the following criteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not 
exceeding 25 _d_wellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate acces~ to public trapspo~t facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to 
noise or nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and 
rural"landscape _and in accordance with Burghill Parish Design Guidance; · 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types . 
and sizes including at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single 
storey dwellings, to meet the needs of all sectors of the community, located throughout the site; .. . 
(g) Reflects th~ scale and function of the settlen:ient; 

(h) Ensures appropriat e parking is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum fiving space within tjwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

Development in open countryside including conver.§iion of rural buf!dings o-1,1ts'ide th'.e. Biird~ir 
and l.~ 8.ul'~n ~~t ~oun4,Hi~ will b~ in accordance with the relevant • 
Herefordshire_planning policies. For ~ -avo-idan~ of ~btr flitfn.g.f.'9n and TIIUtl!ttan .
CO.n'imJJn ·wili in general iie treated for pfatanlng PlffP11$ES ;els: .flei~ under Poficy RA3 ef 
~he C-dr.e strategy .. 

~f\ft r~~.t~ f{, Tl'ltinf;ton; tt: ts a cmnitr.ysicte ~th>n ~ p·r~~sal$ which are on-the 
fc,Jl~mg -ff$t (ff s~ \l!fhi~ ffllV.tt! alr~y ~ . $UJJJt1tited tQ 'tha t,;pp a$ availab~ 
incJu.ding tJu;;~re fo.r .rre-w dl!vetlings nqt e.x,zeet{ing ~ nf.ffllber$ ~ site on ttie tfstr will 
al5o be £.Otl:Sidered provided th-a-t Qtrnittam~ at".e pdg4Qa~Y ad~NtS.Sed, that ~CJPDSSI$ 
are -otherwise cofitpUartt with Core stra.tegy pofrcle, amJ are.:s.ympatheilc to the u.~• 
area,, 

if'h~ list inav be f.li>:dated when ijt~ NDP ~ due for periodic rev,f:ew. 

Proposais must .be. submitted with both red line and bl~ JJne boundaries ,~ gto•~ry) 
showing a red line boundary-where the c.ttttilap is prop:oi'ti~te ta -a.n-v propo.sed single 
dwelling. No further residential deve.ld.pment wHI be .J)ESrmitted withm the Mue,fine -
bouridaty. 
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· NOP - Alternative policy options which .b:etter respect the landscane, local distinctiveness, 
and environmentat constraints -which apply to the Tillinqton Area: 

Option D List 
Small sites/conversions submitted to the NDP (from submission NDP Appendix 7). 
These have been described as 'windfalls' by the author of the NOP but of course they would only 
really be 'windfalls' if they are ignored as submissions. They are site submissions. 

This lil?t include_s those sites submitted to the NOP, which have neither yet had planning permission 
nor have been withdrawn. (The NOP includes "7 Field Shelter St Donat's" wjth "Site withdrawn not 
available" diUgently highlighted so one must presume that the other sites described as windfalls in 
the Submissi_qn NOP have not been withdrawn.) 

Note that: 
Site 39 was included as a 'windfall' in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NOP but has mysteriously 
disappeared from the April 2018 Submission version _so is re-included below. 
Site 27 was submitted in 2014 and the owner reconfirmed in October 2017 to the Clerk that the 
conversions should be included as a submission, but this has been ignored. 

,. 
Options Days Returns 

(Numbers) 
Site NDP Description Note Consultants' PC and For Neutral Against Net 
No Score SG Dwellings 

% Scori;;i 
15 Rear of The Villa, Planning ---- 3.63 48 . 18 23 0 

Burghill (Windfall) permission 
granted 
(for 1) 

3 Buildings at ---- 1~27 50 . 15 9 6 
Hospital Farm 
(Windfall). 

12 Land to the rear 26.7 5.35 44 22 2 1 
of No12 Redstone. 
(Windfall) -

33 Land and 63.3 5.35 29 29 28 1 
buildings west of 
Burghill 
Granqe (Windfall) 

BA Court Farm Yard - ---- 2.1 52 21 12 1 
Hbp Kiln 
(Windfall) 

· 4 The (!>arks Farm granted ---- 1.5 39 15 3 2 
Buildings planning ' 

permission 
with 
possible 2 
extra as 
windfall . 

5 Lion Farm granted ---- 1.5 38 9 4 1 
Buildings planning 

permission 
with 
possible 1 
extra as 
windfc1ll 

39 Land southeast of Was 51.9 3.3 39 30 23 4 
Cherry Orchard described 
Cottages as Windfall 

orevioU9lV 
40 Land to the west 55.7 2.85 46 29 19 2 

of Cherry Orchard 
Cottages 
(Windfall) 

27 Field Farm Policy RAS ---- 2.16 63 13 6 3 
BuildinQS compliant 

TOTAL SMALL SITES SUBMITTED TO THE NOP WHICH ARE COUNTABLE AS 21 
SUBMISSIONS/WINDFALLS 
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NOP - Alternative policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTION E 
Proposed additions to the Glossary: 
Blue Line Required in any case as a supporting plan to a planning application, a blue line drawn 
Boundar around an other land owned b the a licant, close to or ad'oinin the a lication site. 
Red Line Requirad in any case In support of a planning application, the application site itself should 
Boundary be edged clearly with a red line on the location plan. It should include all land necessary 

to carry out the proposed development (eg land required for access to the site from a 
public highway, visibility splays, landscaping, car parking and open areas around 
buildin s. 

Modify Policy B1 : 
11 Delete Map 4 and reference to the (imposed, not-consulted-on) settlement bo1,mdary for "Tillington", 
11 Add the words below, in red: 
Policy Bl - Scale and type of new housing in 
Burghill and Tillington and Lower Burlton. 
In order to retain the character of the Burghill parish, proposals for new housing will be only be 
considered on an allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lower 
Burlton), and l\'.lap 3 (Burghiil), aF1 el Maj:l 1 (TilliFlghm), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core 
Strategy and subject-to the following criteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not 
exceeding 25 dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 
. . 

(c) Ensures adequate access to p1'.ilJ"fic transpo~t facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to 
noise or nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality· design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and 
rural landscape and in accordance-with Burghill Parish Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types 
and sizes including at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single 
storey dwellings, to meet the needs of all sectors of the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects the scale and function of the settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

Development .in open countryside including conversion of rural buildings .outside the 11:urgftiH 
arid Lower Bur.ltoo !;e'tii'ement bouridarles' will be in accordance with the releva'nt · 
Herefordshire planning poli~)es. f'O:r. N,Je ~n~ al d9~bt, ~tn~n afid ttlU'ijton 
c~nin,p~ WJfl ~ ~ fQr ptannJng ·purposes as ~ein9 L1HW .Peli:c:_y RA~ of the ~e. 
51:rate!Jy. 

the f(;llJowmg Ii~ Qf sites summarises sutimiffions to the NOP whidi have bes defined 
as 'Wiitdfafl.s'. jhese ~ve ~v ~a ~.bmitted •the.NOP as aY\l~e. t~ list a~o 
inch.Ht~ ~WO :sttes (:25 .. ,14)) inq~ h-i tid~ Q~lt Aprii -~1$ stiJ'mJIS!lii;n Nl>P ptus site 
22 W'14:h V«J.5 pteViou!!IY in.du~ in~ l"'ne io1G liea~.da.ti~ ;t..$ Ni>P. With mlllti~ 
dWellmgs,. the ttiree stt1:!S ~ ~r,sn:te;~ tn t)a\fe a ~um.1,1Jati·~ lmp~t Whi'1:h n; 
1JJ11:icceptable due pattiailatlV to highways and foul Eit.alriage «lffliti'ain\'$ fn tNs ~ 
&~ if propo;sal• eam~ fol"Ward which eatili had-a sirtgls .dwelliriJJ theii ffi:E! sitieS l'IHttht 
then be ~onsidetec":f delhfer-able~ Any :FQ,osafs tllmkh ~~$ fQf~~ ftbm sites on tfie fist 
will b~ cqn~ld~ if ~IW ~r_e fer .ene new awelling pe.r ~e, or for multiple_ umts if 
conv~s.1ons. . ClfflStrc1ims must lte -adCi!Cf4J'c;ltely addr-es,sed, pro_p~s mu~ b~ A>,h~~ 
f:Oi.npfia;n with core strat~V p-~f~Jes, al)"~ be symp-~fletic to ~ IGCai ar• 

Prop.osals must be 9Ubmttted with both -red llne an.d blue .fine bot1ndatie.s (-see gios-sar.yJ 
showing a red tine: boun4aw wh•~-the cur~ila.g~ i~ pr<,Jp-artrofutt~ to any prcip~d gJngJe 
dwe-1iing, Np further re-$identtal develep.itiertt wffl be p~tted wft.hfn -the bfue Jlne 
~Qundaey. ·· · · 

The list ma be u dat.e.d when the:NOP is flue for ,· -etiOdJc r.evlew. 
~ 9 ~ 



NDP ---Alternative. policy options which better respect the landscape, local distinctiveness, 
and environmental constraints. which apply to the T111in9ton Area: 

Option E List 
Small sites/conversions submitted to the NDP (from Submission NDP Appendix 7). 
These have been described as 'windfalls' by the author of the NOP but of course they would only 
really be 'windfalls' if they are ignored as submission_s. They are site submissions. 

This list inclLjdes those sites submitted to the NDP, which have neither yet had planning permission 
nor have been withdrawn. (The NDP includes "7 Field Shelter St Don.at's" with "Site Withdrawn not 
available" diligently highlighted so one must presume that the other sites described as windfalls in 
the Submission NDP have not been withdrawn.) 

Note that: 
Site 39 was included as a 'windfall' in the June 2016.Regulation 16 Draft NDP but has mysteriously 
disappeared from the April 2018 Submission version so is re-included below. 
Site 27 was submitted in 2014 and the owner reconfirmed in October 2017 to the Clerk that the 
conversions should be included as a submission, but this has been ignored. 

Options Days Returns 
(Numbers) 

Site . NDP Description Note Consultants' PC and For Neutral Against Net 
No Score SG Dwellings 

% Score 
3 Buildings• at ----- 1.27 50 15 9 6 

Hospital Farm 
(Windfall). 

12 Land to the rear 26.7 5.35. 44 22 2 1 
of No12 Redstone. ~ 

(Windfall) · 
33 Land and 63.3 5.35 2-9 29 28 1 

buildings west of 
Burghill 
Grcmoe (Windfall) 

SA Court Farm Yard - ---- 2.1 - ·s2 21 12 1 
Hop Kiln 
<Windfall) 

4 The Parks Farm possible 2 ---- 1.5 39 15 3 2 
Buildings extra as 

windfall 
5 Lion Farm possible 1 ---- 1.5 38 9 4 1 

Buildlngs extra as 
windfall 

39 Land southeast of Was 51.9 3,3 39 30 23 =4=, 1 
Cherry Orchard described 
Cottages as Windfall 

oreviouslv 
40 Lan-.d to the west 55.7 2.85 46 29 19 ~ 1 

of Cherry Orchard 
Cottages 
(Windfall) 

27 Field Farm Policy RAS ---- 2.16 63 13 6 3 
Buildinos comoliant 

22 Adjacent to The Was 48.1 5.5 26 32 24 1 
Bell (Frontage previously 
oply) NOP site 

25 Cherry Orchard, Site is in 34.6 4.0 29 27 27 1 
Tillington this 

submission 
NDP 

10 Tillington Business Site is in 44.2 2.84 45 24 13 1 
Park this 

submission 
NDP 

TOTAL SMALL SITES SUBMITTED TO THE NOP WHICH ARE COUNTAB.LE AS 20 
SUBMISSIONS/WINDFALLS 

,-.10 ~ 



NDP - JUSTIFICATION of alternative policy Bl which better respects the landscape, local 
distinctiveness, and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: 

Applying these proposed changes to Policy 81: 

1. Acl<nowledges and in part corrects an uncorrected error made by Herefordshire Council - the 
wrongful inclusion of 'THlington' as a growth settlement in the Core Strategy. This error was made 
by Herefordshire Council in its translation of background 'evidence' into the Core Strategy, and has been 
compounded by subsequent actions made by the Qualifying Body (Burgh ill Parish Council) without 
consulting the community. The proposed changes enable compromise between intransigent positions. 

2. By removing it1 addresses the drawing of a Settlement Boundary around part of Tillington1 

which has been done without consultation with the community, and is therefore otherwise a 
gross failure of Basic Conditions for a NOP. 

3. Takes account of the known environmental and other constraints which exist in this area by 
reducing the impact of development to single rather than multiple dwellings per site because: 

(a) the modification respects: 

constraints which m~ke multi-dwelling developments undeliverable. Examples are highway 
safety (the lanes are fast, narrow and winding in the Tillington area, and even where there is a 
30mph limit it is badly adhered to, with 85 percentile speeds of 40 mph); pedestrian safety 
(eliminating multiple dwellings per sjte reduces the need for unachievable improvements); the 
impermeability of the local clay soils which exacerbate the foul drainage impact and surface 
water flooding; arid 

(b) the modification minimises: 

Joss of Best & Most Versatile Land; ecological damage (destruction of hedges and 
biodiversity); sheer overdevelopment of what is a 'hamlet' in a rural area; piecemeal ill
considered design and inappropriate housing types (facilitates the smaller houses which 
pari~hioners mainly wanted according to the 2014 questionnaire); loss of local distinctiveness; 
detrimental impact on the landscape. 

4. Is compliant with the NPPF, NPPG and the Local Plan 

The NPPG state,s in its Rural Housing guidance that: . 
"blanket policies restricting housing development in some settlements and preventing other 
settlements from expanding should be avoided unless their use can be supported by robust evidence'~ 

The Core Strategy in its Policy RA1 - Rural housing distribution states 
"Local evidence and environmental fi!ctors will determine the appropriate scale of development'~ 

In the case ofTillington and Tillington Common, there is ample evidence contained in past planning 
applications and in submiss.ions to the Neighbourhood Plan that there are overwhelming constraints which 
in practice limit multi-dwelling developments. There is a need for relaxed policies which reduce housing 
concentrations so that the impact particularly on highway safety, waste water and surface water flooding 
can be reduced without seeking to prevent development altogether. It is noticeable that there have been 
many objections to planning applications for multi-dwelling developments in the Parish, particularly 
Tillington, while planning applications for single dwelJings have been largely unopposed (apart from the 
odd nimby), and the rural population is generally tolerant of more gentle development. 

It is the Steering Group which has apparently sought to place a disproportionate amount of housing at 
Tillington Whitmore Cross, based on site assessments which are clearly flawed. It is an area where HC 
Land Drainage have noted in responses to recent planning applications "Due to known issues in the area 
with foul water disposal; we request that percolation testing is undertaken .... to ensure that there is a 
means of disposal of treated effluent. This should be established prior to granting planning permission. It 
should be noted that we recommend and support the use of indNidual package treatment plants and 
individual drainage fields serving each propertv." 

Space is required to attain foul drainage (and surface water) arrangements which do not overload the 
impermeable soils in this area. Building regulations dictate that; 

o Treatment Plants should be at least 10 metres from habitable buildings, preferably downslope 
o Drainage fields should: 

o be at least 10m from any watercourse or permeable drain, 
o be at least 50m from the point of abstraction of any groundwater supply, 
o be at least 15m from any building, 
o be sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the overall soakage 
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capacity of the ground is not exceeded 
o be downslope of groundwater sources 
o hav·e no access roads or driveways. within the disposal area 

The area which a laid-out drainage field (with Treatment Plant, Dtstribution chamber, trenches, separation 
between trenches, and separation from boundaries, buildings and other soakaways) o.ccupies, is therefore 
large, typically 40m x 10m. As well as that, surface water drainage needs to be accommodated as well -
'\sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the overall soakage capacity of the 
ground is not exceeded". for this area, a principle of individual package treatment plants and individual 
drainage fields serving each property, as supported by Herefordshire Councfl's Land Drainage engineers, 
seems eminently sensible. 

Therefore these proposed changes to Bl, unlike the NDP as it stands, take account of the soakage capacity 
of the ground yet allow some development in a sensib-le manner, provided other constraints can be 
overcome. 

There is mention in the Submission NOP of "first time sewerage for many properties" but this really is a red 
herring because Section 101A of the Water Act applies to existing properties, not ones yet to be built; the 
deliverability of such a scheme, and the acceptability to the sewage undertaker of such a scheme is · 
questionable given the small number of properties in the area; and in any case it would not solve 
surface water issues because the water undertaker would not permit surface drainage 
connection to infiltrate a foul sewer. On the other hand, the proposed changes to Bl allows the space 
needed for modest development in this rural area to accommodate proper waste and surface water 
percolation so that proposals are likely to be deliverable now rather than at some unspecified future date, 
and address both foul and surface water issues satisfactorily. 

The proposed amendment also overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 32 of the NPPF which states: 
"Development should only be prevented dr refused on transport grounds where the residual cumulative 
impacts of development are severe. II and aiso overcomes rion-co.mpi'iarice with paragra-pti. 120 of th·e NPPF 
whi.c:h states: "The effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the natural environment or 
general amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or proposed development to adverse effects from 
pollution, should be taken into account." Clearly the cumulative tra,nsport impacts of proposals for multi
dwelling developments are severe relative to the existing impact, because of concentration in such a small 
area. 

5. Respects the reality which is that there is a housing target set by Herefordshire Council which is for 
a miniml!m of 18% housing growth in the Parish which equates to 124 additional dwellings betvyeen 2011 

· and 2031; and that 122 additional dwellings have already been deJiver.ed by granted planning permissions. 
There are only 2 residual dweJllngs now required to meet the minimum target, and windfalls have 
continued to deliver housing in the area. 

In contrast, the authors of the NDP have continued to propose sites which vastly exceed the minimum 
target, and again, in the Submission NDP, the ,three 'preferred' sites with a capacity of 24 dwelfings would 
'vastly exceed the 124 target. As at 30 May, the addition of these 24 to the 122 already approved would 
bring the total to 146, which Is over 21 % growth, not the 18% required - unnecessary because 'windfalls' 
will continue to come forward any.way. 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that "A neighbourhood plan can allocate additional sites to 
those in a Local Plqn where tms is supported by evidence to demonstrate need above that identified in the 
Local Plan and the plan propJOsal meets the basic conditions. 1

' 

However there ls not the evidence to demonstrate such need, and the persistent failure adequately to 
consult and engage with the wider community simply demonstrates non-compliance with Basic Conditions. 
The only 'mandate' goes back to the 2014 Questionnaire, now rather out-9f-date, but then the 
overwhelming majority of respondents felt that 18% growth was too much. Therefore the evidence does 
not demonstrate need above 18% growth. Parishioners are hardly likely now to think that 21 % is not too 
much, when they overwhelmingly believed 4 years ago that It was too much! Planning Permissions 
granted since 2011 already exceed the affordable housing provision which was last rE;Jquired for the Parish. 

A criteria based policy amendment such as is proposed, and which does not allocate sites because recent 
housing developments have provided housing numbers very close to the housing target, was accepted by 
Herefordshire Council for the Bartestree NOP. A precedent has been set. 
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NDP - Alternative policv Bl which better respects the landscape, local distinctiveness, and 
environmental constraints which appiy to the Tiilington Area: 

An alternative, more acceptable policy B1 would therefore involve the following (deletions shown with 
strikethrough, additions highlighted in fu_~nge): 

ApD THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS TO THE GLOSSARY: 

Blue Line 
Bo_unda 
Red Line 
Boundary 

Required on a supporting plan to a planning applicationl a--blue line dniwn around any 
other land owned b the a Jicant close to or ad·oipin the a ication site. 
Req1,1ir~d on a supporting plan to a planning applic;::it1on1 the application site itself 
should be edged clearly with a red line on the location plan. It should include all land 
nec~ssary to carry out the proposed development ( eg land r-equired for access to the 
site from a public highway, visibility splays, landsc:aping, car parking and open areas 
around buildings • 

- - ·- - --- --- ------ --- - - ------· ---- ----·--· 
_4 i!!_ld reference to the settlement b~unda_ry for " Ti_l!ingtpn" 

-- -- - - - -- --- - ---· - --- -- ---
DD the text below, higblighted in orange to PoJiq~ Bl, and DELETE the !!ill acktln oayh text: 

Policy B1 ~ Scale and type of new housing in Burghill and Tillington and Lower 
Burlton. -

In 9rder to retain the character of the Burghill parish, proposals for new housing will bE; only be considered on an 
allocated site or within the settlement boundaries identified on Map 2 (Lo~er Burlton), it.D.!I Map 3 (Burghill), ~ 
Map 1 (Ti!lin9tcn), in accordance with the Herefordshire Core Strategy and subject to the following criteria: 

(a) Maintains an appropriate density in context with the immediate surrounding area and not exceeding 25 
dwellings per hectare; 

(b) Ensures appropriate and safe access; 

(c) Ensures adequate access to public transport facilities; 

(d) Provides appropriate living conditions for existing and future occupiers (not located adjacent to noise or 
nuisance generating agricultural, industrial or commercial activities); 

(e) Is of high quality design and is in keeping with the immediate surroundings, environment and rural landscape 
and in accordance with Burghill Parish Design Guidance; 

(f) Demonstrates a contribution to the delivery of an appropriate mix of dwelling tenures, types and sizes including 
at least 35% affordable housing and at least 15% of the site to be single storey dwellings, to meet the needs of all 
sectors of the community, located throughout the site; 

(g) Reflects the scale and function of the settlement; 

(h) Ensures appropriate parking is provided on site; and 

(i) Minimum living space within dwellings shall be 80 square metres. 

Development in open coll_!!!!y~de. including conversion of rural buildings 1outside the..BurghDfand i o_weiL ____ ' 
t,eurlton settlement boundaries wi!I ~ Jrr_~_s~_Qrda !]~§ wl_~~-th~ rej~y_~int Hereforqshint P~ IJIJLn,g r.o!ii:!~~~ For t-'1§ 
-avoidance of doubt, Tillington and Tillington Common will be treated for planning purposes as being __ 
under Policy RA3 of the ·Core Strategy, but with the exception of the list of Hi>te'1iially develoP-able sites 
~.RP~lldL~ed to this _P._gll__c;_y: where single new dwellings m~~ be PrQP-DS~ 

iThe list -of poten-1:ially developallie sites summarises submissions to the NDP which were defined a~ 
'windfalls', plus three others which have been referred to as "prefer.red". These have already been 
submitted to the NDP as available. The list also includes two sites (25 & 10) included in th_e Draft April 
2018 Submission NOP plus site 22 which was previously included in the Jun~ 2016 Regulation i& NPI'. 
With multiple dwellings, these three sites are considered to have a cum ulative impact which i · · 
unacceptable due particularly to highways, fo,,d dtctinage1 and surface water constraints in this area} 
but if proposals come for-ward which each had a single dwelling Qn each s ite then the site$ might then 
be considered deiiverable. Any proposals which come forw~rd from sites on the list wm be considered 
if they are for one new dwelling per site, or for multiple units if conversions. Constraints must be 
adequately addressed, proposals must e othe wise comP-li!El_n t with Core strate-gy QOU~iesL and rq__ust 
be SY!!1J1-athetic to l h~ lo___f.el ~~~ 

Proposals must be submitted with both red fine and blue line boundaries (.see ~lossary) showing a re~ 
Bine boundary where the curtilage must be proportionate tc;, any proposed si gle dw elling. No furtheti 
~~idfil)J igj_ggy~9_g-,;ti:n~nt will be permitted..within the lu in bounJ(~,r,vJ 

:The list may .b~ up.d_~ wh~n th~ ND P ;S .. . -- - . -- - . 



--
NDP - A1wendix to sum;1ort an Alternative Qolicl£ Bl which better resgects the landscage, local 
distinctiveness, and environmental constraints which a1;1_1;1·l~l' to the Tilllngton Area: 

List of Potentiall~ Develogable Sites for single dwellings. (or multiele uni~s in the cas.e of 

conversions} 

This list includes those sites submitted to the NDP, which have neither yet had planning permissioh nor have 
been withdrawn. (The April 2018 Swbmissior.i ['JDP cJHlgently annotates "7 Field Shelter St Donat's" with "Site 
withdrawn not avaH:abl.el' so one must presu-me that the othi;ir sites qescribed as windfalls in the Submbslon 
NDP have n6t been withdrawn.) 

M~ny of these sites have b~en described as 'Windfalls' by the author of the NDP but of course they would only 
really be 'windfalls' if thay were ignored as submissions. The reality is that they are site submissions. 

Note that: 

Site 39 (in same ownership as Site 40 and joined by land in the same ownership) was included as a 
'windfall' in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NDP but has myster iously disappeared from the April 
2018 Submission version so it has been re-Included below. 

Site 27 was submitted in 2014 and the owner reconfirmed in October 2017 to the Clerk that the 
conversions should be included as a submission, but this has been ignored. 

In Bold: Small sites/conversions submitted to the NDP (from Submission NOP Appendix 7). 
Asterisked sites: are rural conversions and therefore suitable for multiple dwelling units. 

In 11,.ed_: 3 sites included in the June 2016 Regulation 16 Draft NDP or the April 2018 Resubmission 
Regulation 16 Draft NOP wh_ich are considered too constrained for muiti-dwelling development, 

Options Days Returns 
<Numbers) 

Site NDP Description Note Consultants' PC and For Neutral Against Net 
No Score SG Dwellings 

% Score 
3 lllclildjn•g~ at Hos.pita! Farm · Polley RAS ---- 1.27 50 15 9 *6 

(Windfall). comoli,:mt 
12 Land to i:he r-ear of No12 26.7 5.35 44 22 2 1 

Redstone, 
lWindfalll 

33 Land a_nd buildings west 63.3 _5.35 29 29 28 1 
of Burghill 
GninQ~ lWinc:l.falll 

8A Court Farm Yard - Hop Policy RAS 
___ .,. 

2.1 52 21 12 1 
Kiln (Windfall) comuli1'lnt 

4 The Parks Farm Buildings possible 2 ---- 1.5 39 15 3 * 2 
extra as 
windfall 

..? Lion Farm Buildings possible 1 extra ---- -- 1.5 38 9 4 1 
as 
windfall 

39 tand southeast of cherry Was described 51.9 3.3 39 30 23 =4 
__ orchard Cottc;19.es as Windfall 

· or!il.viouslv 1 
40 Land to the west of Cherry · 55.7 2.85 . 46 29 19 =,i!, 

Orchard Cottages 
CW.i_ndfam 

27 F!eld Farm Buildings Pol:icy RAS ----- 2.16 · 63 13 6 *3 
coml)llan.t 

22 , Ad~nt ~ rJ.f~ ~ Was previously 48.1 5.5 26 32 24 1 
CFrontaa~ n!vl _ NOP.site 

25 ch.ertyO"tcbarit T.i.~ Site Is in this 34.6 4.0 29 27 27 1 

Ti"ttln$f.ttm ~nus ·Park 
s.ubmlssion NDP . 

10 s·i_te is· in this - 44.2 2.84 45 24 13 1 
s.u.bmission NDP 

LIST OF POTENTiALL Y DEVEi..Oi>ABi.E SITES SUBMITTED TO THE NDP WHICH ARE COUNTABLE 19 
AS $UBMISSiONS/WINDFA-Li..S ANDioR AB.E SUITABLE F()R DEVELOl>MENT BASED ON A SINGLE 

DWEl.tING PER SITE 



Latham, James
	

From: Russell Hoddell 
Sent: 19 June 2018 22:31 
To: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Subject: {Spam?} OBJECTIONS TO BURGHILL NDP REG 16/2 - PDF ATTACHED 
Attachments: Burghill NDP REG 16-2 OBJ - Russell Hoddell.pdf 

Neighbourhood Planning Team 

Planning Services, PO Box 4, Hereford, HR1 2ZB 

16th June 2018 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

A few years older, I am once again writing to you to OBJECT to the latest ill‐conceived version of the Burghill 
Neighbourhood Development Plan and in increasing desperation to voice my grave concerns of how proper 
democratic procedures have been flagrantly ignored, the entire process being established through imposition where 
there has been a complete lack of consultation, transparency and engagement with the community. 

After the initial plan was returned at Reg. 16/1, I assumed that this might instil some correct thinking by our elected 
representatives on Burghill Parish Council(BPC) would follow proper democratic procedures and National Guidelines 
on our behalf so a fair and equitable plan would be arrived at after full and proper consultation with the community. 
Sadly, but unsurprisingly, I was wrong. In fact, if anything, their determination to foster THEIR plan, ignoring anyone 
from outside their clique has increased where intimidation, bully boy tactics and smearing has become their modus 
operadi. 

The reality is that yet again the National Planning Policy Guidance has NOT been complied with and created behind 
closed doors without any community involvement or consultation. It is unbelievable that the BPC seems intent on 
following this line of action and for the life of me I have no idea why. 

Many of us made extensive and detailed objections at Regulation 14, our only opportunity to have some input, yet 
not a single objection was listened to or taken on board, all our objections completely side‐lined and ignored. It is 
apparent that we still are seen as the enemy which is sickening considering the small population that you would 
think would strive to come together to resolve and create a plan that is agreeable to all. That is down to leadership, 
and once again for whatever reason, it was shamefully lacking. The BPC and Steering Group(SG) truly has not 
consulted with residents formulating a plan that evolves through open and transparent, repeated community 
interaction that everyone is happy with particularly the residents that will be most affected. 

When a Parish Council seems hell‐bent on following its own agenda and simply refuses to listen, it seems there are 
no checks and balances or routes to an independent appeal when this process goes completely awry. 
Therefore, I am hoping once again, that Herefordshire Council will have the integrity and good sense to take control 
of this shambolic illegitimate situation and restore some democratic principles and sanity to this process so this 
travesty of a plan is not imposed on the community and throw this dirty plan out ad hopefully consider our 
alternative. 

Please find a PDF attached of my detailed objections following on from this letter. 

Yours faithfully 

Russell Hoddell 
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Russell Hoddell 

Objections to the Burghill Neighbourhood Development Plan 

THE BURGHILL NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN HAS SUBSTANTIALLY FAILED TO MEET BASIC CONDITIONS: 

1. FIRSTLY, I AM OBJECTING BECAUSE OF A COMPLETE LACK OF 
CONSULTATION & ENGAGEMENT SINCE THE OPTIONS’ DAYS IN OCTOBER 2014 
UNTIL THE PRESENT DAY 2018 AND THE SUBMITTING OF THE BURGHILL NDP 
TO HEREFORDSHIRE COUNCIL AT REG.16/2. 

As the qualifying body the Burghill Parish Council(BPC) and also the Neighbourhood Steering 
Group(SG) have completely failed to follow National Planning Practice Guidelines which state: 

●	 A neighbourhood plan should be based on up to date and robust evidence. 

●	 A qualifying body (in this case the Parish Council) should be inclusive and open in the 
preparation of its neighbourhood plan or Order and ensure that the wider community: 

•	 is kept fully informed of what is being proposed 

•	 is able to make their views known throughout the process 

•	 has opportunities to be actively involved in shaping the emerging neighbourhood plan or 
Order 

•	 is made aware of how their views have informed the draft neighbourhood plan or Order. 

Unfortunately my experience of this process over several years now has been diametrically opposite 
to what should have been followed where every attempt has been made to ignore, use 
misrepresentation, obfuscate, intimidate, stifle or bully any proper discourse between the 
community and the BPC regarding the Burghill NDP and having seen others voicing their concerns 
dismissed in the same abysmal manner by a parish council that does not care or want to engage the 
community in any way, particularly those most affected. And this has only increased since Reg. 16/1. 

One of the core criteria: CONSULTATION has been totally inadequate where the community has not 
been consulted on since OCTOBER 2014 at the Options’ Days and up to THE PRESENT DAY 2018. 
Since then there has been NO CONSULTATION OR ANY ATTEMPT TO ENGAGE WITH OR LISTEN TO 
PARISHIONERS in direct contravention of Government Policy Guidance and it is simply unacceptable. 

The reality is this: 

1.	� There has been a lack of proper consultation and engagement with the community during 
the development of the Neighbourhood Plan. 



2.	� People have not been kept fully informed of what is being proposed at all stages. 
3.	� People have not been able to make their views known throughout the process. 
4.	� The process has not been open and inclusive, and people have not had sufficient 

opportunities to be actively involved in shaping the plan. 
5.	� People have not been made aware of how their views have informed the draft 

neighbourhood plan other than by the plan being published at Regulation 14 and 16 stages. 
6.	� People’s local knowledge has not been taken into account in determining constraints which 

affect sites, and their selection. 

Specifically: 

	 Before Reg. 16/1 there had been no detailed Steering Group minutes published or notes 
available of Steering Group meetings where all the decisions for THEIR plan have been taken 
in isolation, Parishioners not knowing ever what was discussed or planned or decided upon. 
In fact it was necessary for a parishioner to make an EIR request to obtain those Steering 
Group minutes, that belatedly have subsequently been published after Reg 16/1 in 
September 2016, TWO YEARS after the Steering Group had been set up, and only as a result 
of that EIR request. In addition to this The Terms of Reference were not published until 
November 2016. Both the Minutes and the Terms of Reference are required to be published 
by the National Planning Practice Guidance. This demonstrates (a) how the wider community 
have been inadequately informed, b) the cavalier attitude by the Steering Group and Parish 
Council towards the public, and c) those published minutes totally inadequate and minimal 
and not accurately covering what was actually discussed and decided. 

 No Steering Group Agendas have been published.
�
 Steering Group meetings open to the public were never advertised prior to Reg 16/1.
�
 Reports to the Parish Council by the Chairman of the SG were generalised and not specific,
�

usually only expounding the wonderful progress of their Plan.
�
 Parishioners were never invited to Steering Group meetings.
�

Since Herefordshire Council returning the Burghill NDP at Reg. 16/1, I and other concerned 
parishioners attended a couple of the subsequent Steering Group(SG) meetings that had finally been 
advertised, but only on the Burghill Parish website. Considering the demographics of the parish 
includes a higher proportion of older and retired parishioners any of those that were not computer 
literate would have not known the SG were meeting as it was not publicised in the Parish Magazine. 
By its own admittance, the BPC has primarily used the magazine to announce minimal information 
about the NDP even though one of the PC Councillors admitted the magazine was generally binned 
and not read. Therefore a greater proportion of the population of the parish would have been 
unaware that SG meetings taking place. 

While attending an SG meeting, I was shocked by the reception we received where: 

•	 being the first parishioners ever to attend and SG meeting, the SG rudely grouped 
themselves at a large table with their backs to us, effectively shutting us out from directly 
inputting to their discussion. 

•	 the SG refused to listen to any comment we might make about their NDP. 



•	 the decisions taken were inclusive to the SG without any attempt to seek or include an 
opinion from parishioners who attended. 

•	 two members becoming apoplectic with rage when I reasonably questioned that there had 
been ‘no consultation’, in a deliberate attempt to crush any opposing voices. 

Before Reg. 16/1 to counter this obfuscation and secrecy, I had personally printed information and 
leafleted many households in this part of Tillington(not including Tillington Common) and those that 
I had spoken to were only aware of the NDP through me going around from house to house and 
explaining. 

As before this Regulation period, on two occasions I had printed up extensive documents informing 
residents and followed this up with a further leaflet to explain and encourage them to comment at 
Regulation 14. On my travels I had talked to the majority of households in Tillington and several 
households at Lower Burlton. Unanimously, they ALL said: THEY HAD NOT BEEN CONSULTED, 
INFORMED OR KNEW ANYTHING ABOUT THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN. In fact one household who 
would have been directly affected had never received any questionnaire or heard or knew about the 
Options’ Days or anything about their plan. 

Because I was not informed of the Options’ Days , the first I became aware of what was happening is 
when someone with a real sense of civic duty leaked the first Draft Plan, a copy of which was 
dropped anonymously on my doorstep, because they knew what was happening behind closed doors 
was wrong. That one single incident is an indictment on the complete failure of the BPC and SG to 
engage with the community to evolve a plan that someone felt they had to leak it because all their 
planning was being done behind closed doors without any community involvement. That should 
have been an alarm call to the BPC Chairman to open this process up and consult. 

But in fact the opposite happened – nothing changed and it is when I became involved – something 
that has continued right through to Reg 16/2. I tried to consult with the BPC but not one member of 
the BPC or SG consulted with me since the questionnaire was delivered. In fact my concerns were 
with such disdain and indifference and often times I had to face the BPC’s belligerent manner that is 
employed deliberately to stop proper debate. 

1)	� I spoke to three Parish Councillors individually and again expressed how there had been a 
total lack of consultation in evolving the plan and how it appeared Tillington was being 
targeted for disproportionate development not characteristic of it. The outcome of this is 
that all three completely ignored my justified concerns primarily about how proper 
procedures are not being followed. I noted that during these conversations all three told me: 
"I haven't had much to do with the plan...." by way of an excuse. Yet as I witnessed at one 
BPC meeting, shortly after all the councillors had just received the plan for the first time, and 
without reading it, they voted to send it for the Environmental and Habitat Assessments. I 
am certain those three are representative of the majority on the BPC who have not engaged 
in the process at all where they all just nod through anything the Chairman of the SG 
suggests without a question asked and ignoring the terrific detrimental impact this plan as it 
stands will have on the Tillington community whilst also ignoring the concerns of the 



community. In fact none of these three councillors returned with answers or sought to 
consult with me. 

2)	� I tried to raise my concerns at two Burghill Parish Council meetings where there is a limited 
10 minute public participation slot and similarly also tried on other occasions. Myself and 
another parishioner tried to ask questions on settlement boundaries, which in my part of the 
parish has just been imposed and NEVER consulted on, but the BPC swiftly and in a 
confrontational belligerent manner told us that the BPC would not answer our questions 
because the Chairman and Vice-Chairman had quickly between themselves just shifted that 
topic to the agenda of the next meeting and therefore it could no longer be discussed. At the 
following meeting that item had mysteriously vanished from the agenda. 

3)	� But at this second BPC meeting, I tried to use the public participation slot to voice my deep 
and justified concerns of inadequate consultation, disproportionate development, 
settlement boundaries drawn without ever consulting the local community and more. Again 
the BPC showed complete disinterest and the Chairman and Vice-Chairman shouted me 
down in a bullying manner and told me quite categorically that: "YOU CANNOT ASK THE 
PARISH COUNCIL ANY QUESTIONS!" and then later the Chairman dismissively muttered: 
"We can't please all the people..." 

4)	� Also, at the initial meeting I attended when the 2nd Draft Plan had been distributed to 
councillors for the first time, the BPC voted to allow all developers to receive a copy of the 
plan immediately. When I asked if I could have a copy too, I was jumped on and told in no 
uncertain terms by the Chairman of the BPC, Vice Chairman and Chairman of the SG that I 
could not have a copy of the 2nd Draft Plan until they deemed it would be published. 
Without doubt, developers were being given preferential treatment over anyone within the 
community but it was their belligerent reaction that was astounding as though I had no right 
to be included in the process. Where is democracy in all this? Where is inclusion, 
transparency and consultation? 

5)	� Emails to the Parish Clerk asking specific questions about the plan were brazenly ignored 
without any reply from her or any member of the BPC. 

6)	� Because of the lack of consultation, I personally had to resort to knocking on all the doors in 
Tillington and trying to inform residents of what was going on and ALL the households that I 
had spoken to, which is the majority, told me they had NOT been consulted at all with any of 
this process since the Options’ Day in Nov 2014(many not even knowing about the Options’ 
Days), and again the majority expressed that they knew nothing about what was being 
imposed. Similarly, I had been in contact with several households at Lower Burlton which had 
also been targeted with disproportionate development who repeated that they had not been 
approached or consulted with. 

Since the rejection of Regulation 16/1, by HC I attended more BPC meetings in the vain hope that the 
Chairman of the PC and Chairman of the SG might reach some kind of epiphany and understand the 
guidelines set down in law and choose to follow them, and follow the advice by HC for the NDP 



Reg.16/1’s failure. Once again, unfortunately that did not happen. In fact the PC’s belligerence 
towards anyone voicing criticism or concern was harassed, patronised, ignored and dismissed. 
Because of this, I decided to record the public meetings which immediately brought a change of 
attitude in them but not before I was challenged by several Councillors questioning my right to 
record, in an attempt to suppress this. And actually, the Chairman of the SG told me openly before he 
announced the disbanding of the SG that I ‘did not have his permission to transcribe his words or 
distribute them or the recording to anyone else’. So much for transparency and informing those 
unable to attend the meeting. Incredible! 

In the latter meetings when I could not attend and so unable to record, the intimidation of the public 
once again resurfaced if anyone questioned or was critical of their lack of inclusivity. Nothing has 
changed since the inception of the NDP, where in fact the PC has NEVER taken on board anything 
beyond their own clique – not one single thing! 

INADEQUATE CONSULTATION WITH THE COMMUNITY 

1)	� ONLY 100 out of 1600 parishioners attending a public meeting in BURGHILL announcing the 
BPC would be doing a NDP and Questionaire. Burghill and Tillington are two quite separate 
villages and Lower Burlton is 2 miles away from Burghill. No attempt was taken to hold 
meetings for either of these, the bias always towards Burghill where the majority live. 

2)	� Distribution of a questionnaire, the following report not publicised at all and secretly slipped 
onto and only available from the BPC website. A questionnaire that subsequently has been 
completely ignored in the formulation of their Plan. 

3)	� Options’ Days over 2 days in November 2014 at the BURGHILL village hall with the obvious 
bias towards Burghill residents that could easily walk to the event where parishioners could 
select their preferred sites and draw 2 settlement boundaries (for Burghill and Lower Burlton 
and not Tillington) with no information regarding this ever published. 

THEN NOTHING FOR ONE YEAR with NO COMMUNITY CONSULTATION OR ENGAGEMENT with 
not one single piece of information from this process published until the actual Draft Plan itself 
is published with sites having been selected, housing allocations made, and remarkably a third 
settlement boundary for Tillington being imposed with no consultation or even an option to 
vote on at the Options’ Day even though it states in Para 3.34: “The analysis of the opinions 
expressed regarding Settlement Boundaries was not so comprehensive and could not be used to 
make an informed judgement on their appropriateness.” 

None of the information gathered from the Options’ Days has ever been published nor have the 
minutes of meetings where decisions were taken for site selection etc., no criteria for site selection, 
assessment, scoring with only one snippet of information being released in the Regulation 16 NDP 
releasing the voting for the submitted sites where no more than 100 people voted using this limited 
sample to come up with their “preferred sites.” 



The community has been completely shut out throughout the formulating of every draft of the plan, 
the decisions all being made by a small, self-appointed clique behind closed doors in secret, their 
decisions not once made public. 

Also consider in conjunction to this that the Steering Group was entirely made up of residents from 
Burghill and Portway, (until after Reg. 16/1) after the only resident from Tillington resigned in 
protest over the over-interest in targeting Tillington and his absolute frustration at how the 
process was being run and dictated as he detailed in his resignation letter to the Chairman of the 
BPC to that effect. Unsurprisingly, this important fact was never minuted or published either. Is it any 
wonder then that only limited housing has been allocated to the Burghill, the main growth village, 
and none whatsoever to Portway. 

After Reg 16/1, two parishioners put themselves forward and joined the Steering Group in an 
attempt to bring reason, inclusivity, follow National Guidlines and effect some kind of change. 
COMMENTS REDACTED. 

In conjunction with these two new members’ arrival, it would appear that in mid-2017 this is why 

the Chairman of the SG strangely disbanded the Steering Group prematurely even though the NDP 
had not been finished or published. Bear in mind that it was almost one year later that the plan was 
forwarded to HC at Reg 16/2 but NEVER published or consulted on. The plan itself had not materially 
greatly changed, except for the reduction of sites, from the Reg 16/1 version so why was there such a 
huge delay in submitting to HC? It has to be noted that during this time there was a concerted 
attempt to develop Tillington as multiple applications came forward in unison that amounted 
collectively to a mini housing estate. The question has to be asked: was this the reason for the delay? 
Quite rightly, Herefordshire Planning Department recommended to refuse the initial application for 
10 houses (Site 25) so it was withdrawn, because it was completely unsustainable as we had tried on 
so many occasions to tell the BPC. They refused to listen because there is an agenda to develop this 
small area of Tillington. 

The ‘consultation’ with the community has been pathetic, despite what is implied in the Consultation 
Statement. The reality is that the ‘consultation’ has been based on a Questionnaire in 2014, and then 
a 2 day ‘Options Days’ session in November 2014 (the last face-to-face ‘consultation’ with the public. 
At the latter event, sites were presented in a misleading way. For example, Site 10 at Tillington was 
presented as ‘brownfield and commercial’ (it is not all brownfield – in fact the site which is now in 
the plan is 80% greenfield, and there is a legal Section 52 Agreement on part of it which 
demonstrates that the larger part of it is not ‘brownfield’). All the sites had not been screened for 
constraints, so many are not deliverable in reality. People were frightened off from the larger sites 
submitted because alternatives using only smaller parts of the larger sites for smaller development 
were not considered. There has never been further community consultation – what has happened is 
that the Qualifying Body (Parish Council) has abrogated its legal responsibility, and has in essence 



sub-contracted the development of the plan to a person who supposedly has some planning 
expertise (the Chairman of the Steering Group), and he has developed a Neighbourhood Plan 
without further proper consultation with the community. 

As it stands now, two other applications are outstanding, and a third site included in the NDP, yet to 
come forward, Site 10, without doubt the most heavily constrained and unsustainable in the parish 
and yet included included in the NDP as the most favourable site. We were proven right about Site 
25 and the same applies to Site 10. 

To be included in any NDP now, we are well aware any Site has to prove it is sustainable and not 
constrained. Again we warned that is was the case and ignored. The Updated Site Assessment Report 
– a desk-top exercise – was completely inadequate and never addressed this issue. Local knowledge 
was ever sought. And once again in every case in our comments to the flawed and biased USAR by 
the planning consultants Kirkwells, every single comment was ignored and generally marked ‘no 
change’. Why? It was the same at Reg. 14, every objection ignored. Where is the public involvement? 
The agenda was set that only certain sites be included. 

It is pertinent to note, that the Chairman of the SG stated ‘they would have to return to Reg. 14 if any 
of the sites were dropped’ from the first NDP, (which at the time was in reference to Site 2B, another 
proven heavily constrained, unsustainable site he wanted to include and subsequently wrote a letter 
of support when the planning application came forward and again recommended for refusal). Many 
sites have disappeared from this second NDP which in that sense makes it substantially different and 
yet, the Chairman has conveniently ignored his own advice to return to Reg. 14. So why hasn’t that 
happened? 

All through this process statements have been made to accommodate an agenda at salient moments 
to further this plan only to be dispensed with when it wasn’t suited. 

Often the report to the BPC from the Chairman of the SG pertaining to the previous SG meeting 
appeared to bear little relationship to what had been actually discussed and decided. The BPC always 
took these comments at face value and never questioned or became involved. Excluding those 
Councillors who were also members of the Steering Group, precisely none of the other Councillors 
had a grasp of the NDP process, participated in its creation, or generally had any interest. This is 
demonstrated in late 2017 when Samantha banks kindly attended a BPC meeting to answer 
questions when several Councillors were flummoxed by the term ‘devilerabilty’, and this is after 
several years of a drawn out process in its latter stages. How could these ignorant people possibly 
then vote through en masse any recommendation the SG Chairman made? 

COMMENTS REDACTED 



COMMENTS REDACTED 

The ‘consultation’ with the community has been pathetic, despite what is implied in the Consultation 
Statement. The reality is that the ‘consultation’ has been based on a Questionnaire in 2014, and then 
a 2 day ‘Options Days’ session in November 2014 (the last face-to-face ‘consultation’ with the public. 
At the latter event, sites were presented in a misleading way. For example, Site 10 at Tillington was 
presented as ‘brownfield and commercial’ (it is not all brownfield – in fact the site which is now in 
the plan is 80% greenfield, and there is a legal Section 52 Agreement on part of it which 
demonstrates that the larger part of it is not ‘brownfield’). All the sites had not been screened for 
constraints, so many are not deliverable in reality. People were frightened off from the larger sites 
submitted because alternatives using only smaller parts of the larger sites for smaller development 
were not considered. There has never been further community consultation – what has happened is 
that the Qualifying Body (Parish Council) has abrogated its legal responsibility, and has in essence 
sub-contracted the development of the plan to a person who apparently has some planning 
expertise (the Chairman of the Steering Group), and he has developed a Neighbourhood Plan 
without further proper consultation with the community. 

The entire process is a farce and ludicrous particularly how proper procedures have been 
circumvented and deliberately ignored. And what is outrageous and galling is the fact that concerned 
parishioners attempting to fight this injustice have to spend, days, weeks and years dedicated to 
bringing about change. None of us would be doing this if proper procedures had been followed 
COMMENTS REDACTED. 

THE BIAS AND LACK OF TRANSPARANCY AND CONSULTATION AT REGULATION14. 

Hard copies of the Reg. 14 Draft Plan were not distributed to at least every household when they 
should have been. How can this process be called inclusive when no one received a plan and anyone 
without an internet connection could not view it online. An astounding £8000 was spent on Kirkwells 
a small proportion of which could have been used to achieve this simple but important aim. 

There was inadequate advertising of the Draft Plan with only one notice in the Parish magazine 
announcing where and when it could be viewed for a short period of time and only on a certain mid-
week day for a few hours when most people would be working before Regulation 14 was to be 
started? Bear in mind I heard a member of the BPC state that “no one reads the parish magazine 
they throw it straight in the bin.” 

Yet most telling is a statistic gleaned from the questionnaire is for the CAP at Simpson Hall, one of the 
few places a hard copy of NDP was pathetically made available to view on a very few Wednesdays for 
a paltry few hours when people were working in December 2015 (and a terribly busy time for 



families), where a MASSIVE 74% stated they never used CAP. And combine that with the statistic that 
the vast majority rarely or never use the Simpson Hall is it any wonder no one knew about the plan 
or anything to do with it. By his own admission the Chairman of the SG stated to the BPC that a 
pathetic 32 people viewed the plan. They knew this and yet no effort was made to get this plan 
distributed properly and one has to wonder why? 

Soon after and certainly not enough time to absorb the Draft plan even if you were aware of its 
existence, a leaflet was delivered to each household announcing the start of Regulation 14, many 
receiving this leaflet after the Reg. 14 period had begun. But in my experience it was only when I 
walked around Tillington singularly knocking on many, many doors and explained the process to my 
part of the targeted community that they understood and became aware that they could comment 
even if they had not seen the plan or knew anything about it. 

I also delivered extensive documents informing and warning the people at Lower Burlton who also 
had been left out of this entire process. This should have been done by the BPC and SG – they didn’t 
explain anything to anyone because they didn’t want any interference in THEIR plan. Considering the 
majority of the housing has been targeted at 2 specific areas with two mini estates, it would have 
been so easy to have consulted with the residents of these areas, especially when you consider there 
are so few residents living in these areas. It never happened because it appears the SG did not want 
any community involvement that might derail THEIR plan. 

It was towards the end of this 6 week period that Kirkwells’ Site Assessment Scoring was slipped 
secretly onto the BPC website without any announcement because one of the biggest landowners 
(who had submitted countless viable sites, all of which had been rejected, many of them without 
even being assessed and without a reason why) had directly complained to Herefordshire Council 
forcing the BPC to publish the results. Those Site Assessments were only published over half-way into 
the Reg. 14 consultation. No one else in the community was advised of this fact. It was the reason 
why the Reg. 14 period was slightly extended. 

Many of us objected at Reg. 14, several of us submitting extensive and detailed objections to counter 
the misrepresentation, obfuscation and bias demonstrated in the process and the plan itself – 
objections that challenged the lack of important material considerations, consultation and 
community involvement, many forensic in their detail. These objections were selectively published, 
none in full, with extensive censoring. 

The truth was unpalatable to them because it challenged their plan and the entire process. Once 
again these objections were quietly slipped into a corner of the BPC website without any 
announcement to the wider community. It is only because we have remained vigilant that we 
happened to find them and see the BPC’s abysmal response, much of it generic and simply copied 
and pasted with “no change” – a complete whitewash. 

No one who objected has ever been notified, their opinion sought or any explanation given or 
countless questions answered. Incredibly, all these objections were simply ignored. The BPC were 
and still are intent on strong-arming THEIR plan through to its conclusion regardless of what any 



member of the community says. Where is the consultation and community involvement in all this? 
Where has Policy Guidance been followed? 

And as had been done at the Options’ Days where parishioners could vote their preference for or 
against or neutral to the submitted sites where those that expressed neutral were added to those 
that supported to skew the result in favour of certain sites, it was repeated at Reg. 14 where those 
that only commented were added to the support vote, again to skew the result in a cynical 
undemocratic sleight of hand to impact the vote in the BPC’s favour. Even doing this, the objections 
far out-weighed any supporting comments. But still they have been ignored completely. 

And as regards the procedure of Reg. 14 process, once again there was bias as regards the comments 
forms being only available at the Burghill Village Hall and Burghill Golf Club. Tillington and Burghill 
are two separate villages. This is totally inadequate only making the access to forms available to 
residents of Burghill. Why weren’t comment forms made available to Lower Burlton (2 miles away), 
Tillington and Tillington Common? Considering so few houses are affected by the proposed 
disproportionate housing, again it would have been very easy to canvas all those directly affected. 
NO effort was made or comments forms made easily available to these areas. 

Add to this, the online comment form was overcomplicated with needless required fields: page 
number, paragraph number, and policy number that if not filled in did not allow any body text. I 
would like to think it was not done deliberately as a disincentive but because of my knowledge about 
this entire shambolic process I do have to question why a simple comments form could not have 
been provided. How many just didn’t bother to comment on seeing this form? In addition to this 
the leaflet delivered announcing the Regulation 14 had begun states: “ The forms must be fully 
completed or they cannot be taken into consideration” , increasing pressure and confusion on how 
they should fill the comments form in and easily allowing for the SG to dismiss comments/objections 
that had not filled in all the fields. 

On finding this out 4 weeks into Regulation 14, I and others raised this matter with the Parish Clerk 
who immediately supplied a Word comments template and stated only a name and address would 
be required. That is an admission that there was a problem, with this option NOT made available to 
the vast majority within the community. 

Because of this complete ineptitude at organising a simple online form that quite possibly has denied 
people the opportunity to comment the Regulation 14, the 6 week period should have been re-run 
with comments forms delivered or made available throughout the 2 villages and Lower Burlton and 
an online comment form redesigned and simplified with a downloadable option. This is unacceptable 
and once again directly contravenes that there be proper engagement and consultation of the 
community. 

LACK OF PUBLICITY AT REGULATION 16/1. 

Even at Regulation 16/1 there had been no publicity about this stage by Burghill Parish Council 
beyond a small note on their website. Also Herefordshire Council announcing the Reg. 16 period by 



posting on one noticeboard near Burghill Church which only a few people will see seems inadequate 
too. 

The Parish is 6 square miles, with a population of 1,600 that is made up of two separate villages and 
Lower Burlton which is 2 miles away from this noticeboard. Holding it during a holiday period too 
disadvantages many families. Surely this cannot be compliant with the Regulation 16 of the Act 
which says “As soon as possible after receiving a plan proposal which includes each of the documents 
referred to in regulation 15(1), a local planning authority must (a) publicise the following on their 
website and in such other manner as they consider is likely to bring the proposal to the attention of 
people who live, work or carry on business in the neighbourhood area.” But as with Reg. 14, the 
majority of the population will have no idea what Reg. 16 means, let alone that is in progress and 
what it means for them because the BPC and SG have failed to inform and consult with anyone in the 
community. 

LACK OF PUBLICITY AT REGULATION 16/2. 

From Reg. 16/1 to Reg. 16/2, even after their plan being returned, there has been no change in 
approach to inform, engage with, or publicise to the parishioners. Limited information was printed in 
the Parish Magazine but purely procedural. 

The flawed Kirkwells’ USAR was merely advertised that it could be found on the BPC website, which 
was difficult to navigate to. There was no explanation or context so no one in the parish would have 
any idea what the document meant even though it could be commented on. This is not consultation. 
And as I have stated, those of us aware did comment and were comprehensibly ignored where ‘no 
change’ was the official response in the majority of cases. Once again, the SG did not want to engage 
with anyone beyond their clique. For whatever reason they owned this plan completely and were 
unwilling to allow anyone outside their secret group to become involved. I find it shocking. 
Democracy? It doesn't exist in Burghill Parish. 

Once again, several of us put together a document and posted it, at our own expense, to every 
household in the parish to inform them what was happening and how Tillington had been unfairly 
targeted and suggested a favourable alternative. We signed it ‘From concerned parishioners’. Then at 
the next meeting the leader of HALC(Herefordshire Association for Local Councils) had been invited, 
presumably by the SG Chairman, COMMENTS REDACTED 

It was at this same meeting, the same person without prompting, gave advice that ‘now was the time 
for the Steering Group should be disbanded’, which then proceeded at the next BPC meeting the SG 
Chairman proposing without giving any reasoning for his decision. And this is in the context of the 
NDP being unfinished, no sites selected, with no consultation – no one beyond the SG had any idea 
what wa contained within the NDP or likely to be. Because of this decision the final REG 16/2 version 
was, once again, formulated behind closed doors by a select few within the SG. It was said that 
Kirkwells had been employed to write the plan. So where was the public engagement in deciding 



this? The reality is the advice of one person from outside the parish, the HALC leader, decided when 
the SG should be disbanded and listened to. And the latest plan was formulated by one person from 
outside the community at Kirkwells. All this goes against the National Guidelines. Why were these 
people listened to and over many years every single voice from within the community has been 
systemically and deliberately ignored? This truly must be the worst example of how to organise and 
operate an NDP within the entire country. 

LACK OF TRANSPARENCY 

All through this process there has been a lack of transparency particularly over decisions made by 
the SG. Because of this I formally made 10 FOIA and EIR requests for information. COMMENTS 

REDACTED 

SOLAR FARM SITE 

This site has never been consulted on properly or assessed. 

1.	� The site is prominent on the top of a hill, tilted to the south towards Burghill, and therefore 
would impinge detrimentally on the character of the landscape. (it is an alien feature on the 
rolling countryside). 

2.	� A Solar Farm in this location would result in significant detrimental impact upon the built and 
historic environment and heritage assets (it is an unsightly, unnatural backdrop to the setting 
of the Conservation Area and of the Church which is a Grade 2 Star Listed Building). 

3.	� The site is prominent on the top of a hill, tilted to the south towards Burghill, and therefore 
would impinge on the visual amenity of the countryside. (The industrial appearance of this 
development would be alien in this countryside location and in views from footpaths etc 
around the site, and would have a significant adverse effect on the visual amenity of the 
area.) 

4.	� A former landfill site is by its nature prone to differential settlement, which may then cause 
panel damage. It seems pointless for this site to be included in the NDP if SOLAR FARM REG 
16 OBJECTION 4 technical achievement is uncertain and therefore delivery is uncertain. 



5.	� The Solar Farm site is in close proximity to a telephone and communications mast. Both 
transmitting stations and solar farms are known to produce electromagnetic interference. 
Neither transmitting stations nor solar farms are specifically designed to coexist with one 
another and interference may occur between the two. Solar farms may cause interference 
(most likely from the inverters) to the transmissions; and/or the transmissioms may cause 
interference to the solar farms. So again, technical achievement is uncertain and therefore 
delivery is uncertain. 

6.	� The solar farm site has not been assessed in the preparation of the NDP for constraints. 
7.	� Since the NDP process started, government policy concerning solar energy has changed 

significantly. It is questionable whether this particular project would be economically viable, 
let alone whether the supposed benefits might outweigh the adverse impact (especially if 
there has been no assessment of the benefits or impacts). 

In summary, the site has not been assessed; it is in a prominent position and clearly would have 
significant detrimental impact on the character of the landscape, the visual amenity of the 
countryside, and the heritage assets in line of sight of it; and there are clearly doubts about its 
technical achievement and deliverability. This site is uncertain, it should not be included in a 
Neighbourhood Development Plan which would in effect just be endorsing development without 
considering constraints and uncertainties. If proponents of this site, for this change of land use, wish 
to develop the site as a solar farm, the proper way to do that is not for it to be in a NDP, but for them 
to bring forward a planning application with all the necessary (and expensive) professional reports. 

BIAS/MISREPRESENTATION 

The plan states: 

6.1.20 Figure 4.14 of the Core Strategy continues to identify both Burghill


and Tillington as growth areas. The PC has previously agreed that


growth should be confined to Tillington and not Tillington Common



which is perceived to be an unsustainable countryside location for


new development, as confirmed by previous planning decisions.



This statement is a misrepresentation and it appears included for the deliberate targeting of only 
Tillington for development. 

In fact, it was Tillington Common which was appraised as a settlement in the 2009/10 and the 2013 
Rural Background Papers, not Tillington, and then Herefordshire Council just removed the word 
Common, which is why “Tillington” is in the Figure 4.14 list (previously titled 4.20), not because it has 
been justified to be in there. 

To substantiate this, an email has been made available from the Chairman of the SG dated 
September 18th 2014 who states: 



“As I said at the meeting, our claim against the soundness of the Draft Core Strategy is that 
Burghill is the only village or settlement within our NDP zone. The remainder of the NDP 
zone is therefore countryside.” 

So why would the same Chairman, who may I remind you is unelected, suggest that the BPC puts 
forward a ‘STATEMENT OF COMMON GROUND’ to Herefordshire Council - WITHOUT ANY PRIOR 
CONSULTATION WITH PARISHIONERS FROM TILLINGTON AND TILLINGTON COMMON? 

It stated: 

“If the Inspector is not minded to accept the representations made by Burghill PC on this 
matter then the name “Tillington” should be defined by the addition of the words in brackets 
of: (Not Tillington Common). The reason for this is that HC planning application decisions and 
Inspector decisions have always considered Tillington Common to be a countryside location.” 

This is a misrepresentation of the truth because as a matter of fact HC planning application decisions 
have always previously considered BOTH Tillington AND Tillington Common to be countryside 
locations because the prevailing policies were under the Unitary Development Plan where BOTH 
places were defined under “Policy H7 Housing in the countryside outside settlements”. 

HOW MORE BIASED CAN A STATEMENT POSSIBLY BE THAN THAT? AND WHY WOULD THE BPC AND 
CHAIRMAN OF THE STEERING GROUP PURSUE THIS AND FLAGRANTLY JEOPARDISE THE FAMILIES 
WHO LIVE IN TILLINGTON? WHAT POSSIBLE MOTIVE HAVE THEY TO TARGET TILLINGTON IN THIS 
WAY? 

Has the BPC or SG consulted with the residents of both Tillington and Tillington Common about this 
fundamental change? Well of course not because the BPC has deemed it unnecessary to consult with 
anyone instead blithely following the directions of the Chairman of the Steering Group without any 
proper oversight. 

What happened next epitomises all that is wrong with this plan. Recorded in the Burghill Parish 
Council minutes of the 9th February 2015 state: 

REDACTED reported that he had received confirmation from HC that the 
Neighbourhood Development Plan can designate Tillington Common as outside the village.” 

That statement is incorrect, as Sally Robertson(former Ward Councillor) obtained the Common 
Ground Submissions from the Strategic Planning people. This was their response to “Burghill Parish 
Council”: 

“As the parish are preparing a Neighbourhood Plan they have the freedom to define the 
village and the areas considered to fall within the open countryside.” 

Note it is “The parish” that has the freedom…not the Chairman of the SG nor the BPC. And as we the 
community have never been consulted then “the parish” has not decided. 



In my opinion this single instance demonstrates COMPLETE BIAS and a gross misrepresentation of 
the truth to achieve their agenda of separating Tillington from Tillington Common in the purpose of 
developing Tillington alone. 

The plan goes on to state: 

6.1.33 At the time of the Examination in Public of the Herefordshire Core



Strategy it was the view of Burghill Parish Council that Tillington and



Tillington Common should both be classified as open countryside.


However, the adopted version of the Herefordshire Core Strategy



includes both Tillington and Burghill in Policy RA1 as housing growth



areas. It follows that the designation of a settlement boundary for


each of these areas would be appropriate.



6.1.34 Tillington Common is not included in Policy RA1 (Tables 4.14 and



4.15) and as such remains open countryside with no defined



identifiers as a village in planning terms. Moreover, as it is excluded



from Policy RA1, it is considered to be an unsustainable location for


new development due to lack of services and infrastructure.


Therefore, development proposals for Tillington Common and the



wider parish are governed by the Core Strategy planning policy



constraints for development in the countryside, outside of settlement


boundaries, as set out in Herefordshire Core Strategy Policy RA3.



These spurious statements have been included without any foundation obviously to manipulate 
opinion in the SG’s march to develop Tillington. But it will not change the fact: Both Tillington and 
Tillington Common are unsustainable locations! 

Tillington Common and Tillington DO NOT HAVE MAINS SEWERAGE, NO MAINS DRAINAGE, NO 
CONNECTIVITY and they are both served by the same bus service. The Bell Inn is an isolated rural pub 
which serves both settlements as does the shop which does not have any permanency as with the 
Housing and Planning Bill giving automatic permissions to housing development the shop could 
disappear at any time. COMMENTS REDACTED 

Tillington Common comprises a large group of about 50 houses (more than Tillington, in fact). It has 
access to fibre broadband and to a 6 per day bus service to Hereford yet sites there have been 
arbitrarily ruled out because it is deemed to be “countryside”. It is only “countryside” in the same 
way Tillington is, and indeed in the same way anywhere in the Neighbourhood Area is “countryside”, 
outside Burghill and the northern Hereford Settlement Boundary. There has been no discussion with 
the community about this. 



Take away the random settlement boundary drawn around Tillington by a person on the SG without 
any consultation, Tillington is as it always has been: in the countryside and therefore, “… 
development proposals for Tillington Common and the wider parish are governed by the Core 
Strategy planning policy constraints for development in the countryside, outside of settlement 
boundaries, as set out in Herefordshire Core Strategy Policy RA3.” applies. 

The BPC and SG Chairman have delivered this state of affairs because Tillington referred to all of 
Tillington including Tillington Common and behind closed doors the BPC and SG Chairman sought to 
change this fact to the detriment of the residents in their targeted area. 

Again it should be noted that this has been imposed without any consultation with the community 
with a complete lack of transparency. 

In connection to this: 

FAILURE TO CONSULT OVER SETTLEMENT BOUNDARIES FOR TILLINGTON. 

The Settlement Boundary drawn around Tllington at Whitmore Cross has NEVER been consulted 
on and imposed and the absence of a Settlement Boundary in Tillinton at Tillington Common has 
also not been consulted on. 

The plan states: 

6.1.33 At the time of the Examination in Public of the Herefordshire Core



Strategy it was the view of Burghill Parish Council that Tillington and



Tillington Common should both be classified as open countryside.


Burghill Submission Neighbourhood Development Plan



However, the adopted version of the Herefordshire Core Strategy



includes both Tillington and Burghill in Policy RA1 as housing growth



areas. It follows that the designation of a settlement boundary for


each of these areas would be appropriate.



And goes on to state: 

6.1.34 Tillington Common is not included in Policy RA1 (Tables 4.14 and



4.15) and as such remains open countryside with no defined



identifiers as a village in planning terms. Moreover, as it is excluded



from Policy RA1, it is considered to be an unsustainable location for


new development due to lack of services and infrastructure.


Therefore, development proposals for Tillington Common and the



wider parish are governed by the Core Strategy planning policy



constraints for development in the countryside, outside of settlement


boundaries, as set out in Herefordshire Core Strategy Policy RA3.





6.1.35 For the above reasons it is considered that the definition of a



settlement boundary for the Tillington Common area would be



neither necessary nor appropriate.



So all this was decided without a single parishioner in Tillington and Tillington Common being 
consulted. And as I have said before, the fact that Tillington was deliberately manipulated to have 
Tillington Common decoupled only adds to this bias to develop only Tillington. 

6.1.33 At the time of the Examination in Public of the Herefordshire Core



Strategy it was the view of Burghill Parish Council that Tillington and



Tillington Common should both be classified as open countryside.


Burghill Submission Neighbourhood Development Plan



However, the adopted version of the Herefordshire Core Strategy



includes both Tillington and Burghill in Policy RA1 as housing growth



areas. It follows that the designation of a settlement boundary for


each of these areas would be appropriate.



Who deemed a Settlement Boundary was appropriate? No one can recall whenever this was 
discussed by the BPC because it never was. Once again this was all decided behind closed doors by 
the SG and imposed on parishioners. This lack of consultation has been constantly raised an 
questioned by many of us but always the BPC and SG have ignored this fact. They have also never 
answered who actually drew the Settlement Boundary around Tillington. Because of this when a 
representative from Kirkwells was asked directly, who drew the Settlement Boundary? She replied, 
‘the Steering Group’. When asked further who on the Steering Group she hesitated and replied, ‘she 
didn’t know’. 

Therefore this Settlement Boundary has been drawn by an individual on the SG without actually 
consulting with at least the very people in Tillington it is likely to affect, in contravention of the 
National Planning Policy Guidance. And what can clearly be deduced is yet again there is bias 
through this imposition. The fact is having talked to so many around Tillington: the vast majority do 
not want a settlement boundary. 

In addition to this the settlement boundary for Lower Burlton was extended north based on results 
from a Saturday/Sunday ‘consultation’ over 3 years ago where only about 100 people participated 
(only about 8% of the Parish electorate), and in the meantime there have been planning permissions 
granted which are likely to render the responses invalid – people would be unlikely to respond in the 
same way now in the light of newer information, and with more permissions granted. 

FAILURE TO CONSIDER THE POSSIBLE HUGE HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS AT 
HOSPITAL FARM AND RELIEF BY-PASS ROAD 

There has been NO consideration of Herefordshire Council’s stated intent to develop Hospital Farm, 
which it has retained for housing development. This could yield a further several hundred houses in 
the Parish, and the impact of these has been totally ignored by the Plan, which of course is supposed 



to cover a period up to 2031. Consideration of the proposed Hereford Relief Road, which is part of 
the HC Core Strategy and would have a major impact on the parish has only belatedly appeared as a 
single sentence in the resubmission NDP. (The lack of serious consideration is non-conformity with a 
strategic element of the Local Plan). These omissions speak volumes. 

EXCESSIVE DEVELOPMENTS 

The suggested housing numbers are excessive, and allocated sites have remained little changed in 
the Neighbourhood Plan despite the many Planning Permissions granted during the ponderous 
process of developing the Plan. The Chairman of the Steering Group refused point blank to remove 
the now excess housing numbers from the NDP so it cannot conceivably meet the wishes of the 
community. The target set by Herefordshire Council was 18% growth, in the 2014 Questionnaire the 
majority of parishioners believed that 10% or less was more appropriate, but the obstinacy now 
being exhibited by the PC means that the number will be nearer 25-30+%. 

As well as the parishioners not wanting 18% growth, putting more than 124 into the Plan is ludicrous, 
and not been consulted-on with parishioners. The Core Strategy states: 

"The indicative housing growth targets in each of the rural HMAs will be used as a basis for 
the production of neighbourhood development plans in the county. Local evidence and 
environmental factors will determine the appropriate scale of development." 

It then says: 

"The proportional growth target within policy RA1 will provide the basis for the minimum level of 
new housing that will be accommodated in each neighbourhood development plan." 
The Core Strategy target is 18% (minimum) for Burghill Parish. The last instruction from Samantha 
Banks (as of April 2017, the remaining number is now of course much lower - 6 in the NDP but 3 in 
reality): That is quite explicit: "Number of new houses required to 2031: 124". That is consistent with 
the NPPF (para 184): 

"Neighbourhood plans...should not promote less development than set out in the Local Plan 
or undermine its strategic policies." 

Therefore the target is for a minimum of 124. There is NO NEED for any more. The 3 remaining CAN 
be windfalls. The Core strategy allows that and that has been confirmed by Samantha Banks. Right 
now, there are over a dozen possible windfalls listed in the NDP. Samantha Banks only said that the 
NDP cannot be totally reliant on windfalls - she did not say that there shouldn't be ANY. So it is 
pertinent in regard to this that Field Farm COMMENTS REDACTED 

requested recently that their 3 conversions should be included but were 
brushed-off by the Clerk. That alone would make up the 124. Again it is obvious through these 
deductions there is an agenda to develop a certain part of Tillington when sites like this are being 
deliberately ignored and prejudiced against. 



It should be noted, a more gentle approach to development, respecting the landscape character by 
including a number of buildings put forward for conversion, has been ignored. Ludicrously, these 
individual development sites are being treated as “windfalls”, despite them being offered by local 
people as available and deliverable. In fact the “windfalls” were largely not re-assessed in the revised 
assessments. Instead and unsurprisingly, the Parish Council’s favoured sites are based on mini-
housing estates, with greater numbers per site than wished for by the Questionnaire responses. This 
is a Plan for developers, not a plan for the community. 

MOST FAVOURED SITES 10 & 25 ACCORDING TO THE FLAWED USAR 

The history is important. 

I have learned that from the outset of the Neighbourhood Planning process in this parish, the 
“Tillington Business Park” has been used to describe areas larger than Tillington Business Park itself, 
and they have all been presented in summaries to the Steering Group as being brownfield. 

On the Site Submission form submitted by REDACTED 
it states 4 acres. But that figure not only includes the southern part 

made up of the units and hard standing which is 1.4 acres and is more definable as “brownfield”, but 
that 4 acres also includes the northern part which measures 2.7 acres and is without doubt 
greenfield and includes the BAP. 

This misrepresentation of the site was still being propagated at the Options’ Days when parishioners 
were asked to vote on “Tillington Business Park” Site 10 where the entire 4 acres had been marked 
out that included the southern actual brownfield part. Anyone voting on this site had obviously been 
misled into believing it was all brownfield, influenced by that and therefore voted accordingly in 
favour. 

I am aware that before this Options’ Day the Chair of the SG presented a reduced map of the 
proposed area that had removed the BAP northern part because of pressure from a now resigned 
member of the SG. Therefore the Chairman had been made aware and was in full knowledge of that 
fact but still he presented the full 4 acres to the public for voting. 

Then in response to Reg. 14 objections (page 37) it says: “ Site 10 does not include the Business Park, 
which will be retained in commercial use. Part of the land to the rear of the Business Park within Site 
10 has been previously used as part of the Business Park and is considered as Previously Developed 
Land.” 

Therefore the 4 acre site including the units on the brownfield site that the public voted on has 
morphed and is no longer the same site presently being offered. Now it is almost only the central 2.5 
landlocked greenfield site that is being proposed for development in the Reg 16/1 Neighbourhood 
Plan. 



What was also different that time was that attached to this greenfield site had been added the house 
and yard in the south west of the site presumably to obfuscate the fact that the 2.5 acres is 
greenfield whereas by attaching this small section which are on “previously developed land” it will be 
falsely claimed for the entire site as being brownfield. In fact the existing house ought to be classed 
as residential use even though it has it has a condition on it limiting occupancy to “persons employed 
in the associated commercial premises, or in the management of those premises, and their 
dependants.” The vehicle yard to the south of this is the only part of the current Site 10 that might 
genuinely be described as brownfield and is only 0.05 acres in size. 

And still the misrepresentation continued in the Reg. 16 Plan paragraph 6.1.24: “Site 10 - Tillington 
Business Park – Brownfield” 

By continuing to claim this site as “brownfield” it gives it an unjustified planning advantage over 
other sites, that increased its scoring that ensured it became one of the favoured sites. 

Also in paragraph 6.1.24 of the Regulation 14 Draft Plan (January) it states: “7 undeveloped sites 
and one previously developed site came out as the most favoured.” 

Then in the Regulation 16 Draft Plan this has been changed to: “7 undeveloped sites and one part 
previously developed site came out as the most favoured.” 

The addition of the word “part” means anyone who read the earlier Reg. 14 draft had been 
completely misled. 

One does have to ask why this has been constantly changing and why the SG has invested so much 
time in promoting this site, the SG and BPC misleading the public at every stage? No other site has 
received this kind of attention or advantage. 

In conjunction to this it should be noted On May 14th 2015 six months before the publication of the 
Reg 14. Draft Plan, and remember where no one in the community had been consulted, three 
independent witnesses saw the Chairman of the Steering Group and the developer of Site 10 in 
Tillington measuring up for a new access to Site 10 with a measuring wheel. Surely at the very least 
that is a conflict of interest? 

Subsequently an application was received by the planning office for that access. Thankfully the 
application was objected to by the Highways Department on safety grounds because of the lack of 
visibility, the proposed access being on a dangerous bend where there is fast moving traffic. by the 
Chairman of the SG when he has not consulted with any of us in Tillington or listened to any of our 
concerns? 

And why did the BPC/SG need to respond in the Reg.14 Consultation on page 20 with: “Access to 
potential development sites: Throughout the site selection process no submissions were made by 
landowners requesting that the access to sites should come from any specific direction.” 

Who actually wrote that? 



Then it states in paragraph 2.21: “The Tillington Business Park comprises commercial uses of a 
garage, a small business park with lock-up open storage, lock-up units, workshops and a shop. To the 
rear of the buildings there is land which is used in conjunction with the business zone for open 
commercial storage.” 

This is an obvious choice of wording to change land to the north and west to brownfield and again 
included to misled – it has never been used for that and is and always has been greenfield - COMMENT 
REDACTED  there has been no storage of vehicles or equipment or anything on the land north of the 
business units, so it could not 
conceivably be “brownfield.” 

There is also evidence on Google Earth to back this up with a series of aerial shots of Site 10 dating 
back to 1999, the latest being shot in 2009 that all clearly show all the land north of the “true” 
brownfield site that contains the units is greenfield. There is also a later photograph from 2011-2012 
using Bing that shows exactly the same – greenfield. 

Also on this land there is It is called a “Section 52” agreement permanently in force. Section 52 of 
the 1971 Town & Country Planning Act states: “An agreement made under this section with any 
person interested in land may be enforced by the local planning authority against persons deriving 
title under that person in respect of that land.” 

The agreement applied to Site 10 specifically states that permanently: “No motor vehicles vehicle 
parts scrapped vehicles or other equipment may be stored on the land shown edged brown on the 
plan annexed”. 

Which brings us to to the present day at the NDP Reg 16/2. 

Site 10 once again being assessed(desktop) by Kirkwells as a most favourable site when none the 
catalogue of constraints has been taken into account. It is baffling. Site 25 almost opposite was also 
assessed with the same outcome, yet it too was heavily constrained and completely unsustainable ad 
undeliverable. That fact was born out by Herefordshire Planning Office when the a planning 
application for 10 houses was submitted for site 25 a few weeks before this NDP was submitted at 
Reg.16/2, thankfully and rightly recommending to refuse the application. And this is when sites now 
included in any NDP have to be properly considered viable and deliverable. If it is incompetence by 
the SG for not properly investigating and assessing this site then it is astounding particularly when 
many of us reported this fact only to be ignored. One has to wonder why. 

Similarly, with Site 10 the same applies: heavily constrained(more so than Site 25) and completely 
undeliverable. Yet here it is included even after Site 25 was recommended for refusal not long before 
so that surely the BPC and SG could take stock and reconsider the other sites included. The 
incompetence is breath-taking or the pursuit of an agenda to develop Tillington astounding. The 
people involved in this should be ashamed of themselves and reflect on their actions. As I have 
stated before: this is just plain wrong. 



BREACH OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

The Chairman of the Steering Group said at one of the Parish Council meetings (comment not 
minuted) that the objective in developing the Neighbourhood Plan had been to cause harm to the 
least number of people, or words to that effect. This is not the objective of Neighbourhood planning, 
which is to effect sustainable development in the most appropriate locations, with the support of the 
local community. By targeting development to cause harm to the least number of people, apart from 
not being consistent with the basis of Neighbourhood planning, the plan will self-evidently breach 
the Human Rights Convention because those most affected will have been singled out to have their 
amenity disproportionately damaged. Causing harm to the least number of people actually means 
that most harm will be caused to the least number of people, and this is manifestly unfair and in 
breach of the Convention. 

JUSTIFICATION OF AN ALTERNATIVE POLICY B1 

NDP – JUSTIFICATION of alternative policy B1 which better respects the landscape, local 
distinctiveness, and environmental constraints which apply to the Tillington Area: Applying these 
proposed changes to Policy B1: 

1.	� Acknowledges and in part corrects an uncorrected error made by Herefordshire Council -
the wrongful inclusion of ‘Tillington’ as a growth settlement in the Core Strategy. This error 
was made by Herefordshire Council in its translation of background ‘evidence’ into the Core 
Strategy, and has been compounded by subsequent actions made by the Qualifying Body 
(Burghill Parish Council) without consulting the community. The proposed changes enable 
compromise between intransigent positions. 

2.	� By removing it, addresses the drawing of a Settlement Boundary around part of Tillington, 
which has been done without consultation with the community, and is therefore 
otherwise a gross failure of Basic Conditions for a NDP. 

3.	� Takes account of the known environmental and other constraints which exist in this area 
by reducing the impact of development to single rather than multiple dwellings per site 
because: 

(a) the modification respects: 

constraints which make multi-dwelling developments undeliverable. Examples are 
highway safety (the lanes are fast, narrow and winding in the Tillington area, and 
even where there is a 30mph limit it is badly adhered to, with 85 percentile speeds 
of 40 mph); pedestrian safety (eliminating multiple dwellings per site reduces the 
need for unachievable improvements); the impermeability of the local clay soils 
which exacerbate the foul drainage impact and surface water flooding; and 

(b) the modification minimises: 



loss of Best & Most Versatile Land; ecological damage (destruction of hedges and 
biodiversity); sheer overdevelopment of what is a 'hamlet' in a rural area; piecemeal 
ill-considered design and inappropriate housing types (facilitates the smaller houses 
which parishioners mainly wanted according to the 2014 questionnaire); loss of local 
distinctiveness; detrimental impact on the landscape. 

4. Is compliant with the NPPF, NPPG and the Local Plan 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that: 

“blanket policies restricting housing development in some settlements and preventing other 
settlements from expanding should be avoided unless their use can be supported by robust 
evidence”. 

The Core Strategy in its Policy RA1 – Rural housing distribution states: 

“Local evidence and environmental factors will determine the appropriate scale of 
development”. 

In the case of Tillington and Tillington Common, there is ample evidence contained in past 
planning applications and in submissions to the Neighbourhood Plan that there are 
overwhelming constraints which in practice limit multi-dwelling developments. There is a 
need for relaxed policies which reduce housing concentrations so that the impact particularly 
on highway safety, waste water and surface water flooding can be reduced without seeking 
to prevent development altogether. It is noticeable that there have been many objections to 
planning applications for multi-dwelling developments in the Parish, particularly Tillington, 
while planning applications for single dwellings have been largely unopposed (apart from the 
odd nimby), and the rural population is generally tolerant of more gentle development. 

It is the Steering Group which has apparently sought to place a disproportionate amount of 
housing at Tillington Whitmore Cross, based on site assessments which are clearly flawed. It 
is an area where HC Land Drainage have noted in responses to recent planning applications 
“Due to known issues in the area with foul water disposal , we request that percolation 
testing is undertaken ….to ensure that there is a means of disposal of treated effluent. This 
should be established prior to granting planning permission. It should be noted that we 
recommend and support the use of individual package treatment plants and individual 
drainage fields serving each property.” 

Space is required to attain foul drainage (and surface water) arrangements which do not 
overload the impermeable soils in this area. Building regulations dictate that: 

• Treatment Plants should be at least 10 metres from habitable buildings, preferably 
downslope 
• Drainage fields should: 



◦	 be at least 10m from any watercourse or permeable drain, 
◦	 be at least 50m from the point of abstraction of any groundwater supply, 
◦	 be at least 15m from any building, 
◦	 be sufficiently far from any other drainage fields or soakaways so that the 

overall soakage capacity of the ground is not exceeded 
◦	 be downslope of groundwater sources 
◦	 have no access roads or driveways within the disposal area 

The area which a laid-out drainage field (with Treatment Plant, Distribution chamber, 
trenches, separation between trenches, and separation from boundaries, buildings and other 
soakaways) occupies, is therefore large, typically 40m x 10m. As well as that, surface water 
drainage needs to be accommodated as well – “sufficiently far from any other drainage fields 
or soakaways so that the overall soakage capacity of the ground is not exceeded”. For this 
area, a principle of individual package treatment plants and individual drainage fields serving 
each property, as supported by Herefordshire Council’s Land Drainage engineers, seems 
eminently sensible. 

Therefore these proposed changes to B1, unlike the NDP as it stands, take account of the 
soakage capacity of the ground yet allow some development in a sensible manner, provided 
other constraints can be overcome. 

There is mention in the Submission NDP of “first time sewerage for many properties” but this 
really is a red herring because Section 101A of the Water Act applies to existing properties, 
not ones yet to be built; the deliverability of such a scheme, and the acceptability to the 
sewage undertaker of such a scheme is questionable given the small number of properties in 
the area; and in any case it would not solve surface water issues because the water 
undertaker would not permit surface drainage connection to infiltrate a foul sewer. On the 
other hand, the proposed changes to B1 allows the space needed for modest development 
in this rural area to accommodate proper waste and surface water percolation so that 
proposals are likely to be deliverable now rather than at some unspecified future date, and 
address both foul and surface water issues satisfactorily. 

The proposed amendment also overcomes non-compliance with paragraph 32 of the NPPF 
which states: "Development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where 
the residual cumulative impacts of development are severe." and also overcomes non-
compliance with paragraph 120 of the NPPF which states: “The effects (including cumulative 
effects) of pollution on health, the natural environment or general amenity, and the potential 
sensitivity of the area or proposed development to adverse effects from pollution, should be 
taken into account.” Clearly the cumulative transport impacts of proposals for multidwelling 
developments are severe relative to the existing impact, because of concentration in such a 
small area. 

5.	  Respects the reality which is that there is a housing target set by Herefordshire Council 



which is for a minimum of 18% housing growth in the Parish which equates to 124 additional 
dwellings between 2011 and 2031; and that 122 additional dwellings have already been 
delivered by granted planning permissions. There are only 2 residual dwellings now required 
to meet the minimum target, and windfalls have continued to deliver housing in the area. 
N.B. With the granting of permission for one bungalow at The Chase Burghill (19/6/18) 
that brings the figure to 123 with only 1 residual dwelling now required. Let’s not forget 
this is only 2018, leaving 13 years to find that last remaining dwelling. 

In contrast, the authors of the NDP have continued to propose sites which vastly exceed the 
minimum target, and again, in the Submission NDP, the three ‘preferred’ sites with a capacity 
of 24 dwellings would vastly exceed the 124 target. As at 30 May, the addition of these 24 to 
the 122 already approved would bring the total to 146, which is over 21% growth, not the 
18% required – unnecessary because ‘windfalls’ will continue to come forward anyway. 

The NPPG states in its Rural Housing guidance that “A neighbourhood plan can allocate 
additional sites to those in a Local Plan where this is supported by evidence to demonstrate 
need above that identified in the Local Plan and the plan proposal meets the basic 
conditions.” 

However there is not the evidence to demonstrate such need, and the persistent failure 
adequately to consult and engage with the wider community simply demonstrates non-
compliance with Basic Conditions. The only ‘mandate’ goes back to the 2014 Questionnaire, 
now rather out-of-date, but then the overwhelming majority of respondents felt that 18% 
growth was too much. Therefore the evidence does not demonstrate need above 18% 
growth. Parishioners are hardly likely now to think that 21% is not too much, when they 
overwhelmingly believed 4 years ago that it was too much! Planning Permissions granted 
since 2011 already exceed the affordable housing provision which was last required for the 
Parish. 

A criteria based policy amendment such as is proposed, and which does not allocate sites because 
recent housing developments have provided housing numbers very close to the housing target, was 
accepted by Herefordshire Council for the Bartestree NDP. A precedent has been set. 

FINAL STATEMENT 

Finally let me say once again as this chaotic, unregulated process indeterminably grinds on, that if 
what has happened in the Parish of Burghill has been replicated in other parishes then the NDP 
process has been a complete failure. It has been a COMPLETE FAILURE in the Burghill Parish. When 
expertise and bureaucratic means are used to deny “ordinary folk” a proper say in how a 
Neighbourhood Plan is formulated then that process has not been thought through and is simply 
wrong. 

The complexity and the time needed to only partially understand that detail is beyond the 
understanding of the majority and it is unfair to expect them to understand even if they are given all 



the evidence to make an informed decision. But when it appears a Parish Council and assigned 
Steering Group make it inordinately difficult through secrecy and obfuscation, withholding all the 
evidence and then use intimidation and bully boy tactics to impose their will to enforce an agenda 
instead of fully consulting, when there really seems to be no avenues for appeal, then this process is 
flawed. 

What results is great anger. This process pits communities against themselves and nimbyism 
becomes rife where minorities are in effect persecuted with the threat of disproportionate 
development that they have no say and little hope in repealing because they will be out-voted by a 
majority.  Everything about this process has been undemocratic, unfair and plainly wrong. 

Presently, the Burghill Neighbourhood Plan, once again, is “not fit for purpose” and never will be 
under the current steerage – talk about Groundhog Day. I hope Herefordshire Council will do the 
right thing and reject this terrible plan, and at least give our alternative serious consideration, so that 
it might revive this process that inspires the confidence of all the community so a new plan can be 
installed where integrity prevails, where transparency dominates and fully consulting with the 
community becomes its heart; so that a new formulated plan becomes inclusively owned by 
everyone within that community so it retains its full support. 

Russell Hoddell 



Latham, James 

From: donotreply@herefordshire.gov.uk 
Sent: 21 June 2018 11:48 
To: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Subject: A comment on a proposed Neighbourhood Area was submitted 

Comment on a proposed neighbourhood plan form submitted fields 

Caption Value  

Address 

Postcode 

First name Robert 

Last name Yeomans 

Which plan are you commenting on? Burghill 

Comment type Comment 

Your comments 

This latest plan is virtually the same as the 
previous on which was rejected. The 
infrastructure and public services of the 
parish will not support the increase planned, 
and I am informed that we have already met 
the Hereford council target anyway. In 
Tillington the road system is inadequate and 
there are not the required mains services 
available. There is already a flooding issue, 
which will only be exacerbated by several 
more private sewage systems. The only 
recent planning application that adds 
anything meaningful to the local area, is for 4 
houses between the village shop and the Bell 
inn which includes a footpath between the 
two. The current plan just assumes 
everything will be sorted in time and the 
infrastructure will “be alright on the day”. 
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TO: DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT- PLANNING AND 
TRANSPORTATION 
FROM: ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND TRADING 
STANDARDS 

APPLICATION DETAILS 
256160 / 
Burghill Parish  
Susannah Burrage, Environmental Health Officer 

Comments 

Our comments are with reference to the potential impact on the amenity – in terms of noise, dust, odours 
or general nuisance to residential occupants that might arise as a result of any new residential 
development or any new commercial or industrial development. 

We still have some reservations about the proposal for the settlement boundary for Tillington and 
associated land use as housing sites 10, and 25 are in close proximity of the employment site as the 
activities at the employment site could impact on residential occupants on the proposed site (noise, 
nuisance, dust) depending on the planning restrictions and designated use of the employment site. 

Signed: Susannah Burrage 
Date: 19 June 2018 

I have received the above application on which I would be grateful for your advice. 

The application form and plans for the above development can be viewed on the Internet within 5-7 
working days using the following link: http:\\www.herefordshire.gov.uk 

I would be grateful for your advice in respect of the following specific matters: - 

Air Quality Minerals and Waste 
Contaminated Land Petroleum/Explosives 
Landfill Gypsies and Travellers 
Noise Lighting 
Other nuisances Anti Social Behaviour 
Licensing Issues Water Supply 
Industrial Pollution Foul Drainage 
Refuse 

Please can you respond by .. 


O• Herefordshire 
Council 

http:\\www.herefordshire.gov.uk


20th June 2016
�

Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Planning Services 

PO Box 230 BY EMAIL to neighbourhoodplanning@herefordshire.gov.uk 
Hereford HR1 2ZB 

Objections to Burghill NDP - Regulation 16 April 2018 Re-Submission
	
Consultation
	

Dear Sir/Madam 

There will probably be few comments from residents of Burghill Parish on this Regulation 
Submission document. For about 4 years the Parish Council has sadly failed to reach out to 
residents in a way that would have involved them in its production and has failed properly to 

inform them about the Plan. The dates of this consultation have not been publicised in the 
Parish Magazine, and many residents will be unaware that this consultation is happening. 

I lived in Tillington until December 2016. Before December 2016 I completed the 2014 
Questionnaire, attended the November 2014 Options Days, attended many Parish Council 
meetings, and made lengthy and considered written comments on the Draft Regulation 14 and 

Regulation 16 Plan in the hope that my comments would be taken into account. 

At Parish Council meetings, my comments were rebuffed and I (and others) were spoken to by 

the Chairman of the Steering Group in an intimidating and demeaning way. The Parish 
Council responses to my submitted Regulation 14 comments (and to those of most other 
representations as well) were “no change” and some of my comments were even deleted. 

Herefordshire Council rejected the first Regulation 16 Plan because some sites were 
undeliverable, and because of lack of consultation with the public.  That is all history.  It was a 

chance for a new beginning. Herefordshire Council had recommended community 
involvement prior to resubmission of the plan. 

Were there public meetings to discuss what to do next? No. 
Was the old failed plan discarded? No. 

Were there workshops involving the community in finding ways to do it better? No. 
Were the comments of the many people (including myself) who had spent time 
commenting at Regulation 14 and 16 taken into account? No. 

Instead, the PC decided to waste more money (in my view) in re-employing the same 
consultants to re-assess the same sites they had inadequately assessed before (given that HC 

felt that some sites were undeliverable). 

Did the consultants make use of local knowledge for their updated site assessments? No. 

Did the consultants consider vehicular access, pedestrian safety, sewage or surface 
water drainage in their points scoring system? No. 
Were parishioners’ submitted written comments to the updated site assessment report 

taken into account? No. 

Instead, the Parish Council replied again, just as before, “no change”. 

THE WIDER COMMUNITY SHOULD BE KEPT FULLY INFORMED OF WHAT IS BEING PROPOSED 

This is National Planning Policy Guidance to Parish Councils which appears to have been 
ignored. Even after the failure of the first Regulation 16 Plan, partly due to the lack of 
publicised information, the wider community has still not been kept fully informed. 

Parish Council minutes have been minimal throughout this process and continue to be. 
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Steering Group meetings were not publicised until September 2016, 3 years after the 

Steering Group was first formed, so for 3 years the public was unaware of them so were not 
able to attend.   In that time the Plan was written, submitted, and rejected by Herefordshire 
Council with the wider community largely being shut out of the process. Agendas and ‘Notes’ 

for the Steering Group were only published in September 2016 because an EIR/FoI Request 
from a member of the public forced it to happen.  Again, the ‘Notes’ were minimal. 

The verbal Steering Group report to the Parish Council at PC meetings was read so quickly and 
quietly that you could not understand what was being said.  No paper copy was available to 
members of the public.  When I politely asked the Chairman of the Steering Group to read 

more slowly, he replied “No. Keep up.” 

Monthly reporting about the NDP to the Parish Magazine was, and still is, minimal, mostly 
saying where the Plan has got to in the process towards Regulation 16; never information or 
discussion about what was specifically, or actually, in the Plan, never discussion about options 

and alternatives which the community might consider. 

People have not been properly informed.  Also, people are not being informed about what 

might happen in the future.  There is no mention in the NDP of Herefordshire Council’s 
declared intention to develop its own property Hospital Farm, which is in the Parish, for 
housing. 

THE WIDER COMMUNITY SHOULD BE ABLE TO MAKE THEIR VIEWS KNOWN THROUGHOUT 

THE PROCESS 

More National Planning Policy Guidance to Parish Councils which appears to have been
�
ignored.
�
I have already explained that the views of parishioners at meetings were rebuffed and
�
answered in a dismissive, sometimes in an intimidatory and demeaning way.
�

The wider community was able to express its views in a limited way, in early 2014 in the
�
Questionnaire, and also at the November 2014 Options Days. However, since then there have
�
not been welcoming, inclusive opportunities for the public sharing, discussion, and moderation
�
of views.
�

In fact in the meantime, as planning applications in the Parish were submitted to
�
Herefordshire Council and granted, the Parish Council refused to take notice of requests from
�
Parishioners for the housing numbers in those planning applications to be included in the NDP
�
and counted against the total.  Even the views of a member of the Parish Council were
�
disdainfully rebuffed when he suggested that, because the planning application for 50 houses
�
at Tillington Road/Roman Road had been granted, those 50 should be included in the numbers
�
achieved against target, and other sites removed from the Plan.  We were told forcefully that
�
to add or subtract sites would mean going back to Regulation 14 (costing more time and
�
money) and could invite litigation from site owners, and we were threatened that meanwhile
�
developers would take advantage of the delays (and lack of 5 year housing supply), and bring
�
huge uncontrolled development to the Parish. These threats were repeated on various
�
occasions.  Of course, if there had been full and proper consultation and involvement by the
�
community, and if all views had been taken into account, then the Plan might have been
�
achieved by that time.
�

THE WIDER COMMUNITY SHOULD HAVE OPPORTUNITIES TO BE ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN SHAPING 

THE EMERGING NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

More National Planning Policy Guidance to Parish Councils which appears to have been 

ignored. 
The PC claim in their Consultation Statement that there have been many opportunities for the 
wider community to see the draft NDP at the “CAP” on a few Wednesday mornings in the 

Burghill Village Hall.  However, in my view this is not “consultation”; it was more “this is what 
we have done”.  No ‘shaping’ involved! 
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It was obviously not possible for the public to be involved in shaping the emerging 

neighbourhood plan when (a) they did not know when Steering Group meetings were or what 
was being discussed (b) the public’s comments at PC meetings were rudely rebuffed and in 
response to the statutory consultations were met with “no change” and (c) they were shown a 

completed plan as a fait accompli. 

I personally know four people who gave up their time at different stages of the plan to work 

with the Steering Group, and I am aware that even they faced antagonism and rebuttal of 
their ideas. 

THE WIDER COMMUNITY IS MADE AWARE OF HOW THEIR VIEWS HAVE INFORMED THE DRAFT 

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

More National Planning Policy Guidance to Parish Councils which appears to have been 
ignored. 
Herefordshire Council rejected the first Regulation 16 NDP and advised community 

involvement prior to resubmission of the plan. There have since been no meetings 
specifically for the public to share or discuss views on how to improve the plan. 

Alterations to the rejected plan are few; they mainly describe how the previous Reg 16 NDP 
has been taken over by events, e.g.: “there have been additional permissions granted in the 
Parish which have added to the housing commitment within the Core Strategy timescale.” 

The Plan is basically the same one which was rejected before. 

There has been no involvement by the community in the removal of sites, or the 

retention of others, other than as an indirect result of comments to a site assessment report 
to which the response was generally “no change”.  Throughout the process, parishioners who 
were present at PC meetings have been told that sites could not be added to, or subtracted 

from the plan without returning to Regulation 14 and/or risking litigation. And yet, some 
sites have been removed, with no explanation why. 

The only consultation with the wider public was in November 2014 at the Options Days (a 
Saturday/ Sunday).  Of a possible 1,200 adults of voting age in the Parish, only 80-100 people 
made comments.  Since then, even after the rejection of the first Regulation 16 Plan, 

comments have been ignored at PC meetings. 

In fact throughout this process after the November 2014 Options Days, members of the public 

who made comments have been so insulted, demeaned or ignored by the PC and some of its 
representatives that it is amazing that any of us are still trying to moderate those parts of the 

plan which are particularly unacceptable, and which will unnecessarily change this rural parish 
forever. 

A NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN SHOULD BE BASED ON UP-TO-DATE EVIDENCE 

More National Planning Policy Guidance to Parish Councils which appears to have been 
ignored. 

The 2014 Questionnaire was completed by more than half of the households in the Parish. 
Many of the questions and answers were based on inadequate information, but people 
answered as well as they could, in good faith, with the little knowledge about planning that 

they had.    Herefordshire Council had asked for an 18% increase in the number of homes in 
the Parish.  Most residents were shocked, and 97% thought that 18% was too much in a rural 
parish. 

Since 2014, planning applications have been made and granted, and building has begun.  As 
As 19 June 2018, there now remains only one more house to be applied for and approved for 

the 18% increase to be achieved, and we are nowhere near 2031 yet. 

However this 2018 Resubmission Plan still includes mini-housing estates which will provide, if 
approved, many more houses than HC required, and many more than the 18% increase that 
residents of Burghill Parish already thought to be unreasonably high.  The PC have rejected 

discussion about housing numbers. They have refused to acknowledge that the number of 
single houses and conversions which were originally offered by Parish residents (and strangely 
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labelled ‘windfalls’ in successive plans) will easily complete and even exceed the housing 

requirement by 2031. 

NPPF: “PLANNING MUST BE A CREATIVE EXERCISE IN FINDING WAYS TO ENHANCE AND 

IMPROVE THE PLACES IN WHICH WE LIVE OUR LIVES. THIS SHOULD BE A COLLECTIVE 

ENTERPRISE.” 
The creation of this plan has not been a collective enterprise.  You can tell by the language in 
which some of it is written that it has been written by “specialists rather than people in 

communities”. 

The use of words such as dwellings, highway, footway, zone, active frontage, active travel 

modes etc show that this plan was not created and written by ordinary members of the 
community. 

GOING THROUGH THE PLAN BRIEFLY, IN ORDER 
2.12 & 2.13 

The descriptions of Tillington and Tillington Common are incorrect.
�
The housing at Tillington is DISPERSED, SCATTERED.
�
The so-called ‘commercial properties’ & shop are lightweight structures and old rusty
�
shipping containers.  They might be easily demolished at any time by the owner, and
�
so cannot be relied upon to provide sustainability.
�
It is at Tillington Common, not Tillington, where we see a “compact housing group”.
�

3.5		 Representatives of these “significant landowners” wrote to the PC and/or made 
presentations to PC meetings desiring to work with the Parish, and offering to help to 

achieve what was desired by the Parish.  The PC ignored their offers of help and land, 
and failed to consider ways in which smaller parts of the submitted land (often adjacent 
to very sustainable locations) might be included in the NDP. 

4.0		 Objective 5 is beyond the remit of a NDP. 
Objective 7 does not take into account the strategic intent of Herefordshire Council. 

Objective 8 is within the remit of HC Highways, not BPC. 
Objective 11 – I do not believe that BPC can lessen reliance on car usage in a rural 
parish or influence the provision of bus services. 

The “Actions” listed are mainly optimistic and unrealistic aspirations, not “Actions”. 

6.1.11		 This is out of date. The housing numbers, except for just one, are already 
achieved.  There is no longer a need for mini-housing estates. 

6.1.13		 The proportional target growth is already achieved if you include a few windfalls 
(only one needed) which are bound to occur before 2031.  This is out of date. 

6.1.20		 A letter from HC explained that “the Parish” could choose where it put 
development.  All of Tillington had previously been considered to be an “unsustainable 

countryside location”. The PC has arbitrarily decided to put development between two 
dangerous crossroads on the Tillington Road between Whitmore Cross and the C1099.  
The PC has arbitrarily decided to draw a settlement boundary without consultation 

around this part of Tillington but not around any part of Tillington Common.  There has 
been no communication with “the Parish” about the significance of having or not having 
a settlement boundary, or about which parts of Tillington, if any, should have 

development. 

6.1.21		 This is out-of-date.  The plan does not have to rely totally on windfalls; the 18% 

growth target is already almost achieved.  Some windfalls are allowed for by the Core 
Strategy. 
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Policy B9 (b), (e), and (f)The PC have objected to some Policy RA5 agricultural conversions and 

failed to include other RA5 conversions in their plan or only listed them as ‘windfalls’. This 

is contrary to their own Policy B9! 

Policy B14 “The site identified on Map 7 will be supported for development as a solar farm”. 

Out of a possible 689 households, only 29 individuals who attended the Options Days and 

left a comment thought this site appropriate for a solar farm. 

If it does not satisfy criteria (a) – (h) it should not be in the plan at all. 

Appendix 1 Map 2 

The settlement Boundary has been altered and sites which were previously assessed 

have been omitted without explanation. 

Parishioners who argued against some NDP sites were constantly and aggressively told at 

PC meetings that sites could not be taken out of the plan without going back to the Regulation 14 

stage with great cost in effort, time and money, and that ‘we’ might risk litigation from landowners 

and delay in the progress of the plan so that developers would move in ‘en masse’. 

Now, sites are excluded with no explanation (or consultation), and I doubt that some 

landowners even know that their site is excluded from the plan. 

It seems that Parishioners who spoke in opposition to some sites have suffered 3 years or 

more of verbal abuse only for some sites now to be arbitrarily removed and a settlement boundary 

redrawn with no new consultation on the matter. 

Appendix 1 Map 4 

There has never been any consultation about a settlement boundary for Tillington. It is a 

line drawn in an arbitrary manner by (according to the consultant’s representative) “the Steering 

Group”. There has been no consultation with Tillington residents (or any parishioners for that 

matter) about the benefits or otherwise of having a settlement boundary in Tillington or about 

where one might go. It is an imposition. 

One site has been removed and one site has been relabelled. There is no explanation for 

this and I wonder if the site owner even knows about it, or was even informed. Until December 

2016 when I left Tillington there had been no communication between the PC/Steering Group and 

the site owners that I personally knew, about their ideas and hopes and plans for their sites or 

about whether their site was included in the plan, or not, or why. 

Total lack of communication between all parties; PC; site owners; and residents. 

Again I question how this has come about when I and others including a Parish Councillor 

have suffered years of being told that sites could not be removed from the plan without going back 

to Regulation 14 and/or the threat of litigation. 

Were we all misled? Or was the process not understood by those who were supposed to 

know it? 

Appendix 3 Much of this guidance is only appropriate for a ‘city zone’, not a rural area.
�
It seems very unfair, possibly unlawful, to remove ‘permitted development rights’ in the way the
�
guidance imposes.
�

Appendix 7 I have already commented carefully and at length on the ‘Updated Site assessment
�
report’ produced by Kirkwells, and had my comments ignored. I will only now say that Kirkwells
�
and the PC did not adequately rate/score or weight key criteria and constraints such as vehicular
�
access, or public utilities and infrastructure, or known surface water problems, or pedestrian safety
�
in their simplistic scoring system.
�

This is why some sites have been found to be undeliverable and should not have been 

included in the NDP even if there were still a need for more housing to meet the target, which 

there is not. 

CONCLUSION 

The Core Strategy sets out a plan for development until 2031. After that there will no doubt be 

more changes. Until 2031, Burghill parish has met its target of an 18% increase of housing except 

with only just one more house; easily achievable with 13 years of the plan period remaining. 

Consequently, I request that Herefordshire Council does not allow this plan in its current form to go 

forward to examination but returns it to Burghill Parish Council for amendment. If that is outside 

HC’s remit then I request that if it is progressed to examination that the Examiner returns it for 

amendment. 
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Of particular concern to me are the sites at Tillington; that is where I used to live and that is where 

there is the scope for confusion caused by differences between the Rural Background Paper and 

the Core Strategy, and the mistaken listing of Tillington as a 4.14 village. Herefordshire Council 

currently refuses to revisit and correct that mistake, and so I have to accept that, at the moment, 

until there is a review. However, the Burghill NDP ‘preferred’ sites at Tillington (and at Redstone 

for that matter) appear to be undeliverable: 

(1) they are on a dangerous stretch of road 

(2) there is no mains sewage and drainage at Tillington and I do not believe that either Welsh 

Water or developers would pay for the huge cost of extending the sewage pipes. 

(3) I do not believe that already existing homeowners would want to pay the cost themselves of 

joining their properties to a mains sewer, when septic tanks are quite adequate for the existing 

dispersed housing. In any case an extended sewer does not cure surface water problems, because 

surface water drainage into an extended sewer would not be permitted. 

(4) I do not think that Herefordshire Council or developers or Burghill Parish could afford to re-

engineer what is a narrow, winding , fast country lane or provide pavements where there is no 

space for them. Both options would involve buying land from private landowners. BPC have tried 

before for a safe pedestrian route along this stretch of road and have failed for various reasons. 

There is therefore inadequate connectivity. 

(5) Together these developments would create intensive development in a small area which is 

currently almost empty of housing. This will totally alter the rural nature of this hamlet. One 

house (Whitmoor Pool Cottage), a C17th black and white cottage, would find itself next to and 

opposite substantial modern housing development. Quite inappropriate. 

However, whilst Tillington is still listed as a 4.14 settlement, planning applications will continue to 

come forward and if the current (flawed) plan is rejected outright then I recognise that without a 

plan the hamlet will be even more vulnerable to development. Therefore, not wishing to be totally 

negative, I suggest that a less intensive policy solution of just 1 new house per landowner in 

Tillington might be acceptable: less problematic for traffic danger potential, and also with less foul, 

grey, and surface water to exceed the soakage capacity of the ground in the area. A small increase 

in housing numbers limited to just one home per landowner would be a more natural increase for 

this rural area. 

I request that HC suggests to Burghill PC (or to the examiner) that the NDP could be made more 

acceptable if a less intensive outcome could be achieved in the hamlet of Tillington as I have briefly 

outlined above. 

The Tillington sites which are currently ‘preferred’ sites in the current Submission Burghill NDP do 

not meet the criteria of Policy B1 in the submitted plan anyway: 

B1 (a) appropriate density – the proposed homes would be at a greater density than in the 

surrounding area. 

B1 (b) appropriate and safe access cannot be achieved on this dangerous stretch of road. 

B1 (c) adequate access to public transport cannot be provided because there is no safe pedestrian 

access in this area (and there are no buses in evenings or on Sundays). 

B1 (d) these sites are situated opposite, or behind, the shop and workshops on the Business Park 

and adjacent to the Pub garden and car park, all of which generate noise and traffic activity (and 

smell as well). In addition there will be smoke and fumes when, as in the past, waste (used 

engine oil I understand) is burned in the open on Site 10. 

B1 (e) proposed developments so far submitted as planning applications on these ‘preferred’ sites 

and adjacent to them are not in keeping with the immediate surroundings. 

B1 (f) proposed developments so far submitted as planning applications on these ‘preferred’ sites 

and adjacent to them have not contributed at all to a “mix of dwelling tenures, types, and sizes”. 

B1 (g) proposed developments so far submitted as planning applications on these ‘preferred’ sites 

and adjacent to them do not reflect the scale and function of the settlement (a hamlet). 

Yours faithfully 

Sandra King 
(Mrs Sandra King) 
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Latham, James 

From: Planning Central <Planning.Central@sportengland.org> 
Sent: 16 May 2018 15:38 
To: Neighbourhood Planning Team 
Cc: Stuart Morgans 
Subject: Burghill Neighbourhood Plan 

Thank you for consulting Sport England on the above neighbourhood plan. 

In terms of specific advice, Policy B10 identifies The Copse leisure area as a Local Green Space, and 
proposes to oppose development except in ‘very special circumstances’. However, these circumstances 
are not defined within the Plan. As land in use as a playing field, the ‘very special circumstances’ for 
development of The Copse should be consistent with P.74 of the NPPF.    

More generally, government planning policy, within the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), 
identifies how the planning system can play an important role in facilitating social interaction and creating 
healthy, inclusive communities. Encouraging communities to become more physically active through 
walking, cycling, informal recreation and formal sport plays an important part in this process. Providing 
enough sports facilities of the right quality and type in the right places is vital to achieving this aim. This 
means that positive planning for sport, protection from the unnecessary loss of sports facilities, along with 
an integrated approach to providing new housing and employment land with community facilities is 
important. 

It is essential therefore that the neighbourhood plan reflects and complies with national planning policy for 
sport as set out in the NPPF with particular reference to Pars 73 and 74. It is also important to be aware of 
Sport England’s statutory consultee role in protecting playing fields and the presumption against the loss 
of playing field land. Sport England’s playing fields policy is set out in our Playing Fields Policy and 
Guidance document. 
http://www.sportengland.org/playingfieldspolicy 

Sport England provides guidance on developing planning policy for sport and further information can be 
found via the link below. Vital to the development and implementation of planning policy is the evidence 
base on which it is founded. 
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/forward-planning/ 

Sport England works with local authorities to ensure their Local Plan is underpinned by robust and up to 
date evidence. In line with Par 74 of the NPPF, this takes the form of assessments of need and 
strategies for indoor and outdoor sports facilities. A neighbourhood planning body should look to see if 
the relevant local authority has prepared a playing pitch strategy or other indoor/outdoor sports facility 
strategy. If it has then this could provide useful evidence for the neighbourhood plan and save the 
neighbourhood planning body time and resources gathering their own evidence. It is important that a 
neighbourhood plan reflects the recommendations and actions set out in any such strategies, including 
those which may specifically relate to the neighbourhood area, and that any local investment opportunities, 
such as the Community Infrastructure Levy, are utilised to support their delivery. 

Where such evidence does not already exist then relevant planning policies in a neighbourhood plan 
should be based on a proportionate assessment of the need for sporting provision in its area. Developed in 
consultation with the local sporting and wider community any assessment should be used to provide key 
recommendations and deliverable actions. These should set out what provision is required to ensure the 
current and future needs of the community for sport can be met and, in turn, be able to support the 
development and implementation of planning policies. Sport England’s guidance on assessing needs may 
help with such work. 
http://www.sportengland.org/planningtoolsandguidance 

If new or improved sports facilities are proposed Sport England recommend you ensure they are fit for 
purpose and designed in accordance with our design guidance notes. 

1 
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2

http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/tools-guidance/design-and-cost-guidance/

Any new housing developments will generate additional demand for sport. If existing sports facilities do 
not have the capacity to absorb the additional demand, then planning policies should look to ensure that 
new sports facilities, or improvements to existing sports facilities, are secured and delivered. Proposed 
actions to meet the demand should accord with any approved local plan or neighbourhood plan policy for 
social infrastructure, along with priorities resulting from any assessment of need, or set out in any playing 
pitch or other indoor and/or outdoor sports facility strategy that the local authority has in place.

In line with the Government’s NPPF (including Section 8) and its Planning Practice Guidance (Health and 
wellbeing section), links below, consideration should also be given to how any new development, 
especially for new housing, will provide opportunities for people to lead healthy lifestyles and create healthy 
communities. Sport England’s Active Design guidance can be used to help with this when developing 
planning policies and developing or assessing individual proposals. 

Active Design, which includes a model planning policy, provides ten principles to help ensure the design 
and layout of development encourages and promotes participation in sport and physical activity. The 
guidance, and its accompanying checklist, could also be used at the evidence gathering stage of 
developing a neighbourhood plan to help undertake an assessment of how the design and layout of the 
area currently enables people to lead active lifestyles and what could be improved. 

NPPF Section 8: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-planning-policy-framework/8-promoting-healthy-
communities

PPG Health and wellbeing section: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/health-and-wellbeing

Sport England’s Active Design Guidance: https://www.sportengland.org/activedesign

(Please note: this response relates to Sport England’s planning function only. It is not associated with our 
funding role or any grant application/award that may relate to the site.)

If you need any further advice, please do not hesitate to contact Sport England using the contact details 
below.

Yours sincerely

Planning Admin Team

T: 020 7273 1777
E: Planning.central@sportengland.org
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Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) – Core Strategy Conformity Assessment 

Herefordshire Council Strategic Planning Team 

Name of NDP: Burghill- Regulation 16 Submission version 

Date: 18/06/18 

Draft Neighbourhood 
plan policy 

Equivalent CS 
policy(ies) (if 
appropriate) 

In general 
conformity 
(Y/N/) 

Comments 

B1- Scale and type of 
new housing in Burghill 
and Tillington and 
Lower Burlton. 

SS2; RA2; H3 Y 

B2- Supporting existing 
small-scale local 
employment.  

SS5; RA6; E2 Y 

B3- Supporting new 
small-scale local 
employment.  

SS5; RA6; E1 Y 

B4- Rural enterprise 
and farm diversification. 

RA5, RA6, E3 Y 

B5- Supporting 
development of 
communications 
infrastructure. 

N/A Y 

B6- Education SS1; SC1 Y 

B7- Traffic 
management and 
transport 
improvements. 

SS4; MT1 Y 

B8- Design of 
development in Burghill 
Parish. 

SS6; LD1-LD4; 
SD1-SD4 

Y 

B9- Protecting and 
where possible 
enhancing landscape 
character. 

SS6; LD1-LD4 Y “All development will be 
expected to retain the green 
areas between Burghill and 
Hereford and to maintain the 
distinct and separate identity of 
the Parish.” 

O• Herefordshire 
Council 



Draft Neighbourhood 
plan policy 

Equivalent CS 
policy(ies) (if 
appropriate) 

In general 
conformity 
(Y/N/) 

Comments 

The plan should perhaps make 
some reference to the Hereford 
Relief Road corridor that will run 
through the southern extremity of 
the Parish between Hereford and 
Burghill. This could provide an 
opportunity to influence aspects 
of the road’s design and 
screening/landscaping on the 
section in the NDP area. 

B10- Protection of 
green spaces.  

N/A Y 

B11- Protection of and 
where possible 
enhancement of local 
community facilities. 

SS1; SC1 Y Listing some particular existing 
community facilities in the Parish 
which should be given protection 
could supplement this policy and 
afford it greater strength.  

B12- Community 
facilities and 
Community 
Infrastructure Levy. 

SS1; SC1 Y 

B13- Flood risk, water 
management and 
surface water run-off.  

SS6; SS7; 
SD3 

Y 

B14- Development of 
renewable energy 
facilities in Burghill 
Parish. 

SS6; SS7; 
SD2 

Y 

O• Herefordshire 
Council 
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